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ABSTRACT

The object of this study was to explain Egyptian joint venture banks'

decision behaviour. These banks were introduced either as investment or

commercial banks to the Egyptian financial system after the application of the

"Open Door Policy". They mobilized Egyptian savings in foreign currency and

placed them in the international markets rather than local markets. Most of

their lending policies were devoted to short term loans and financing

international trade.

The accounting data analysis for commercial banks revealed that these

banks fell in two different groups reflecting two different policies. The first

group, deposit oriented banks, depended on deposits as their main source of

funds and allocated a high proportion of their funds as placings with other

banks abroad. The second group is loan oriented banks which depended

mainly on "due to banks" in foreign currency as the most important source of

funds and allocated a high proportion of funds as loans. A simultaneous

equation model was developed using principal components and multiple linear

regression analysis. The analysis suggested that through the study period there

was no major difference in the profitability level of these two types of banks ,

but when the credit ceiling was introduced , the deposit oriented banks had the

advantage.

With respect to investment banks , it was found that there was no

similar pattern for their decision behaviour during the study period.

The comparison study between commercial and investment banks'

samples aggregate data showed that commercial banks achieved higher growth

rates and profitability than investment banks.

The in-depth interviews showed that large commercial banks were
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more successful than small banks. They concentrated on growth in total size

and number of branches, and achieved an average return on equity higher than

the other sample banks.

A linear programming explanatory model was constructed to explain,

justify and to simulate banks' decision behaviour. The model succeeded in

explaining their behaviour regarding placing foreign currency funds with

overseas banks. It was found that allocating funds as loans in local currency

was more profitable than financing foreign currency loans. Also, the model

showed that commercial banks which deal in both local and foreign currencies

were more profitable than investment banks which deal in foreign currency

only.

The foreign exchange risk was the main reason which prevented banks

from financing foreign currency loans and investors from demanding these

loans.

The study suggested a number of solutions and recommendations to

change the regulations which govern banks' operations, to enable the Egyptian

government to encourage banks to provide additional benefits to the economy

and to improve the joint venture banks' operations in the local market.
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The Egyptian financial system suffers from serious financial problems

which prevent Egypt from achieving a reasonable development rate. These

problems have created a great gap between local resources and development

needs. It has been necessary to borrow from the external world to cover this

gap and to finance the deficit in the national balance of payments.

Before 1973 the public sector and the government dominated all

economic sectors. It was difficult for local and foreign investors to establish

corporations or limited companies because of fears of nationalization.

During 1974 Egypt started to change its economic structure and the

most significant change was that referred to as the "Open Door Policy" (ODP).

This policy was created to overcome the gap in the Egyptian financial position

by attracting local, Arab and foreign investment through the establishment of

investment and joint venture projects.

Until 1974 there were only four public sector commercial banks

covering all sectors of the economy, but the "Open Door Policy" legalized the

establishment of private, joint and foreign banks. The Egyptian banking system

now comprises of 70 banks including commerciai banks, business and

investment banks, public sector specialized banks and one multinational bank.

The joint venture banks were introduced either as business and

investment banks, or commercial banks dealing in foreign currency or both

local and foreign currency provided that the share of the Egyptian capital is not

less than 51%.

Joint venture banks are expected to attract foreign and Arab funds, to

provide foreign finance for economic development projects, to participate in the

establishment of productive projects and credit facilities for international trade

transactions (especially imports). Also, they are expected to transfer modern
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technology to the Egyptian banking system and to create competition between

these banks and the public sector banks.

Statement Of The Problem And The Study Objectives

This study is an investigation to explain the Egyptian joint venture banks'

decision behaviour within the local financial system.

In spite of the facilities provided by the state for foreign banks to

establish joint venture banks in concert with Egyptian capital, they appear to be

failing in terms of attracting foreign funds from outside Egypt and in

developing the Egyptian economy.

Most of the joint venture banks operating in Egypt mobilize Egyptian

savings in foreign currency and place them with foreign banks abroad. These

funds are invested in international markets rather than local markets. Most of

their lending policies are devoted to short term loans and financing

international trade.

Their behaviour reflects a lack of interest in financing local Investment

projects which would develop the Egyptian economy.

The Study Objectives

The research object is to model the Egyptian joint venture banks' decision

behaviour. The analysis should suggest answers to the following questions:-

1. Why Egyptian joint venture banks place a high proportion of

their funds in foreign currency outside Egypt instead of

financing and supporting the local market?

2. Why most of their lending policies are devoted to providing

short term loans and financing international trade?
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3. What are the reasons behind their cautious policy regarding

lending medium and long term loans?

4. Why they hold limited investments in equity and securities?

Finally, to point out what changes in the rules and regulations, which govern

their operations, would be needed to cause a change in the practices listed

above. In addition, to suggest solutions and recommendations for the Egyptian

government and banks' management to make it possible for these banks to

provide additional benefits to the Egyptian economy.

Importance Of The Research

Because Egypt has been suffering from a lack of foreign exchange to finance

its development plans, it was expected that the joint venture banks along with

the other financial institutions could help in attracting foreign funds and

developing the Egyptian economy.

Unfortunately, instead of attracting the foreign investment to reduce

the local resources gap the joint venture banks place high proportions of their

funds in foreign currency abroad. The main source of these funds is Egyptian

citizens deposits.

This research is very important to Egypt to explain and justify why

these banks behaved in that way and to suggest possible changes and

recommendations to increase the joint venture banks participation in the

Egyptian financial system.

A study of the joint venture banks , as an area of interest in the

Egyptian banking system , was chosen because the object of the former is

profit maximization. This object is more suitable for analysis rather than other

public sector commercial banks where many social and political factors affect
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their decisions.

The Framework of The Study

This thesis is organized into three parts. Part one is divided into three

chapters which describe the Egyptian economy and the financial system

development. Part two reviews the theory of the banking firm literature( in

chapter four) followed by the research design and methods in chapter five. Part

three is concerned with the study analysis and is divided into three chapters.

Chapter six analyses the joint venture banks accounting data. Chapter seven

presents the in-depth interviews and the questionnaires analysis. Chapter eight

discusses the linear programming explanatory model which explains the joint

venture banks' decision behaviour. Finally, chapter nine highlights the study

summary, findings and recommendations.
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PART ONE :

BACKGROUND

CHAPTER I : THE EGYPTIAN ECONOMY

CHAPTER II : EGYPTIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM

CHAPTER III : THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE BANKING SYSTEM
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CHAPTER 1

THE EGYPTIAN ECONOMY
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Introduction

This chapter casts light on the main features of the Egyptian economy.

The objective is to review economic policy development before and after the

introduction of the economic liberalization policy in 1974 and to identify the

current problems and obstacles which impede economic progress.

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

Section One: Economic Policy Development (1952 - 1982).

Section Two: Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Section Three: Foreign Exchange Sources.

Section Four: Balance of Payments, Foreign Trade and External Debt.

Section Five: Egyptian Economy; Problems and Prospects.

1.1. Economic Policy Development (1952-1982)

The Egyptian economy witnessed several radical changes during the

last thirty years. The development of the economic policy during this period

can be divided into the following three stages which reflect the structural

changes introduced since the revolution in 1952.

1.1.1 Stage One: Government Intervention (1952-1960)

1.1.2 Stage Two: Central Planning (1961-1973)

1.1.3 Stage Three: The Open Door Economic Policy (1974-1982)

1.1.1. Stage One: Government Intervention (1952-1960)

Before the 1952 the private sector dominated all economic sectors and

the government role was confined to infrastructure and social services.

The land reform law was the first change introduced after the

revolution. The law put a ceiling of 200 feddans1 on personal ownership which

changed in 1961 to 100 feddans per person and in 1969 to 50 feddans per

person and 100 feddans for the family.2 The excess land was distributed by the
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the government to farmers in parcels of two to five feddans.3

During this period the government started to increase the role of the

public sector and more effort was devoted to the industrial sector.4 The Suez

Canal was nationalised in 1956 and the government liberated the economy

from foreign domination by Egyptianising foreign interests, especially financial

institutions.

Thus, by the end of this period the government intervention in the

main economic sectors was clear and the country was ready for another radical

change during the sixties.

1.1.2. Stage Two: Central Planning (1961-1973)

This period was characterized by a major structural transformation of

the economy. The socialism and nationalisation laws were introduced. The

government changed most economic sectors into public ownership.

Accordingly, the private sector concentrated on trade operations and

small business companies. It was difficult for local and foreign investors to

establish corporations or limited companies because of fears of nationalisation.

Private sector savings and investments shrunk and the government was

responsible for providing all the necessary investments through the state

budget.

The first five year-national economic development plan (1960-1965)

was implemented successfully. 'The 1955-1965 decade witnessed fairly rapid

and sustained economic growth as well as a major structural transformation of

the economy".5

After the 1967 war and till 1973 the economy could no longer sustain

the high economic performance and entered a period of stagnation, largely

because of: (a) sustained growth in population, (b) diversion of resources into
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defence, (c) high consumption rates, and (d) a drop in domestic savings and

investments.6

1.1.3. Stage Three: The Open Door Economic Policy (1974-1982)

After the 1973 war important changes were introduced to the Egyptian

economy. The most significant change was that related to the Open Door

Economic Policy.

This policy was created to overcome the gaps in the Egyptian financial

position by attracting and encouraging local, Arab and foreign investments

through the establishment of investment and joint venture projects.

A number of laws and regulations have been issued since 1974 to

provide guarantees against nationalisation and to ensure policy implementation.

The Law number 43 of 1974 as amended by Law No. 32 of 1977, the Investment

Law, was issued concerning the investment of Arab, foreign funds and the free

zones. The Law provides a number of privileges for companies established

under its provisions regarding customs, taxation, foreign exchange and imports.

In reference to the banking system, a new Law No. 120 of 1975 was

issued to allow foreign, private and joint venture banks to operate in Egypt. The

government also issued a new foreign exchange regulations which allowed

Egyptians to hold and exchange foreign currency.

The Capital Market Authority (CMA) was established to activate the

primary and the secondary markets.

In general, the structure of the financial system and the economy

changed totally and new financial institutions have been introduced such as

investment, regional and Islamic banks.

To overcome the ODP shortcomings, the period witnessed frequent
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changes in economic laws, decision and regulations which govern different

investment sectors. These frequent changes led to economic instability.

In spite of the facilities provided by the state to encourage private

sector and foreign investments, economic instability had a serious impact on

investors and the nature of their projects. Most of the funds were allocated to

investments where profits were quick and secure:

The foreign investors who come to Egypt are cautious.
They are aware of the obstacles they face and accordingly
choose investment projects with the lowest risk factor and the
greatest possibilities for profit. Unfortunately, most of these
projects are not developmental. A good deal of foreign capital
has gone for tourism, hotel facilities, and the construction of
middle - and high-income apartments.7

Foreign trade transactions, especially imports, increased rapidly to cover the

shortage of basic and essential goods and to meet the increasing demand

created by the sustained increase in population and the shortage of local

production.

The financial system suffered during this period from serious problems

particularly the devaluation of the Egyptian pound as a result of the foreign

exchange resources gap and the shortage of foreign currency required to

finance imports . Importers were forced to exchange Egyptian pounds (LE) into

foreign currency in the free market (black market) where the exchange rates are

higher (sometimes by 40%) than the official fixed exchange rates. During the

last five years (1978-1982) the LE was devalued at an annual rate of 10%

approximately.

The following sections discuss in more detail the important economic

indicators for the Egyptian economy.
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1.2. Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

This section describes the important productive economic sectors.

Agriculture sector used to be the most important source of production till

1974. The emergence of the petroleum sector production increased the

importance of the petroleum sector share of GDP. From the following table

(1.1), in 1973 agriculture sector share was 31.2% and declined to 19.2% in

1981/82. Meanwhile, the petroleum sector share increased from 1.0% in 1973 to

17.8% in 1981/82 and became the second most important sector after

agriculture.

On the other hand, industry's sector share decreased from 18.7% in

1973 to 12.8% in 1981/82. The total commodity sectors share of GDP was

nearly constant throughout the period.

As for the distribution sector, the Suez Canal contribution increased

from 1.8% in 1976 to 4.5% in 1981/82. Also, trade, finance and insurance

income share increased from 9.7% in 1973 to 16.2% in 1981/82. The total

share of this sector in GDP increased sharply from 15% in 1973 to 26% in

1981/82. The total services sector's share declined from 29% in 1973 to 18.4%

in 1981/82.

To sum up, the GDP real growth during the ODP can mainly be

attributed to the petroleum sector production, Suez Canal, and trade, finance

and insurance sectors.

1.3. Foreign Exchange Sources

The following are the most important sources of foreign exchange in

Egypt especially after the application of the ODP:-

1.3.1 Petroleum exports.

1.3.2 Remittances of Egyptians working abroad.
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TABLE (1.1)

Sectoral Shares in GDP at Constant Factor Costs (1973-1982)

Sectors 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

U

1980

JS Mlill

1980/
1981

ons) %

1981/
1982

1 Commodity Sectors
Agriculture
Industry
Petroleum
Construction

Electricity

31.2
18.7
1.0
3.4
1.6

34.1
18.3
2.5
3.6
1.3

30.7
17.8
3.1
4.5
1.5

28.3

17.4
4.2

4.6

1.5

26.1
17.5
5.7
4.8
1.5

25.0
17.4
6.1
4.6
1.4

23.6

17.2
8.4

4.7
1.5

22.2
17.4
8.1
5.4
1.5

20.3
12.8
17.5
4.6

0.9

19.2
12.8

17.8
4.9
0.9

1 Total Commodity
Sectors: 55.9 59.8 57.6 56.0 55.6 54.5 55.4 54.6 56.1 55.6

2 Distribution
Sectors

Transport and
Communications

Suez Canal

Trade, Finance and
Insurance

Hotels and

Restaurants

5.3

9.7

4.5

10.8

5.2

13.3

6.0

1.8

12.6

5.8
2.6

12.4

6.0
2.8

13.9

5.1

3.3

13.4

5.4
3.8

13.2

3.9
3.9

18.4

3.9
4.5

16.2

1.4

2 Total Distribution
Sectors: 15.0 15.3 18.5 20.4 20.8 22.7 21.8 22.4 26.2 26.0

3 Services Sectors:

Housing
Public Utilities*
Other Services

4.0
0.5

24.6

3.4

0.4
21.1

2.7
0.4

20.8

2.6

0.4

20.6

2.5

0.4

20.7

2.4

0.4

20.0

2.4

0.4

20.0

2.3
0.4

20.3

2.1
0.2

15.4

2.2
0.2

16.0

3 Total Services

Sectors: 29.1 24.9 23.9 23.6 23.6 22.8 22.8 23.0 17.7 18.4

4 GDP at Constant

Factor Cost:

(1 + 2 + 3)
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Computed from, NBE, Economic Bulletin, various issues, (1980-1983)

* Public utilities includes: education, health, social and religious services.
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1.3.3 Suez Canal dues.

1.3.4 Tourism revenues.

These four sources are responsible for the recent upward surge in foreign

exchange earnings after depending for a long time on raw cotton exports.

1.3.1. Petroleum Exports

Recently, the petroleum sector has become the most important source

of foreign exchange to the Egyptian economy. This fact is clear from figure

(1.1) which illustrates the main sources of foreign exchange during the period

(1973/1982).

The petroleum sector balance of transactions till 1975 showed a

deficit, but since 1976 local production increased as well as international oil

prices and the sector has a large exportable surplus.

The following table (1.2) shows the petroleum sector exports and

imports from 1973 to 1982.
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FIGURE (1.1)
EGYPT'S MAIN SOURCES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE

(1973-1982)
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TABLE (1.2)

Petroleum Sector Exports And Imports

(LE MILLIONS)

Years

Exports Imports
Balance of

Petroleum

Transact ions

(value)

Value Annual
Growth

Rate %

Value Annual

Growth

Rate %

1973 24.7 35.9 -11.2

1974 73.1 +196.0 164.8 +359.1 -91.7

1975 123.6 + 69.1 149.7 -9.2 -26.1

1976 252.2 +104.0 129.9 -13.2 +122.3

1977 284.3 + 12.7 70.8 -45.5 +312.5

1978 372 .0 + 30.8 70.7 -0.1 +301.3

1979 1,340.6 +260.4 179.4 +153.7 +1,161.2
1980 2,145.0 + 60.0 291.0 + 62 .2 +1,854.0
1981 2,409.0 + 12.3 453.0 + 55.7 +1,956.0
1982 2,242.0 -6.9 528.0 + 16.6 +1,714.0

Source:- (1973-1979), NBE, Economic Bulletin, various issues,
quoting General Petroleum Corporation, Petroleum Bulletin,
various issues.

- (1980-1982), CBE, Annual Report (1982/83),Cairo,1984,p.54.

Petroleum exports have increased sharply since 1973 and in 1976 the balance

of petroleum transactions achieved a surplus. In 1979, exports annual growth

rate reached (260.4%) as a result of the increase of the international oil price.

But in 1982 the export value decreased due to the fall of international oil prices

coupled with an increase in payments for petroleum imports amounting to LE

75 millions which led to shrinkage in the petroleum surplus in 1982.

The increasing importance of the petroleum sector played an

important role in changing the character of the Egyptian economy as pointed

out by one of the World Bank reports:

The rise in petroleum production, coupled with the massive
increase in world prices that occurred in the second half of 1979
has had a determining influence on the basic macroeconomic
magnitude characterizing the Egyptian economy at the beginning
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of the 1980's. All of a sudden the basic resource shortages with
which Egypt has struggled throughout the 1970s seem less
constraining. The rise in petroleum prices has meant unexpected
additional flows of foreign exchange and fiscal revenue. The
windfall nature of these additional revenues must be emphasised.
They were not built into the 1980 budget so that in Spring of
1980, Egypt had more foreign exchange and more fiscal revenue
than it was planning to spend.8

With the decrease of world oil prices in 1982, unless the petroleum production

increases and the government pays more attention to the other productive

sectors in the economy (especially industry and agriculture), it will be difficult

to maintain the surge in foreign exchange earnings during the 1980s.

1.3.2. Remittances of Egyptians Working Abroad

Remittances and transfers are received either as cash transfers

through the commercial banks pool or used to finance imports through the

'own-exchange' market for imports.9

As shown in the following table (1.3), the total remittances increased

from LE 14.8 million in 1973 to reach LE 1406.7 millions in 1982. This source of

foreign exchange emerges as a result of the increase in the number of

Egyptians working abroad and the new foreign exchange rules which legalized

the transfer of foreign currency.
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TABLE (1.3)

Transfers of Egyptians Working Abroad*

(LE Millions)

Cash Transfers Own Exchange Total Remittances

Imports * *

Years Value Annual Value Annual Value Annual

Growth Growth Growth

Rate % Rate % Rate

1973 14.8 _ 14.8

1974 83.2 +462.2 6.0 - 89.2 +502.7

1975 105.7 + 27.0 51.8 +763.3 157 . 5 + 76.6
1976 238.1 +125.3 155.7 +200.6 393.8 +150.0
1977 358 .2 + 50.4 265.2 + 70.3 623.4 + 58.3

1978 644.5 + 79.9 587.2 +121.4 1231.7 + 97.6

1979 610.5 -5.3 839 .3 + 42.9 1449.8 + 17.7

1980 759.4 + 24.4 1052 .2 + 25.4 1811.6 + 25.0

1980/81 854.4 + 12.5 1250.8 + 18.9 2105.2 + 16.2

1981/82 531.1 -37.8 875.6 -30.0 1406 .7 -33.2

Source:CBE, Annual Report, various issues; and NBE,
Economic Bulletin, various issues.

* Value is according to the foreign exchange official
incentive rates.

** Excluding free zone imports

Total remittances achieved a moderate annual growth rate till 1978 then the

growth rate declined. In 1981/82, the value of remittances decreased for two

reasons. First, the political instability due to the President's assassination at

the end of 1982. Second, the government announced new regulations to

restrict private sector imports. These regulations discouraged the flow of

transfers into the official banking system pool.

As pointed out earlier in section one, the existence of the free market

exchange rates has the serious effect of transferring most Egyptian remittances

outside the banking system, as emphasised by Allen( 1982):

In the free or black market the dollar/pound rate floats and
the pound is offered at a considerable discount compared to the
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official exchange rate. Lately the free market exchange rate has
averaged about $1.00 equals LE 1.10 compared to the official
exchange rate of $1.00 equals 82 piasters. The Egyptian banks
began offering 82 piasters per dollar last year to try to attract
more hard currency. But this simply drove up the black market
rate.10

Table (1.3) shows the negative annual growth rate for cash transfers in

1981/82.

Introducing an active exchange rate would help to channel foreign

currency through the banking system and that might help increase the growth

rate of Egyptian workers remittances.

1.3.3. Suez Canal Dues

The Suez Canal was opened in June 1975 after being closed since the

1967 war. The Canal dues increased from LE 121.7 millions in 1976 into LE

657.9 millions in 1982. Notice from the following table (1.4) that the annual

growth rate for the Canal dues increased till 1981, while in 1982 it declined to

5.8 % only. Table (1.4) also shows that the 1978 high growth rate is mainly

due to the increase in the official foreign exchange rates.
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TABLE (1.4)

Suez Canal Dues

(LE Millions)

Years

Suez Canal Dues

Value Annual Growth

1966 95.3 —

1975 33.2* -

1976 121.7 -

1977 167.4 + 37.6

1978 359.5 +114.8

1979 412.1 + 14.6

1980 464.3 + 12.7

1981 621.8 + 33.9

1982 657.9 + 5.8

Source;NBE, Economic Bulletin, various issues,
quoting Suez Canal Authority.

* From June/December 1975.
Note:1966 through 1977, $1 = LE 0.39

1978 through 1982, $1 = LE 0.70

The Suez Canal Authority has made significant investments during the last

seven years for widening and deepening the Canal to accommodate large

vessels. The second expansion programme will start after evaluation of the

first stage profitability and world shipping trends.11

1.3.4. Tourism Revenues

After the ODP the tourism industry witnessed a significant increase in

investments allocated to establish new hotels and tourist facilities. Table (1.5)

shows the most important indicators regarding Egyptian tourism industry. In

spite of the increase in the total number of tourists from 1974 to 1982 and the

number of tourist nights, the total tourism revenues experienced a negative

growth rate from 1978 to 1982 except for a positive growth rate (26.5%) in

1980.
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TABLE (1.5)

Tourism Industry Indicators

(LE Millions)

Total Total Average Total Tourists Revenues

Years Number Number of Period

of Tourists of Stay Annual

Tourists Nights Night Value Growth

(000's) (000's) Rate %

1973 534.8 6,394 11.9 60.9 -

1974 679 .5 6,294 9.2 43.1 -29.2

1975 793.1 5,855 7.3 72.0 + 67.1

1976 984 .0 6,796 6.9 262 .2 +264.2

1977 1,003 .9 6,339 6.3 430.3 + 64.1

1978 1,051.8 7,137 6.8 395.7 -8.0

1979 1,064.1 7,104 6.7 319.8 -19.2

1980 1,253.1 8,084 6.5 404.6 + 26 . 5

1981 1,376.0 9,806 7.1 337.8 -16.5

1982 1,423.3 9,301 6.5 282 .4 -16.4

Source:NBE, Economic Bulletin, Vol.36, No. 1,1983, p.118,
quoting Ministry of Tourism.

In 1977, tourism revenue reached LE 430.3 millions, while in 1982 it declined to

LE 282.4. The only explanation for this negative growth rate is that the table

data represents the foreign exchange value for tourism revenues channelled

through the banking system at the official exchange rates. But, as explained by

the Central Bank of Egypt, "The decline in these revenues may be due to

leakages outside the banking channels".12

1.4. Balance of Payments, Foreign Trade, and External Debt

1.4.1. Balance of Payments

One of the important problems which impede Egyptian economic

development is the continuous deficit in the balance of payments from 1970 to

1982.

Table (1.6) shows the balance of payments during the period

1970-1982. The balance of current transactions (balance of receipts and



TABLE(1.6)
BalanceofPayments

(LEMillions)

Items

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1901

1982

CurrentTransactionReceipts:
355.4 0.2 4.2 14.1 57.9

369.7 0.4 5.3 12.6 60.9

353.7 0.2 5.5 46.3 82.1

396.3 0.3 5.7 47.5 112.9

653.9 0.2 7.9 107.9 161.6

612.8 0.4 22.6 33.2 176.9 189.4

629.7 0.1 37.9 121.7 323.4 290.3

779.6 0.2 59.8 167.4 394.9 376.2

1,388.5
2.7 86.8 359.5 1,334.0 629.0

1,758.4
3.6 117.2 412.1 1,763.4 559.7

2,697.1
6.8 287.7 464.3 2,205.4 774.0

2,798.8
2.4 343.6 621.8 1,863.3 752.3

2,811.0
4.3 393.8 657.8 1,797.8 841.9

Proceedsotexports Insurance* Shipping SuezCanaldues Interest,dividendsand otherrevenues Tourismandotherreceipts TotalCurrentReceipts
431.8

448.9

487.8

562.7

931.5

1,035.3
1,403.1
1,778.1
3,800.5
4,614.4

6,435.3
6,382.2
6,506.6

CurrentTransaction

517.8 0.5 11.2 2.4 8.2 29.4 9.0 33.4 20.6

540.8 0.4 13.4 3.4 8.3 32.5 8.1 35.7 17.4

559.2 0.6 13.3 1.6 7.3 30.4 18.5 27.3 32.1

622.3 0.2 19.8 1.5 6.5 50.5 24.0 22.7 38.5

1,252.8
0.1 36.0 3.5 9.3 61.1 41.1 30.3 30.0

1,691.1
0.9 65.3 5.3 31.8 74.5 41.2 40.4 53.4

1,646.2
0.2 45.2 3.5 31.1 107.0 48.3 41.6 73.0

1,766.0
0.3 49.4 1.7 38.0 124.7 67.2 65.4 158.5

3,697.8
1.6 89.2 6.6 52.4 290.3 180.7 110.9 262.6

4,672.6
0.9 76.6 5.0 59.2 299.5 173.2 134.5 316.8

5,304.4
2.4 92.4 3.4 102.8 426.1 170.0 116.3 603.9

6,163.4
0.7 99.2 8.5 97.3 636.4 164.7 157.7 583.8

6,023.7
1.0 108.4 9.3 100.3 782.7 187.5 156.0 717.9

Disbursements: Paymentotimports Films Othercommercialpayments Insurance* Shipping Interest,dividendsand otherrevenues TravelandMaintenance GovernmentExpenditure Otherpayments TotalCurrentDisbursements
632.5

660.0

690.3

786.0

1,464.2
2,003.9
1,996.1
2,271.2

4,692.1
5,738.3
6,821.7
7,911.7
8,086.8

ABalanceofCurrent Transactions

-200.7
-211.1
-202.5
-223.3

-532.7

-968.6

-593.0

-493.1

-891.6
-1,123.9
-386.4

-1,529.5
-1,580.2

BTransfers

+134.0
+121.3
+128.2
+253.7

+405.2

+421.3

+278.1

+174.2

+241.5

+62.1

+68.1

+35.3

+29.5

Surplus(deficit)ofcurrent transactionsandtransfers A+B

-66.7

-89.8

-74.3

+30.4

-127.5

-547.3

-314.9

-318.9

-650.1
-1,061.8

-318.3
-1,494.2
-1,550.7

CNetCapitalTransactions DSDRs

+36.3 +11.0

+19.8 +8.7

+66.2 +9.4

+85.7

+157.7

+695.3

+346.0

+338.0

+737.0
+1,431.7 +21.1

+907.3 +21.5

+1,412.6 +19.5

+1,446.7

Overallsurplusordeficit A+B+C+D

-19.4

-61.3

+1.3

+116.1

+30.2

+148.0

+31.1

+19.1

+86.9

+391.0

+610.5

-62.1

-104.0

Source:(1970-1980),NBE,EconomicBulletin,variousissues. (1981-1982),CBE,EconomicKeview,variousissues.
*Otherthanimportsandexports. Note:1970-1972US$1=LE0.43 1973-1977US$1=LE0.39 1978-1982US$1=LE0.70
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disbursements) revealed a deficit of LE 200.7 millions in 1970, and the deficit

grew slowly till it reached a level of LE 223.3 millions in 1973.

After the 1973 war, and as a result of the rapid increase of total

disbursements, especially imports, the deficit increased rapidly till 1980, a year

which showed a little improvement. But, again in 1981 and 1982 the deficit

growth rate increased.

The lack of foreign exchange especially to finance imports forced the

government to seek external assistance and Arab aid.

The transfers, which mainly relate to Arab support fund, grants and

other aid13, increased from LE 134 millions in 1970, to LE 421.3 millions in

1975. After the Arab boycott, as a result of the peace treaty, the transfers

declined sharply and reached LE 29.5 millions in 1982.

The balance of transfers and current transactions also showed a

deficit during the period except in 1973.

The net capital transactions represent the balance between the capital

inflow (foreign loans and other transfers) and capital outflow (loans payments).

The government depends on the capital inflow to finance the balance of

payment deficit.

The period from 1975 to 1982 witnessed a rapid increase in foreign

inflows and the net capital transactions revealed a surplus.

The overall balance of payments showed a surplus during this period

except in 1981 and 1982, which showed deficits of LE 62.1 millions and LE

104.0 millions respectively. The overall deficit was a result of the decline in oil

prices and the increase in imports payments.
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1.4.2. Foreign Trade (1970-1982)

Table (1.7) shows the main exports and imports groups during the

period from 1970 to 1982.

As for exports, raw cotton used to be the most important source of

exports receipts. In 1970, cotton exports share of total exports was 44.7 % and

declined to 26.0 % in 1976. Since 1976 petroleum exports have increased and

petroleum's share of total exports increased from 25.0 % to 66.2 % in 1982.

Exports of semifinished goods increased from 13.5 % in 1970 to 21.7

% in 1979, but declined again to 7.7 % in 1982.

As regards imports, total imports increased rapidly during the period,

especially after 1974. Between 1970 and 1973 there was a very narrow gap

between imports and exports, but after 1974 imports increased at rates higher

than exports and the trade deficit gap increased as displayed in figure (1.2).

The exports coverage of imports ratio declined during the period and

reached to (34.4%) in 1982.

The increase in imports and trade deficit during the period is due to:

the increase of imports volume since 1974 (especially intermediate and capital

goods), the increase in world prices (especially of foodstuffs) and the

application of " own exchange imports" system.14 Egyptian exports and

production for local consumption did not keep up with population growth and

that led to an increase in the level of imports.15

1.4.3. Egyptian Externa! Debt

As a result of the continuous deficit in foreign trade transactions and

the balance of payments, the Egyptian external debt increased rapidly during

the last ten years, particularly after the 1973 war.
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FIGURE (1.2)
EGYPT'S TOTAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS TREND

(1970-1982)
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The total debt outstanding disbursed (DOD) annual growth rate

increased sharply from 12.2 % in 1973 to 40.1% in 1977 followed by a less

steep growth rate from 1979 till 1982 as shown in table (1.8). This was due to

the increase in Egyptian foreign exchange from petroleum exports. In spite of

that, the DOD to GNP ratio was 54.2 %. Outstanding loans represent more than

50.0 % of the GNP.

Also , the DOD to exports ratio was 156.5 % in 1981 reflecting the

weakness of Egyptian exports power. Egypt paid between 16 % to 24.4 % of

its receipts from goods and services exports as debt service (TDS) between

1975 and 1981. On the other hand, the TDS to GNP ratio remained moderate

during the period and reached 6.6 % in 1982.

TABLE (1.8)

Egyptian External Debt

(US $ Millions)

DOD* GNP£ % % % %
* * * * *

DOD DOD TDS TDS

Years Growth Growth / / / /
Value Rate % Value Rate % GNP XGS XGS GNP

1972 1,982 .4 - 7,774 25.5 176.8 31.1 4.5

1973 2,223.6 12.2 9,655 24.2 23.0 156.5 40.2 5.9

1974 2,828.9 27.2 9,086 -5.9 31.1 118.9 21.7 5.7

1975 4,850.2 71.5 11,563 27.3 41.9 183.3 22 .5 5.1

1976 5,767.0 18.9 14,050 21.5 41.0 160.9 18.5 4.7

1977 8,084.1 40.1 15,439 9.9 52.4 178.0 24.4 7.2

1978 9,942 .9 23.0 16,311 5.6 61.0 183.1 22 .4 7.4

1979 11,461.5 15.3 19,293 18.3 59.4 173.7 16.0 5.5

1980 12,785.5 11.6 24,355 26.2 52.5 138.8 15.3 5.8

1981 14,271.2 11.6 25,344 4.1 56.3 156.5 20.9 7.5

1982 15,468.0 8.4 28,517 12.5 54.2 N.A. N.A. 6.6

Source: World Bank, World Debt Tables, (Washington, D, C.:
World Bank, various issues,(1979-1984).
N.A. = not available.
* Total Debt Outstanding Disbursed (DOD).
£ Gross National Product (GNP).
** Exports of Goods and Services (XGS).
*** Total Debt Service (TDS).



1.5. Egyptian Economy; Problems and Prospects

The previdus sections described the development of the important

features and indicators of the Egyptian economy. This section presents other

constraints and problems which are facing Egypt, and the expected future for

the economy.

The subsidy system is one of the critical issues which costs the

Egyptian government budget substantial funds to alleviate the burdens of living

for low income citizens. This system involves many types of subsidies, but the

most important ones are those related to food and basic commodities such as

wheat, flour, rice and other basic goods.16

According to the state budget,{ see table (1.9)}, the subsidy item

accounts for 25.4% in 1981/82 and 23.3% in 1982/83 of the total budget uses.

The government proposed to reduce the subsidy funds to only 16.9% in the

draft budget for 1983/84. Subsidy funds are the second item after wages in

the state budget.

In addition to these funds , there are also indirect subsidies through

fixing the prices of some strategic products prices lower than the international

prices and sometimes lower than local cost (for example, energy prices for

electricity and petroleum).17

It is also worthwhile mentioning that, for a long time Egypt has been a

fixed price economy. Till mid-1970 domestic prices never adjusted to

international price changes.18 The market mechanism used to have no affect on

the prices, but after the ODP the market mechanism played a part in the

uncontrolled sectors of the economy and prices and wages did surge upward.

However, major changes in the controlled sectors could not be achieved.19

What are the possibilities of changing the subsidy and price system to



TABLE(1.9) CurrentBudget

(LEMillions)

Uses

Budget 1981/82
Value

Budget 1982/83
Value

DraftBudget 1983/84 Value

Revenues

Budget 1981/82
Value

Budget 1982/83
Value

DraftBudget 1983/84 Value

Wages Current Expenditures: Subsidy Militaryforces Domesticpublic debtinterests Externalpublic debtinterests Pensionsburdens Commodityand services requirements Miscellaneous current expenditures Totalcurrent expenditures Totalcurrent uses (Currentsurplus) Total

2100.3 2000.0 1287.4 394.0 207.2 421.8 414.3 322.9 5047.6 7147.9 741.6 7889.5

26.6 25.4 16.3 5.0 2.6 5.3 5.3 4.1 64.0 90.6 9.4 100.0

2444.1 2040.4 1742.0 747.4 204.5 504.1 530.8 541.1 6310.3 8754.4 8754.4

27.9 23.3 19.9 8.5 2.3 5.8 6.1 6.2 72.1 100.0 100.0

2925.0 1686.4 2132.9 1027.9 208.4 587.9 629.6 693.2 6966.3 9891.3 83.0 9974.3

29.3 16.9 21.4 10.3 2.1 5.9 6.3 7.0 69.9 99.2 0.8 100.0

SovereignRevenues Directtaxes Customstaxes Taxeson consumption Othersovereign revenues Totalsovereign revenues CurrentResources Surplusof Petroleum Authority SurplusofSuez CanalAuthority Surplusofother economic authorities Government'sshare incompanies profits Surplusof CentralBankof Egypt Othercurrent revenues Totalcurrent resources Totalcurrent revenues (Currentdeficit) Total

2481.8 1458.5 875.0 664.4 5479.7 1215.1 357.8 74.9 323.7 438.3 2409.8 7889.5 7889.5

31.5 18.5 11.1 8.4 69.5 15.4 4.5 0.9
.4.1 5.6 30.5 100.0 100.0

2309.0 1951.0 1217.1 446.5 5923.6 1195.3 317.2 122.7 265.6 289.7 578.9 2769.4 8693.0 61.4 8754.4

26.4 22.3 13.9 5.1 67.7 13.7 3.6 1.4 3.0 3.3 6.6 31.6 99.3 0.7 100.0

2751.9 2300.0 1400.0 463.8 6915.7 1016.8 322.6 129.4 376.2 326.5 887.1 3058.6 9974.3 9974.3

27.6 23.1 14.0 4.6 69.3 10.3 3.2 1.3 3.8 3.3 8.9 30.7 100.0 100.0

Source;NBE,EconomicBulletin,variousissues.
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reflect the market mechanism?. In the past the government found it very

difficult and costly to change prices for basic and subsidised goods for social

and political reasons. "When attempts were made in 1977, the social reaction
in

was immediate and threatening .

So obviously, it is clear that social and political factors will have a

serious impact by forcing the maintenance of controlled prices for basic and

subsidised goods. Further, it will be difficult to make any significant changes in

the current subsidy system as long as the majority of the working force are

working for the government and the public sector companies at very low

wages.

Another important problem is the industry and agriculture sectors'

share in GDP. It was shown that the petroleum sector was responsible for

increasing GDP, exports receipts and foreign exchange. Petroleum is a natural

resource that has provided "windfall" benefits to the economy. Industrial and

agricultural production have not been enough to meet the local consumption,

thus imports increased rapidly.

One of the Open Door Policy's obvious disadvantages is that less

effort has been devoted to increase the domestic production within the

agriculture and industry sectors. Is this inevitable? As long as the majority of

the industrial sector companies belong in public ownership, the public sector is

responsible for production deterioration. ". . . it is undeniable that large

segments of the public industrial sector suffer from technical inefficiency and

serious management problems".21 This fact is also shown in table (1.9). In the

government's current revenue the surplus of Suez Canal Authority represents

(in 1982/83) 3.6% of the total revenues, while the government's share in

companies profits accounts for 3.0% only, in spite of the fact that almost all

the productive sectors are owned by the public sector.
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The government should seek better ways to increase public sector

efficiency and productivity.

The Egyptian economy will face many challenges in the future to

create new productive sources to generate foreign exchange, to increase local

production to meet the local demand needs, to reduce the gap in the balance

of foreign trade transactions and finally to reduce the balance of payments

deficit.

Introducing a realistic exchange rate would help in channelling foreign

exchange earnings from workers remittances and tourism revenues through the

banking system. Also, it would help to get rid of the free (black) market for

foreign exchange which distorted the allocation of resources within the

Egyptian economy.
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CHAPTER 2

EGYPTIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM
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Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the Egyptian financial

system. Special attention will be given to the banking system institutions.

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

Section One: The banking system development.

Section Two: The present structure of the Egyptian banking system.

Section Three: Islamic banks.

Section Four: Securities market.

Section Five: Insurance sector.

Section Six: Summary.

2.1. The Banking System Development

The banking system development can be divided into the following

four stages:

Stage One: Foreign banks dominance (1856-1957).

Stage Two: Egyptianising the banking system (1958-1963).

Stage Three: Sectoral and functional specialization (1964-1973).

Stage Four: The Open Door Policy and the emergence of
private joint venture and foreign banks.

2.1.1. Stage One: Foreign Banks Dominance (1856-1957)

The Egyptian banking industry was started in 1856 by establishing the

Egyptian (Misri) Bank , after which followed the establishment of a number of

foreign-owned banks.1 The main object of these banks was to finance the

foreign communities' interests in Egypt.

The first Egyptian bank (Banque Misr) was established in 1920 and

financed by Egyptian savings. This bank played a major role in financing and

creating new industrial companies, acting as an investment and development
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bank and established more than 19 projects.2

During the 1950's a number of Egyptian banks were established such

as: Banque du Cairo in 1952, Gomhouria (Republic) Bank in 1955 and the total

number of banks had increased to 31.3 In 1951 the National Bank of Egypt was

authorized to act as the Central Bank.4

2.1.2. Stage Two: Egyptianising The Banking system (1958 - 1963)

In 1957 the government Egyptianised all the foreign banks to liberate

the banking system from foreign control. By the end of 1961 the government

nationalized all the financial institutions and the central Bank of Egypt was

established. In 1962, the government started a series of mergers which

reduced the number of banks to five commercial banks, three mortgage banks

and one agricultural credit bank.5

2.1.3. State Three: Sectoral and Functional Specialization (1964-1973)

During this period the state confined to each bank a special public

sector to serve. The private sector was free to deal with any bank.

In 1972, another scheme was introduced shifting the sectorial policy

into functional specialization. Each bank was confined to a specific function;

foreign trade, local trade and agriculture, industry and service.6 The number of

public sector commercial banks were reduced to only four.

Figure (2.1) displays the banking system structure at the end of 1973.

2.1.4. Stage Four: The Open Door Policy And The Emergence of Private, Joint

Venture and Foreign Banks

The investment law number 43 of 1974 as amended by law number 32

of 1977 legalized the establishment of private and joint venture banks. A new

law number 120 of 1975 was issued organizing, the Central Bank of Egypt and

the banking system. By the end of 1975, the government ended the functional



FIGURE(2.1)
EgyptianBankingSystemStructure

BanksOperatinginEgyptasof December'1973

Banks Number

BanksOperatinginEgyptasof December1982

Banks Number

-CentralBankofEgypt(CBE)
1

-CentralBankofEgypt

1

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks(PSCB)
4

-CommercialBanks

(35)

-PublicSectorSpecialisedBanks(PSSB)
3

-PublicSector(PSCB)

4

-MultinationalOffshoreBanks
2

-JointVentures(JVCB)

11

-Private,Egyptianowned

9

-RegionalBanks

11

-InvestmentBanks

8

-PublicSectorSpecialisedBanks(PSSB)
4

-ForeignBanksBranches

19

-FreeZoneBanks

1

-MultinationalOffshoreBanks
2

-RepresentativeOfficesofForeignBanks
38
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specialization policy.

Since 1975 the banking system witnessed a rapid growth in the

number of banks. Figure (2.1) shows the present structure of the banking

system by the end of 1982. This shows that the number of banks increased

from 10 at the end of 1973 , to 70 at the end of 1982 in addition to 38

representative offices of foreign banks.

The new banks are expected to achieve the following goals:

- To attract and provide foreign funds required to finance

productive projects.

- To provide credit facilities for international trade transactions

(especially imports).

- To transfer modern technology to the Egyptian banking

system and to create competition between these banks and

the public sector banks.

- To help in developing the Egyptian securities and money

markets.

2.2. The Present Structure of the Egyptian Banking System

2.2.1. The Central Bank of Egypt (CBE)

The CBE is owned by the government and is responsible for

supervising all the banks operating in Egypt. The main functions of the bank

are: a) issuing notes, b) serving the government transactions and debts, c)

managing the state's foreign currency reserves and assets, d) extend loans to

the government, and, e) achieving economic monetary equilibrium and

stability.7
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The banking system law number 120 of 1975 gave CBE more

independence and increased its power on the banking system. The CBE

regulates the credit and banking policy and supervises its development

according to the government plans.8

2.2.2. Commercial Banks

At present there are four public sector banks, nine private banks

(wholly owned by Egyptians), and 11 joint venture commercial banks (JVCB). In

addition, there are 11 new regional commercial banks started recently in 1981.

The banking law number 125 of 1975 defines the commercial banks as

follows:

The term "Commercial banks" shall be held to mean banks
that usually accept deposits payable on demand or within fixed
periods; carry out internal and external financing and the
servicing thereof in such a manner as to achieve the objectives
of the development plan and the State's policy as well as the
fostering of the national economy, effect operations for the
promotion of savings and for the financial investment locally and
abroad, including participation in the establishment of projects as
well as the banking, commercial and financial operations
pertaining thereto, in accordance with the conditions laid down
by the Central Bank.9

All commercial banks operating in Egypt deal in both local and foreign

currencies. The Egyptian partner in JVCB must possess at least 51% of the

total Capital.

2.2.3. Investment and Foreign Banks

This sector consists of:

- Six joint venture investment banks (JVIB).

- Two Egyptian owned investment banks.

- Nineteen branches of foreign banks (BFB).
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The JVIB deal in foreign currency and are allowed to deal in local currency with

the CBE permission provided that the Egyptian partner should possess 51% of

the capital. Meanwhile, BFB are considered as offshore banks and deal only in

foreign currency. The law defines investment banks as follows:

The term "investment and business banks" shall be held to

mean banks that carry out operations related to the pooling and
promotion of savings for the purpose of the investment in
accordance with the economic development plans and the
policies envisaging the fostering of the national economy. In this
respect such banks may establish investment companies or other
companies exercising various types of economic activity. They
may also undertake financing of Egypt's foreign trade
operations.10

2.2.4. Commercial, Investment and Foreign Branches Banks General

Performance11

-Banking Sectors Growth12

The public sector commercial banks (PSCB) are still considered as the most

important sector in relation to other banking sectors. Table (2.1) shows that the

PSCB share of the banking sectors' total assets declined from 82.9% in 1978 to

61.8% in 1981. The PSCB total assets average annual growth rate is lower that

the other banking sectors.

The joint venture and private commercial banks sector (JVPCB)

achieved a higher growth rate than the other sectors. Their total assets value

increased more than eight times the 1978 base with an average growth rate of

104.9 % during the period. Investment banks constitute 4.9% of the total

assets in 1981 with an average growth rate of 49.7%, while branches of foreign

banks sector (BFB) share is 9.3% of the banking sectors' total assets with an

average annual growth rate of 32.2%.



TABLE(2.1)

BankingSectorsTotalAssets(AsofDecember31)
(LEMillion)

~Years

1978

1979

1980

1981

1978-1981
Average Annual

BankingSectors—■——
Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

Growth Rate%

Growth Rate%

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks
6519

82.9

7494

78.3

10369

74.5

11148

61.8

71.0

20.3

-JointVentureandPrivateCommercialBanks
506

6.4

977

10.2

1941

13.9

4328

24.0

755.3

104.9

-InvestmentandBusinessBanks
266

3.4

385

4.0

576

4.1

892

4.9

235.3

49.7

-BranchesofForeignBanks*

576

7.3

714

7.5

1040

7.5

1684

9.3

192.4

43.9

TotalAssetsforBankingSectors
7867

100.0

9570

100.0

13926

100.0

18052

100.0

129.5

32.2

Source;ComputedfromCBE,quotedinFoda,Exhibits11,14,17and20. *BranchesofForeignBanksdealonlyinforeigncurrencyandtheirdataaretheforeigncurrencyequivalentin Egyptianpound.
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-Deposits

The following table (2.2) shows the banking sectors' breakdown of deposits

from 1978 to 1981. Notice that the private sector deposits are the most

important source of funds for all the banking sectors. The private sector share

of total deposits increased during the period (1978-1981) for all the banking

sectors except investment banks. Conversely, the public sector deposits share

decreased, especially for PSCB and JVPCB.

Government deposits do not represent a significant share of total

deposits for any sector except for the PSCB where the government deposits

equal on average 5.5% during the period from 1978 to 1981.

As for the total deposits growth rate, table (2.3) shows that the JVPCB

sector deposits achieved the highest growth rate during the period (1978-1981)

and the average annual growth rate was 98.6%.

Table (2.4) shows the breakdown of deposits by currency. By the end

of 1981 the PSCB sector was mainly supplied with local currency (LC) deposits

which represent 73% of the total deposits. Meanwhile, the JVPCB LC deposits

increased from 46% in 1978 to 52% in 1981 exceeding the foreign currency

(FC) counterpart. By the end of 1981, 79% of the investment banks deposits

were in FC and 21% in LC as some banks obtained permission to deal in LC.

-Loans

Table (2.5) shows the banking sectors' total loans. The JVPCB sector total

loans registered a total growth of 1314.9% during the period (1978-1981), with

average annual growth rate 145.1%. This sector's total loans share increased

from 4.9% to 21.6% by the end of 1981.

The majority of the banking sectors loans are short term (less than



TABLE (2.2)

Banking Sectors Breakdown of Deposits(As of December 31)

%

Years 1978 1979 1980 1981

* ** * ** * ** * **

^— Govern¬ Public Private Govern¬ Public Private Govern¬ Public Private Govern¬ Public Private

Banking Sectors ment Sector Sector Others ment Sector Sector Others ment Sector Sector Others ment Sector Sector Others

- Public Sector Commercial Banks 5.6 40.5 48.3 5.6 5.2 42.3 49.4 3.1 5.9 40.1 52.3 1.7 5.1 37.2 56.6 1.1
- Joint Venture and Private Commercial Banks 0.0 30.3 59.6 10.1 0.4 30.9 60.8 7.8 0.7 26.0 68.6 4.8 0.9 19.6 77.3 2.2
- Investment and Business Banks 0.0 15.4 84.6 00.0 0.0 19.0 81.0 0.0 0.0 15.3 84.7 0.0 0.3 18.6 81.1 0.0
- Branches of Foreign Banks 0.1 1.1 77.7 21.1 0.1 2.3 77.0 20.6 0.1 1.2 82.7 16.0 0.0 1.1 85.7 13.2

Source; Computed from CBE, quoted in Foda, Exhibits 12, 15, 18 and 21.

* Public sector includes public business sector and financial intermediaries.

** Private Sector includes private business sector and household sector
(individuals, non-profit organisations and foreign institutions
operating in Egypt).

TABLE (2.3)

Banking Sectors Total Deposits (As of December 31)

(LE Million)

—Years

Banking Sectors

1978 1979 1980 1981

1978-1981

Growth
Rate %

Average
Annual

Growth
Rate %Value % Value % Value % Value %

- Public Sector Commercial Banks
- Joint Venture and Private Commercial Banks
- Investment and Business Banks
- Branches of Foreign Banks

3464
328

91

290

83.0

7.9
2.2

6.9

4523

598

142
367

80.4

10.6

2.5

6.5

5754

1151

249

421

76.0
15.2

3.3

5.5

7161

2544

328

557

67.6

24.0

3.1

5.3

106.7
675.6

260.4

92.1

27.4

98.6

54.4

24.5

Total Deposits for Banking Sectors 4173 100.0 5630 100.0 7575 100.0 10590 100.0 153.8 36.4

Source: Computed from CBE, quoted in Foda, Exhibits 12, 15, 18 and 21.



TABLE(2.4)

BankingSectorsDepositsBreakdownbyCurrency(AsofDecember31)
%

~~~Years BankingSectors'——
1978

1979

1980

1981

LC

FC

LC

FC

LC

FC

LC

FC

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks
72

28

72

28

71

29

73

27

-JointVentureandPrivateCommercialBanks
46

54

45

55

51

49

52

48

-InvestmentandBusinessBanks
9

91

9

91

8

92

21

79

-BranchesofForeignBanks

-

100

-

100

-

100

-

100

Source:ComputedfromCBE,quotedinFoda,Exhibits12,15,18and21. NB:LCmeansLocalCurrency(EgyptianPound)-FCmeansForeignCurrencyequivalentin Egyptianpound.



TABLE(2.5)

BankingSectorsTotalLoans(AsofDecember31)
(LEMillion)

Years

1978

1979

1980

1981

1978-1981 Growth Rate%

Average Annual Growth Rate%

BankingSectors~~~
Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks -JointVentureandPrivateCommercialBanks -InvestmentandBusinessBanks -BranchesofForeignBanks

2090 114
34

102

89.3 4.9 1.5 4.3

2390 324
79

157

81.0 11.0 2.7 5.3

3451 623 142 226

77.7 14.0 3.2 5.1

5209 1613 286 382

69.5 21.6 3.8 5.1

149.2 1314.9 741.2 274.5

36.6 145.1 104.5 55.6

-TotalLoansforBankingSector
2340

100.0

2950

100.0

4442

100.0

7490

100.0

220.1

48.4

Source:ComputedfromCBE,quotedinFoda,Exhibits13,16,19and22.
TABLE(2.6)

BankingSectorsloansBreakdownbyMaturity(AsofDecember31)
"""" %

Years

1978

1979

1980

1981

One

MoreThan
One

MoreThan
One

MoreThan
One

MoreThan

BankingSectors

Year

OneYear

Year

OneYear

Year

OneYear

Year

OneYear

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks
99

1

98

2

98

2

98

2

-JointVentureandPrivateCommercialBanks
86

14

90

10

92

8

94

6

-InvestmentandBusinessBanks
73

27

71

29

78

22

60

40

-BranchesofForeignBanks

91

9

90

10

89

11

86

14

Source:ComputedfromCBE,quotedinFoda,Exhibits13,16,19and22.
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one year)- The PSCB loans of more than one year were only 2.0% in 1981. As

for JVPCB, term loans (more than one year) decreased from 14% to 6% in 1981.

On the other hand, the investment banks term loans increased from

27% to 40% and BFB sector term loans increased from 9% to 14% in 1981.

The PSCB mainly allocated loans to the public sector but with an

increasing trend towards lending to the private business sector. This is shown

in table (2.7) , where the private business sector loans as a percentage of total

loans increased from 16% to 32%. The other banking sectors mainly lend to

the private business sector.

Finally, as for the loans breakdown by currency, table (2.8) shows that

PSCB mainly allocated loans in LC (95% of total loans in 1981). The JVPCB FC

loans increased from 34% to 43% in 1981. Also investment banks LC loans

increased from 2% to 36% in 1981.

2.2.5. Public Sector Specialized Banks [PSSB]

At present there are four PSSB owned by the government.

A. One industrial bank.

B. Two Real Estate banks.

C. Agricultural banks.

A. The Industrial Development Bank

The bank was established in 1975 as a public sector bank with a capital of LE 5

million subscribed by the CBE which increased to LE 25 million by the end of

1981.13

The objective of the bank is to finance the industrial sector by

extending long term credit, especially to private sector projects. The bank has

a special department to conduct feasibility and technical studies. Its basic



TABLE(2.7)

LoansExtendedByBankingSectorstoPublicandPrivateBusiness*(AsofDecember31)
%

Years

BankingSectors"———
1978

1979

1980

1981

Public

Private

Public

Private

Public

Private

Public

Private

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks
84

16

79

21

75

25

68

32

-JointVentureandPrivateCommercialBanks
18

82

10

90

12

88

9

91

-InvestmentandBusinessBanks
0

100

0

100

1

99

26

74

-BranchesofForeignBanks

6

94

13

87

7

93

6

94

Source:ComputedfromCBE,quotedinFoda,Exhibits13,16,19and22. *Includesnon-publicsectorJointStockCompanies,LimitedLiabilities,Partnerships,Cooperativesand Proprietorships.

TABLE(2.8)

BankingSectorsLoansBreakdownbyCurrency(AsofDecember31)
%

~ -—Years
BankingSectors—

1978

1979

1980

1981

LC

FC

LC

FC

LC

FC

LC

FC

-PublicSectorCommercialBanks
98

2

98

2

96

4

95

5

-JointVentureandPrivateCommercialBanks
66

34

61

39

58

42

57

43

-InvestmentandBusinessBanks
2

98

11

89

14

86

36

64

-BranchesofForeignBanks*

-

100

-

100

-

100

-

100

Source:ComputedfromCBE,quotedinFoda,Exhibits13,16,19and22. *Dealonlyinforeigncurrency.
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sources of funds are loans from CBE and international organization. By the end

of June 1982 the bank total assets reached to LE 254 million.14

B. Real-Estate Banks (Mortgage Banks)

There are two public sector mortgage banks. These banks grant long term

loans to finance the building of houses, purchase of land and reconstruction

projects.15 Loans maturity range is between five and 30 years.

Mortgage banks main sources of funds are

1. Long term loans from financial institutions such as

insurance companies and CBE.

2. Issuing long term bonds as the Egyptian Real-Estate Bank

had issued bonds in 1951 which still traded in the stock

exchange.16

Recently, the government established a new Reconstruction and Housing Bank

to help in solving the housing problems in Egypt.

The real-estate banks total assets are LE 674.5 million on June 30,

1982.17

C. Agriculture Banks

There are 18 agriculture banks in Egypt. The Principal Bank for Development

and Agricultural Credit headquarter is in Cairo and has 17 regional Development

and Agricultural Credit Banks branches throughout the country.18 Each regional

branch has its sub-branches at the local council and villages level (Village

Bank).

Agricultural banks provide agricultural credit required to finance: a)

Land reclamation and cultivation, b) medium term loans required for agricultural
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equipment and livestock, c) digging of canals, d) short term credit to finance

harvest expenses and e) long term loans for land reclamation companies.19

The agricultural banks obtain their funds from farmers' and

co-operative associations' deposits in addition to borrowing from the banking

system. By the end of June 1982, the total assets for the Principal Bank and its

branches reached to LE 1148.7 million.20

2.3. Islamic Banks

This section discusses the Islamic banks' concepts21 and describes the

Egyptian Islamic institutions.

It is important to refer to these banks because they constitute a part

of the financial system that has grown extremely rapidly. One of the the Islamic

banks in its first four years of operation has grown to approximately twice the

size of the largest joint venture bank in this study.

2.3.1. The Concepts of The Islamic Banks

Islamic banks are new financial institution which carry out a number of

operations according to the Islamic principles (Shariaa).22

Their system based on the profit-and-loss-sharing (PLS) principle as

an alternative to the fixed interest rates which are considered as Riba (usury)

and abolished in Islam.23 All their operations have no predetermined fixed

return. The reason is the risk and uncertainty involved in investment decisions.

The Islamic bank and the bank's customer (partner) should share the risk

together according to the actual profits or losses resulted from the investment.

To differentiate between Islamic banks' and other traditional banks'

operations, the following is a summary of the model presented by Karsten

(1982)24 :
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Interest rate bank:

Let, P0 = amount of principal lent to the borrower in period t0

Pt = agreed amount of capital that has to be returned at ^

If, P, > PG r = PrP0 (1)
the difference between Pt and P0 is the
additional amount (prefixed interest) the borrower
has to pay with the principal at tv
and considered as Usury in Islam.

Interest free bank; (PLS), As the expected return is uncertain the bank and the

customer (partner) will participate in investment and will share an agreed

proportion $ of the actual net profits.

let, R = total revenue

C = total costs
E = expected value
A = actual value

The expected profits for a participant in a joint venture are;

(Profits) II = 4 E (R - C) at time tD (2)

At the end of the investment period the actual profit for each partner is

II = $ A (R - C) at time ^ (3)

Equation three ensures that both the bank and the partner shared the actual

net profits which is quite different from the expected one.

Islamic Banks Sources of Funds

The main sources of funds for Islamic banks are current accounts, savings

deposits, investment deposits and ZaKat funds.

A. Current Account Deposits. It is an interest free account. The bank

provide holders with a free-of-charge banking service such as: a) issuing of

cheque-books, b) the payment and collection of cheques and money orders on

behalf of their clients, and c) overdraft facilities which is allowed at a specific

agreed limit between the bank and customer in advance.25
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Current account deposits funds are used to meet short term financial

needs and are not to be used in investment operations.

B. Investment and Saving Deposits: This is the counterpart of fixed and

time deposits. Clients deposit their savings in investment accounts for a

specific period (six months or one year). The bank invests these funds in the

basis of PLS principle.

Islamic banks also open investment accounts for specific projects and

the return depends on the results of each project.

C. The ZaKat Funds: ZaKat is the social taxation system in Islam. The

Islamic bank collects and allocates ZaKat funds from:

- ZaKat due on the Bank's funds.

- ZaKat offered by owners of investment accounts.

- ZaKat from shareholders.

- Donations offered to the ZaKat funds.

According to the Islamic Shariaa ZaKat is an annual levy of 2.5% on personal

wealth. The Islamic bank distributes ZaKat funds for charitable purposes.

Islamic Banks Use of Funds

Islamic banks invest their funds according to PLS principle in the following

basic types of Islamic contracts:

1. Mosharaka (Profit Sharing)

2. Modarabah (Trust)

3. Morabaha (Financing Trade)
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4. Other services

A. Mosharaka (Profit Sharing): A joint venture agreement between the

bank and the client. The two partners share in providing the required capital or

the bank can finance the project to be managed by the client over a

predetermined time span.26 Profits are shared according to an agreed

proportions which reflect capital and management participation. Losses are

shared according to their contribution in capital.

B. Modarabah (Trust): Is a contract between the Islamic bank, which

provide all the required capital of a partnership and the client which is

responsible for management efforts. Profits and losses are shared between the

client (management) and the bank (capital) according to predetermined agreed

proportion. In the case of loss, the bank bears the financial loss entirely and

the client receives no return for his effort. "However, should it proved that the

expert was neglectful or incurred an infraction to the conditions of the

Modarabah he would be responsible for the losses resulting from his

neglect".27

C. Morabaha (Financing Trade): In Morabaha the client asks the bank to

purchase equipment or goods on his behalf and the bank resells it to him at

cost plus an agreed margin (a certain percentage as profit) to be added to the

total cost of the commodity to decide its selling price.

D. Other Services:

- Islamic banks participate in establishing companies either as

partners by financing part of the capital required for medium

and long term enterprises or by establishing the bank's own

subsidies.
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- Kard Hassan (interest-free-loan): Islamic banks offer interest

free loans in certain cases for social assistance.

- Ijara (lease): The Islamic bank leases the equipment requested

by a client against an agreed rental.28 In some other cases

the bank permits the client to purchase the equipment under

special arrangements.

Since the mid-seventies, a number of Islamic banks have been founded in

Egypt and the international markets. There are more than 30 Islamic financial

institutions all over the world.29

In 1977, an International Association of Islamic Banks was formed to

coordinate and to promote for the co-operation between Islamic banks and to

find out solutions to their common problems.30

2.3.2. Egyptian Islamic Banks

There are three Islamic banks operating now in Egypt.

1. Nasser Social Bank.

2. Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt.

3. Islamic International Bank for Investment and Development.

-Nasser Social Bank

The bank was established in 1971. The object of the bank was to render social

services for low income groups, pensions and welfare benefits, to grant free

interest loans for needy people and to manage a special fund for social

insurance service.31

The bank receives its sources of funds from the Ministry of Finance

and takes 2% of the net profit of public sector companies. The bank invests its
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funds according to the partnership system and participates in joint venture

projects with his clients.

-Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt

The bank was the first Islamic commercial bank to be established in Egypt in

1979. Issued capital was fixed at US$ 8 million and raised to US$ 40 million to

meet over subscription.3

Faisal Islamic Bank is authorized to perform all commercial and

investment banks activities. The objective of the bank is to promote and

participate in financing industrial and urbanization development projects locally

and abroad within the framework of Islamic Shariaa. The bank enjoys tax

holiday for 15 years on ail types of activities.33

The bank has a religious supervisory board to observe and verify the

conformance of its operations with the principles and rules of Islamic Shariaa.34

During the first four years the bank opercJten new

branches affiliated to it in Cairo and six regions in addition to eleven more

branches under establishment.35

Table (2.9) illustrates the bank's balance sheet from 1979 to 1982.

From the table the following facts may be deduced :

1. The bank's total assets increased rapidly and in four years

the bank grew more than 25 times (from US$ 39 million in

1979 to US$ 997 million in 1982).

2. The main source of the bank's funds is the investment,

current and saving accounts which represent 79.5% of the

total assets in 1982.



TABLE (2.9)

Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt Balance Sheet (1399-1402)H* ($ Thousands)

1399H (1979) 1400H (1980) 1401H (1981) 1402H (1982) 1399H (1979) 1400H (1980) 1401H (1981) 1402H (1982)

Assets Value % Value % Value % Value % Liabilities Value % Value % Value % Value %

Cash, due from Banks
and Correspondents 11,293 29.2 34,584 17.7 191,518 34.2 147,895 14.9

Investment, Current and Savings
Accounts 23,626 61.0 140,137 71.6 469,206 83.8 792,592 79.5

Short Term Applications - - 25,714 13.1 64,215 11.5 42,085 4.2
Banks and Correspondents

Sundry Credit Accounts 1,948 5.0

22,058

4,894

11.3

2.5

28,819

35,892

5.1

6.4

29,713

133,372

3.0

13.4

Murabaha, Mudarabah,
and Investment
Operations

Sundry Debit Accounts

24,084

849

62.2

2.2

129,194

2,632

66.0

1.4

285,090

10,235

50.9

1.8

778,450

7,041

78.1

0.7

ZaKat Fund

Provision for Commercial
Operations, Musharakah,
Murabaha and Investment Risks

Shareholders Equity

- -

284

247

0.1

0.1

270

546 0.1

191

910 0.1

Contribution in the
Bank1s Companies and
other Companies - - - - 2,811 0.5 9,695 1.0

Paid-up Capital

Capital Instalments paid in
advance

10,000

1,796

25.8

4.7

18,961

658

9.7

0.3

19,724

1,501

3.5

0.3

29,627

269

3.0

Investment in Purchasing
Land for Building - - 1,033 0.5 2,294 0.4 3,165 0.3

General Reserve

Private Reserve _ _

99 0.1 547 0.1 959

3,143

0.1

0.3

Other Assets 399 1.0 340 0.2 - - - - Net Profit 1,367 3.5 9,816 5.0 32,372 5.8 69,381 7.0

Fixed Assets
(after depreciation) 2,112 5.4 2,222 1.1 4,119 0.7 8,183 0.8

Distributed Revenue for
Investment Accounts

Net Distributable Profit 1,367 3.5

1,435

8,381

0.7

4.3

28,595

3,777

5.1

0.7

63,643

5,738

6.4

0.6

Total Assets 38,737 100.0 195,719 100.0 560,262 100.0 996,514 100.0 Total Liabilities 38,737 100.0 195,719 100.0 560,282 100.0 996,514 1C0.0

Source: Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt, Annual Report, (1399, 1400, 1401, 1402 H).

H = (Hecra) Islami calendar year.
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3. The bank allocated his funds mainly as Morabaha,

Modarabah, and investment operations which account for

78.1% of the total assets in 1982.

4. The return on total assets (Net Profits/Total assets) ratio

increased from 3.5% in 1979 to 7.0% in 1982.

The bank's growth in size and branches reflects the importance of the Islamic

institutions in local market and its future prospects.

-Islamic International Bank for Investment and Development

The bank was founded in 1980 as a private investment Islamic bank with a

starting capital base of US$ 12 million. It is more oriented towards financing

and participating in investment projects, securities investment and replacement

qc
and renewals of the existing projects.

In addition to the above mentioned Islamic banks, it is worth while to

mention that a number of other commercial banks have already opened special

Islamic branches to satisfy their clients demand for Islamic banks operations.

2.4. Securities Market

There are two stock exchanges in Egypt. The first one was

established in Alexandria in 1883 and is considered as one of the oldest

markets in the world.37 The Cairo Stock Exchange was established in 1890.

The Egyptian secondary market was very active during the 1950's. The

number of shares listed in the official list were 228 out of 650 joint stock

companies and the total value of the negotiated securities at Cairo and

Alexandria Stock Exchange was LE 387 million in 1955.38

Table (2.10) shows the market value of the Cairo stock exchange

securities transactions from 1956 till 1982. In 1958 the total value of trading
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reached LE 66.7 million, then deteriorated gradually, especially during the

sixties, as a result of nationalization laws. Kerr (1983) remarked that:

The exchange have continued to exist but with virtually no
securities, trading almost disappeared completely. In fact, most of
the trading activity since that time has been either in government
bonds or in shares of public sector controlled companies.39

The number of joint stock companies before nationalization was 925 companies

and the number of companies which survived the nationalization law was only

30 companies.40 The number of cpmpanies established after nationalization

during the sixties was four companies only.41

TABLE (2.10)

Cairo Stock Exchange

Historical Market Value of Bond and Share Trading

(LE Millions)

Years Value Years Value

1956 57.3 1970 3.8

1957 32.7 1971 3.6
1958 66.7 1972 3.9
1959 43.9 1973 4.3
1960 38.4 1974 4.1

1961 23.4 1975 7.4

1962 12 .2 1976 7.6
1963 5.1 1977 5.9

1964 4.3 1978 4.9

1965 2.8 1979 6.4

1966 4.0 1980 9.8
1967 6.5 1981 9.1

1968 2.8 1982 7.8

1969 6.3

Source; Cairo Stock Exchange, quoted in Kerr, p.13.

After the ODP and the introduction of the investment law, the number of joint

venture and private companies increased and some joint-stock companies
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started to list their shares in the stock exchange. The market value of

securities transactions increased slowly since 1975.

The following table (2.11) shows the estimated market value of the

listed shares till 1982. In spite of the fact that the total value of shares (paid

up capital) for all the listed companies in the stock exchange are LE 500

million, the market activities are very slow in relation to the total value of the

listed shares.42

TABLE (2.11)

Estimated Market Value of Listed Shares (1982)

Category Paid in Value

(Nominal Value)
LE Million

Estimated Market

Value
LE Million

Mixed public sector 103 12 0

companies
Private sector

companies * 47 60

Investment law

companies ** 353 490

The value of listed
shares 503 670

Source: Kerr, p.15.
* Companies established under the companies law.

** Companies established under the investment law.

Reasons for the lew trade value of the listed shares

1. The mixed public sector companies shares are not attractive

as the controlled part of these shares equal to 82% and the

floating shares equal only 18% (LE 21.6 millions).43

2. Most of the private sector companies are very small and

their shares tend to be fairly closely held.
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3. The majority of the investment law companies shares listed

in the stock exchange are closed companies where the

capital was fully subscribed by the founders.

The following are a summary of the important reasons for the securities market

low activity as mentioned by Kerr (19 83)44 :

1. The private sector companies are relatively new in the

market. Most of them established after the ODP. There is a

limited earnings track record and investors have little

information to take a decision to buy or to sell shares.

2. Lack of a network of securities dealers. Most of the new

issues have been made by public subscription. The present

brokerage community is very small and was not involved in

the initial subscription. As a result, the shareholders tend

simply to hold on to their shares because there is no

market adviser such as a securities salesman that they can

turn to for advice.

3. All the companies which offered shares for public

subscription had done that at the time of establishment.

Most of the shareholders are conditioned to hold on to their

shares for several years till operations have commenced. In

this case the shareholders along with the founders are

supplying the company's initial capital rather than investing

in securities in the normal sense.

4. The number of shares listed at the stock exchange is very

limited. This indicates that companies' management have no

interest to develop public market for their shares.
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5. The Egyptian investors acquire shares primarily for

anticipated dividend payments not for trading and capital

gains.

2.4.1. Debt Market (Bonds)

At present there is no debt securities market in Egypt. The only source

for private sector debt is through the banking system. The bonds listed at the

stock exchange were issued by the Egyptian government. The important bonds

were the development bonds in US$ which were issued at fixed interest rate of

8% and its value is US$ 636 million.45

2.4.2. Capital Market Authority (CMA)

As for activating the primary market the government established the

CMA in 1979. The objectives of CMA are: (a) to develop and create the

required climate to activate the securities market in Egypt, (b) to regulate

capital markets, (c) to ensure the disclosure of data, (d) to conduct studies for

government agencies to update and introduce amendments to the regulations

governing the capital markets, and, (e) to supervise the secondary market

transactions in accordance with stock exchange law.46

Lately, in 1981 the authority succeeded in issuing three main laws to

give investors and the private sector a number of incentives to activate the

securities market. The new laws are concerning the income tax, the companies

law and the general regulations for the stock exchange.

2.5. Insurance Sector

Insurance companies and social insurance establishments are the only

important insurance institutions in the Egyptian financial market.
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2.5.1. Insurance Companies

At present there are four public sector insurance companies operating

in Egypt. They are engaged in life and casualty insurance and reinsurance

activities.47 In addition, three new private insurance companies were

established under the investment law.

The public sector insurance companies main source of funds are the

accumulated periodical instalments due on holders of insurance policies. They

used to allocate high proportion of their funds in the field of real estate

business, building and leasing blocks and granting loans to insurance policy

holders guaranteed by the value of the policy.48

Because of the increase of housing problems and construction costs

along with the government control on rent, it is not profitable to invest in the

field of real estate 49

The following table (2.12) displays the public sector insurance

companies investments from 1978 to 1981. The table reveals that:

A. Investments in securities and sharing in new companies represent

the most important item in their investment portfolio.

B. Insurance companies' bank deposits equal to 36.7% of total

investments in 1981. These liquid assets could be allocated as medium and

long term loans for public and private sectors.

2.5.2. Social Insurance Authorities

There are two governmental authorities responsible for the social

insurance activities in Egypt. The first is responsible for serving the employees

of the government and official organizations. The second authority serves

employees of the public and private sector companies.50 These two authorities

raise their funds from the required compulsory social insurance instalments.



TABLE(2.12)

InvestmentsofPublicSectorInsuranceCompanies**1978-1981
(LEThousands)

Investment

1978

t

1979

1980*

1981*

Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

RealEstate(land,buildings)
45,938

21.0

53,077

20.5

55,867

19.7

56,872

16.6

SecuritiesandSharesinnewCompanies
89,112

40.7

106,299

41.2

116,493

41.0

143,499

41.7

Loans

6,908

3.2

9,640

3.7

11,316

4.0

17,204

5.0

BankDeposits

76,817

35.1

89,435

34.6

100,141

35.3

126,267

36.7

TotalInvestments

218,775

100.0

258,451

100.0

283,817

100.0

343,842

100.0

AnnualGrowthRate(%)

-

-

18.1%

-

9.8%

-

21.1%

-

Source:Foda,ExhibitsB1andB2. *Figuresfor1980and1981areasofJune30. **Limitedtothefourpublicsectorinsurancecompanies.
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This scheme entitles the workers to obtain a monthly pension after retirement.

The social insurance authorities funds provide the required finance to

the state budget projects.

2.6. Summary

This chapter reviewed the important institutions operating in the

Egyptian financial system.

It was evident that since the ODP the number of banks increased

rapidly from 10 by the end of 1973 to 70 by the end of 1982. The PSCB was

the most important sector and mainly finance the public sector companies. The

JVPCB achieved the highest growth rates, in their size and operations during

the period 1978-1981, as compared with the other banking sectors. Their total

assets as a proportion of the banking sectors' total assets increased from 6.4%

to 24% in 1981.

The majority of the new banks established after the ODP are mainly

serving private sector businesses.

The Islamic banks are new financial institution introduced during the

seventies. They are banks without interest using PLS principle as a concept of

their operations. Their rapid growth in the local market reflects the importance

of their operations in the future.

As regards the securities market, the nationalization laws and public

sector dominance were the important reasons beyond the securities trading

value deterioration. It is expected that, the securities market development will

depend on the private sector progress and the government success in creating

the required climate to activate the securities market in Egypt.

To sum up, most of the development in the Egyptian financial market



since the ODP is attributed to the banking system growth.
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THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE BANKING SYSTEM
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Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the important regulations

and restrictions which govern the activities of the banking system.

In the early stages of the ODP, the government tried hard to attract

and to encourage foreign capital to establish new banks without many

restrictions in order to channel foreign capital into the country.

Moreover, new banks obtained some concessions, such as enjoying a

tax holiday for five years on all their activities, which enabled them to achieve

high profitability levels.

The government attitude towards new banks changed especially after

the increase of the economic problems in 1980 and banks behaviour in placing

a high proportion of their funds abroad. The government introduced new

regulations to increase its control over banks' operations and to remedy the

shortcomings of the existing regulations.

This chapter considers the important developments and changes

introduced into the regulatory framework and their impact on the Egyptian

economy.

Section one discusses the foreign exchange system development and

structure. Section two describes the interest rate structure for LC operations.

Section three demonstrates the control instruments of the CBE, and finally,

section four presents the summary.

3.1. Foreign Exchange System (FES)

By the end of 1984, there were more than six different exchange rates

for the Egyptian pound against the US dollar as illustrated in the following

figure (3.1).
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FIGURE (3.1)

The Present Foreign Exchange Rates

Exchange Rates One US $ =

1 Special rate
(For bilateral payments agreements
with non IMF members)

LE 0.40

2 Central bank pool rate
(For governmental revenue and
payments for basic goods)

LE 0.70

3 Commercial banks pool rate
(For public sector imports)

LE 0.84

4 Mobilizing FC savings rate (1984) LE 1.12

5 Financing private sector imports rate (1984) LE 1.18

6 Black market rate LE (1.25 - 1.35)

Source: Financial Times, "Financial Times Survey: Arab Banking",
October 15, 1984, p.14.

The present multiple exchange rates system is a result of the frequent changes

in the economic decisions which govern the FES. These changes were

introduced to adjust to the continuous devaluation of the Egyptian pound

against foreign currencies.

This system had a serious impact on all financial system activities.

This section examines the FES structure and development to understand the

existing multiple rate system. In addition, it discusses the impact of FES and

the interest rate structure for LC operations on public savings.

Egyptian Foreign Exchange System Development

Egypt applied an exchange control system in 1947 after leaving the sterling

area and joining the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1946.1 The first
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monetary law was issued in 1947 prohibiting the holding, dealing, or disposing

of foreign exchange except through the authorized banks.2

Following this law, for many years Egypt has been applying a system

of multiple exchange rates. Since the early seventies, there has been a trend

towards unifying these rates.

Table (3.1) displays the foreign exchange rates and pools development

from 1947 to 1984. The table includes the black market rates, which usually

are not published, as estimated by a number of different sources as indicated

in the table.

The following four foreign exchange pools will be considered :

3.1.1.The central bank pool.

3.1.2.The parallel market and the commercial banks pool.

3.1.3.The own exchange pool.

3.1.4.The black market pool.

3.1.1. Central Bank Pool

This pool receives all the FC from exports of petroleum, cotton, rice,

receipts of Suez Canal dues, revenue from operating the Sumed pipeline and

receipts related to the general state obligations.

Before the end of 1978, there used to be one exchange rate, the

special rate. It was applied to the central bank pool and all the government

transactions. In 1979, this special rate (currently $1 = LE 0.40) was confined

only to bilateral payments agreements with non IMF members while the

central bank pool rate increased to $1 = LE 0.707 and remained fixed till 1984.



TABLE(3.1)

ForeignExchangeRatesDevelopment(1947-1984)
EquivalenttoUS$1inLE

Years

SpecialRate
(1)

CentralBank PoolRate

ParallelMarket PoolRate

CommercialBank PoolRate

BlackMarket Rate

Mobilising FCSavingRate
Financing PrivateSector ImportsRate

1947-1957 1958-1961 1962-1973 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

0.395 0.395 0.395 0.395 0.395 0.395

0.348 0.348 0.438 0.392 0.395 0.395 0.395 0.395 0.395

0.707 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.707

Sep.,

0.587 0.587 0.586 0.714 0.714 0.707

Jan., Aug.,

NA 0.71-0.75 0.71-0.75 NA

0.707

0.80-0.85
0.707

0.80-0.85
0.830

0.93-1.00
0.840

1.11-1.15
0.840

1.15-1.20
0.840

1.25-1.35
(3) (3) (4) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1.12
(8)

1.18

(8)

Sources:(1)CBE,EconomicReview,variousissues;andNBE,EconomicBulletin,variousissues. (2)NBE,"EvolutionofExchangeControlInEgyptWithSpecialReferencetoLawNo.97/1976", EconomicBulletin,vol.30,No.1,1977,pp.5-27;andIMF,AnnualReportonExchange ArrangementsandExchangeRestrictions,variousissues.
(3)SalahEl-Sayed,EgyptStrategiesforInvestment,(Cairo:AcademyforInternational Business(MiddleEast),1977),p.83.

(4)PeterFieldandAlanMoore,ArabFinancialMarkets,eds.,(London,Euromoney Publications,1981),p.136.
(5)CairoToday,September1981,p.20;andAnthonyMcDermott,"Changing RelationshipsinEgypt",TheBanker,December1981,p.111.

(6)Allen,p.21. (7)EmadGoniam,"TheEgyptianPoundintheMoneyMarket",AL-AhramIKtisadi,No.746,May2,1983, pp.24-27(InArabic).
(8)FinancialTimes,October26,1984,p.4.

Notes:Theaboveratesaresellingratesandthespreadbetweenbuyingandsellingratestill1978was 2percentandreducedafterthatto1percent.
NA=NotAvailable.
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3.1.2. The Parallel Market And Commercial Banks Pool

In September 1973, the CBE created the parallel market to attract the

remittances of Egyptians working abroad.3 A percentage premium was added to

the special rate declared by the CBE.

The parallel market funds were mainly used to finance the private

sector imports according to the product list specified by the government. Also,

public sector companies were allowed to have access to the market.

The application of this system, alongside the own exchange system,

led to the devaluation of the Egyptian pound against foreign currencies and

created the black market where the exchange rates are higher than the official

rates.4 The pool could not finance the importers needs of FC and they were

forced to go to the black market.

In order to overcome the FES drawbacks, to get rid of the restrictions

on foreign currency operations and to attract the Egyptian remittances, the law

number 97 for 1976 was issued to organize the foreign exchange dealings.

The law allows private and public sector as well as individuals to hold

and use FC in any transactions through banks and agencies authorized to deal

in foreign exchange.5

In January 1979, the parallel market became the commercial banks

pool which receives FC from exports, tourism revenues and workers

remittances.6 The official rate (central bank pool) and the commercial banks

pool rate were integrated and a new unified exchange rate, $1 = LE 0.70, were

applied to all the FC transactions.7 The special official rate was applied only for

bilateral payments agreements.

Later, in August 1981 the commercial banks pool incentive rate

increased to $1 = LE 0.83, as another 20% devaluation of the Egyptian pound.
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Meanwhile, the central bank rate remained fixed till 1984 ($1 = LE 0.70).8

3.1.3. The Own Exchange Pool

The own exchange pool was established in 1974. It allowed Egyptian

holders of FC inside or outside the country to use their funds to finance

imports directly without converting their currency.9

The pool sources includes a large share of workers remittances and

some of tourism receipts. Transactions in this pool take place at an exchange

rate much closer to the free market rate than to the official rate.

This system encouraged Egyptian workers remittances to be

channelled outside the banking system and stimulated the black market

transactions.10

The Own Exchange System and Imports Regulations

In order to limit the own exchange market transactions and to increase the

flow of FC to commercial banks pool, the Decree No. 15 of 1980 was issued. It

required from importers advanced payment in FC in respect to imports financed

within the own exchange system.11 This advanced payment should be

deposited with the CBE through the authorized banks. It was fixed at 25% for

certain food items, 40% for production inputs and 100% for other imports.12

Then in August 1981, the required deposit with the CBE for the first two groups

of goods was required to be made in domestic rather than in foreign

currency.13

Surprisingly, again in March 1982 the imports regulation changed

stipulating the following:14

1. The importer has to place a cash deposit in FC with the CBE (through

the authorized banks) in respect to opening letters of credit. This cash
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is a non-interest-bearing deposit to be maintained with the CBE for not

less than one month.

2. The required cash deposit is fixed as a percentage of the imported

goods value as classified into four groups (25%, 40%, 75% and 100%).

It could be predicted that this recent change would force importers to raise

more money from the black market instead of achieving the required

rationalization of imports system.15

The frequent changes in imports regulations reflect the economic

decisions instability and had a serious impact on the black market exchange

rates as it will be explained in the following pages.

3.1.4. The Black Market Pool

This is an illegal foreign exchange market where the private sector

raises its FC needs. The market rates used to be 10% over the official rates till

1981 and stood around 40 % in 1983.16

It is important to note that this market is well organized and

considered as the only efficient money market in Egypt. Although the

government has been trying very hard to eliminate this market transactions,

with every change in the FES the black market rates go up and the economy

suffers from the lack of FC funds.

Recently, it has been announced by one of the Egyptian newspapers

(El-Akhbar) that the lack of FC has forced the public sector companies and

public sector banks to deal with the black market dealers.17 They also

announced that the NBE purchased in one day $87 million from one of the

black market dealers.18

It is worth noting that, during 1984 and 1985 two significant changes
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have been introduced to rectify the imbalance between the official rate and the

black market rate.

In April 1984, the government increased the incentive rate from $1 =

LE 0.84 to $1 = LE 1.12 mainly to attract workers remittances through the

commercial banks pool. A new official rate was introduced for private sector

imports $1 = LE 1.18. As a result, the black market rate increased and reached

in some weeks $1 = LE 1.35.19

Thus, the new official rates failed to attract FC savings and by the end

of 1984 there was a foreign exchange shortage and importers found it very

70
difficult to finance their operations.

Subsequently, in January 1985 the government introduced a new

floating exchange rate. The new system allowed importers, with an import

licence, to use Egyptian pound to finance their needs through the authorized

banks which provide the required FC funds at a floating rate around $1 = LE

1.25.21 The object was to eliminate black market transactions and chiefly to

rationalize imports. Mobilizing FC savings rate increased to around $1 = LE

1.20.22

One of the new system shortcomings is that the foreign banks

branches, which deal only in FC, can not finance letters of credit because they

are not allowed to deal in LC.

The new floating rate failed to mobilize FC savings, in order to reduce

black market transactions and it was cancelled after three months.23 The

tragedy ended with the resignation of the Economy Minister. The new system

failed because the CBE could not provide the foreign exchange required to

finance imports.

It is clear from the previous review that all the changes which have
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been introduced to develop the FES did not succeed to achieve economic

stability.

3.2. interest Rate Structure

The interest rates for credit facilities and deposits in Egyptian pounds

are determined by the CBE. The following table (3.2) shows the interest rates

development from 1975 to July 1982. The deposits interest rates are broken

down for various types according to maturity. The table shows the following

facts:

1. The deposits interest rates increased slowly from 1975 to 1981

(approximately one percent each time). Then, in 1982 the interest rates

increased in between 1% to 2%. For instance, saving deposits increased

from 8.5% in 1981 to 10% in 1982.

2. Also, credit interest rates increased gradually during the period. The

significant change was introduced in 1982 where the range between the

minimum and the maximum levels increased and the new structure

differentiate between sectors. The aim was to limit credit expansion to

commercial sector and to reduce borrowing costs for industrial and

agricultural sectors. These changes enabled banks, to some extent, to

have flexibility in granting loans.

Despite the fact that the interest rates for LC were moving gradually from 1975

to 1982, they were never adjusted either to reflect the real value of the

Egyptian pound against the FCs or to the changes in international interest

rates. This was stressed in one of the World Bank's reports: "Deposit interest

rates remain significantly below the rate of inflation and below rates available

on foreign currency deposits. Similarly, lending rates remain relatively low by

international standards".24



TABLE(3.2)

LocalCurrencyInterestRatesStructure(1975-1982)
%

January1976

March1977

June

Jan

March

April

June

Jan

Aug

July

1978

1979

1979

1980

1980

1981

1981

1982

Instit¬
Individ¬
Instit-Individ-

1975

utions

uals

utionsuals

DepositInterestRate* 7-15days(minLE100,000)
_

_

-

_

-

-

-

4.0

4.5

4.5

5.0

5.0

5.0

15-30days**

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

5.5

5.5

6.0

6.0

6.0

1-3months

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.0

4.0

4.5

5.5

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

3-6months

3.0

3.0

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.0

7.0

7.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

6-12months

3.0

3.5

4.5

4.5

5.5

6.0

6.5

6.5

7.5

8.0

9.0

9.5

9.5

1-2years

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

6.0

6.0

7.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

9.5

10.0

11.0

2-3years

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

7.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

10.5

10.5

12.0

3-5years

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

11.0

12.5

5years

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.5

8.5

9.5

10.5

11.5

11.5

13.0

SavingsDeposits

4.0

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

6.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

8.5

8.5

10.0

LendingInterestRates Minimum-Maximum

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-11

10-12

10-12

11-13

12-14

13-15

13-15

***

CBEDiscountRate

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

12.0

13.0

Source:CBE,AnnualReport,variousissues. *Depositsinterestratesweresubjecttoincometax(40.0%)before1977andwereexemptfromtaxessince1977. **15-30daysdepositshadaminimumamountrequired(LE1000fromJan1976,LE50000fromMarch1979,andLE100000from Jan19B1todate.
***AnewstructureforlendinginterestratessinceJuly1982. IndustryandagriculturesectorsNominimum:Maximum13% ServicessectorMinimum13%:Maximum15% CommercialsectorMinimum16%:Maximum-
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The following table (3.3) shows the $ interest rates development from

1975 to 1982 as an example for the international interest rates trend. Clearly ,

from 1975 to 1981 the $ deposits interest rate increased rapidly and reached in

some months to 19.94% (March 1980). In 1982, the $ deposits interest rate

dropped from 16.51% (yearly average) in 1981 to 12.94% in 1982.

TABLE (3.3)

Euro-Dollar Deposits In London* (1975-1982)

Three Months Deposits

%

Years

Months**

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

January 7.44 5.37 5.31 7.41 10.44 14.41 17.44 14.62

February 7.31 5.62 5.19 7.50 10.62 16.97 16.69 15.00

March 6.97 5.59 5.25 7.50 10.66 19.94 14.87 15.47

April 6.81 5.53 5.31 7.69 10.87 13.94 16.97 14.87

May 6.06 6.62 6.16 7.94 10.56 9.75 17.75 14.44

June 6.75 6.00 5.81 8.69 10.59 9.75 17.69 15.66

July 6.97 5.78 6.25 8.41 11.34 9.81 18.75 13.00

August 7.34 5.62 6.31 9.00 12.19 12.50 18.69 11.56

September 8.06 5.81 6.91 9.53 12.87 13.94 17.87 11.50
October 6.81 5.44 7.19 11. 41 15.41 15.25 15.66 10.00

November 7.06 5.19 7.00 11.78 14.31 18.31 12 .00 9.87

December 5.87 5.06 7.19 11.69 14.50 17.75 13.75 9.25

Yearly
Average 6.95 5.64 6.16 9.05 12.03 14.36 16.51 12 .94

Source: Bank of England, Quarterly Bulletin, several issues.

♦Middle market rates as recorded by the Bank of England during
the late afternoon.

♦♦Interest rates at last working days each month.

-The Impact of The Interest Rate Structure and the FES on the Financial Market

The high interest rates paid for FC deposits and the low interest rates for LC

deposits encouraged the Egyptian savers to shift their savings from Egyptian

pound to $ for the following reasons:
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A. To benefit from the high interest rates paid for FC deposits.

B. Investors preferred to hold $ because the value of the Egyptian

pound depreciated steadily against the dollar in the black market.

C. Savers found that it is easy to convert their FC funds in the black

market at good exchange rates at any time.

Additionally, the high interest rates on FC deposits discouraged

workers remittances from being remitted to Egypt, but led to them being

invested directly abroad.

3.3. The Control Instruments of The Central Bank of Egypt:

All commercial banks operating now in Egypt are subject to the

following regulations and instructions laid down by the CBE.

3.3.1 Credit control regulations.

3.3.2 Liquidity ratio.

3.3.3 Cash reserve for LC deposits.

3.3.4 Required deposits with CBE in FC.

3.3.5 Securities and equity investment restrictions.

3.3.1. Credit Control Regulations25

The credit control regulations witnessed several changes during the

study period. The credit ceiling (65% of the bank's deposits) was first

introduced in August 1975 to restrict bank's uses of funds (discounted

commercial paper, loans and non-seasonal advances). Banks were free to use

interbank deposits as loans.

During the period from 1977 to October 1981, the CBE changed the

credit ceiling base. These changes can be summarized as follows:
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A. January 1977 - June 1978: The credit expansion growth was

confined to 40% of the growth in the deposit base from the levels of

December 31, 1976.

B. July 1978 - December 1979: During this period four decisions were

issued and the credit expansion was fixed as a percentage of the previous

actual credit balances of March 31, 1978. This period characterized by a

differentiation between credit expansion allowable to public sector commercial

banks and other private banks. The starting operating date was used as a

measure to decide the allowable credit expansion percentage.

C. January 1980 - October 1981: During this period the CBE used the

balances of uses given as of December 31, 1979, as a base for the allowable

credit expansion percentage. Also, the CBE restricted some banks from credit

expansion till they achieve the required equilibrium between uses and deposits.

Finally, in October 1981 the CBE changed the credit expansion base

back to be as a percentage of banks' deposits. The following is a summary of

the latest credit control changes.26

1. The credit ceiling: Commercial banks total loan portfolio to public and

private sector companies (including investment in non-government

securities) should not exceed 65% of the deposits base of the same

sectors at the end of any month during the financial year 1981/1982.

Interbank deposits and USAID funds were excluded from the deposits

base.

2. Credit expansion restrictions: Loans to private commercial sector should

not exceed the base figure at September 30, 1981 by more than 12%

annually (3% per quarter). Moreover, the family sector loans should not

exceed 10% annually (2.5% per quarter) of the base figure at September
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30, 1981.

3.3.2. Liquidity Ratio

Liquidity ratio regulations were first introduced in 1958.27 Since 1958,

only minor additions took place at March 1981. All commercial banks are

O Q

required to maintain a liquidity ratio not less than 30%.

The Liquidity ratio numerator consists of:

1. Cash in local and foreign currencies.

2. Balances with CBE.

3. Gold.

4. Cheques and drafts under collection.

5. Treasury bills.

6. Government financing.

7. Discounted ordinary commercial bills payable in Egypt or abroad within

three months and bearing at least two authorized signatures.

8. Egyptian government securities and those granted by it.

9. Due from banks.

The denominator includes:

1. Cheques, transfers and revolving letters of credit due for payment.

2. Due to banks.

3. Total deposits in local and foreign currency.

4. Amounts of letters of guarantee issued which are not fully covered in
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cash.

3.3.3. Cash Reserves For LC Deposits

The required cash reserve with CBE regarding LC deposits, has been

2Q
frequently altered since it was introduced in 1959.

At present, all commercial banks are required to place not less than

25% of their average daily balances of deposits during the month in local

currency with the CBE free of interest.30 The base figure excludes deposits of

two years maturity or more.

3.3.4. Required Deposits With CBE In FC

At present, all banks operating in Egypt are required to deposit, in $

currency, with the CBE 15% of their total FC deposits and their FC cover in

respect to documentary credits. "It was determined that such deposits with

the Central Bank would earn rates offered on 3 months LIBOR".31

These regulations were issued for the first time in July 1980 to restrict

banks from placing FC funds abroad. Two changes were introduced in

September 1980 and August 1981. The object was to exclude some items from

the FC deposits base.32

This is the only regulation which governs the operations of Investment

banks which deal in FC only.

3.3.5. Securities And Equity Investments Restrictions33

According to CBE instructions commercial banks are not allowed to

hold or own more than 25% of the paid up capital of any company. The

nominal value of the shares held by the bank should not exceed its paid up

capital and reserves.

In addition to the previous regulations, all the commercial and
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investment banks must apply the CBE unified tariff regarding banking services

(fees, commissions and charges).

3.4. Summary

By and large, the Egyptian banking system ts heavily regulated. The

period from 1975 to 1982 had witnessed frequent changes in the regulations

which govern the banking system. These changes achieved economic instability

and caused confusion in the banking community as investigated by McDermott

(1981) : 'They have often been confusing and even in some cases revoked

within days of being issued".34

It is evident that, both the interest rate structure and the foreign

exchange system had a serious impact on shifting the deposit composition

from Egyptian pound to dollar.

The existence of the black market for foreign exchange transactions

led to channel the important sources of foreign exchange outside the banking

system.

%
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Introduction

Commercial banks1 as financial intermediaries play an important role in

financing the economic development plans of most countries.

All financial intermediaries including commercial banks perform

important functions: a) they reduce market imperfections caused by economics

of scale in transactions in financial markets, b) they provide insurance services

and issue liabilities of a kind preferred by lenders at relatively low yields, and c)

invest a proportion of the funds in higher-yielding earning assets.2

Because of these important functions, a great deal of effort has been

devoted to study and explain their existence and their behavioural decision.

Some studies have tried to justify their existence, (e.g. Leland and Pyle

(1977); Draper and Hoag (1978); and Campbell and Kracaw (1980))

LeLand and Pyle (1977) suggested that informational asymmetries may

be a primary reason for intermediaries existence.3

Draper and Hoag (1978) tried to justify the intermediaries existence

and to provide an implicit definition of their functions. They mentioned that

there are three activities involved in financial intermediaries operations

especially banks and mutual funds: "(1) acquiring information about economic

entities; (2) processing information about economic entities; and (3) packaging

and repackaging the financial claims of these economic entities".4

Also, Campbell and Kracaw (1980) stated that intermediaries emerged

as information producers, because production of information, protection of

confidentiality, provision of transactions services and other intermediary

services.5

On the other hand, a great deal of effort has been devoted to
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construct and introduce models and approaches which tried to explain the bank

firm decision behaviour.

The main object of this chapter is to review the previous work done

concerning the theory of the banking firm by demonstrating the principal

models and approaches which were introduced to explain the individual bank

behaviour. More attention will be given to the recent important approaches

which contributed and added new aspects to the subject.

This chapter is organized as follows. The introduction will be followed

by Baltensperger's (1980) study6 (section one) which is considered as the most

important study in the literature. Section two demonstrates the models of bank

portfolio management (optimal asset choice and liability management). Section

three considers the complete models of the banking firm (monopoly models,

portfolio theory approach and real resources models). Section four discusses

the linear programming approach. Section five presents the recent approaches

to the theory of the bank firm. Section six contains the summary and

concluding remarks.

4.1. Baltensperger's Study

One of the most important recent studies which reviewed the major

alternative approaches written to explain the bank firm behaviour was

presented by Baltensperger (1980).

The author emphasised the main economic functions of the banking

firm namely, to transform risks and to serve as dealers in credit markets. These

are characterized by the existence of transaction and information costs. He

constructed a theoretical framework for bank decisions which gives a complete

explanation and understanding of the theory of the banking firm.

The bank firm decisions are concerned with asset structure, liability
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structure, and the firm size. The determination of these decisions have to take

into account some important elements such as uncertainty, informational

problem and adjustment costs. Baltensperger stated that "A complete theory

of the banking firm, however, should not only provide an integrated view of the

firm's asset and liability choice, but also allow an endogenous determination of

the total scale of operation of the firm".7

Baltensperger found that the previous literature did not give a

complete and satisfactory theory of the fc>ank firm behaviour. According to him:

This literature,. ., is still unsettled and rather
heterogenious. There exists a number of rival models and
approaches which have not yet been forged together to form a
coherent, unified and generally accepted theory of bank
behaviour. Of course, this reflects the difficult nature of the
topic, as well as the different objectives pursued in different
studies, and should not necessarily be viewed as an undesirable
state of affairs.8

The author classified the previous approaches according to their major

objectives into two sections. Figure (4.1) below, illustrates Baltensperger's

classification of the banking firm models.

The first section is about the partial models which emphasize bank

portfolio management. It is divided into two categories:

1. Models of optimal asset choice.

2. Models of liability management.

He found that a large proportion of the literature consists of these partial

models, especially those related to optimal asset choice (particularly reserve

and liquidity management), and little attention has been paid to liability

management. Every approach dealt with one decision only and sometimes

disregarded other important elements related to the bank's decisions.



FIGURE(4.1)
ModelsoftheBankingFirm

"Partial"Models
(ModelsofBankPortfolioManagement)

ModelsofOptimal AssetChoice

ModelsofLiability Management

Monopoly Models

CompleteModels
(CompleteModelsoftheBankingFirm) RiskAversion Models

(PortfolioTheoryApproach)
RealResource Models (ProductionAspect)
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The second section is concerned with the complete models of the

banking firm. These models explained the interaction between the bank's asset

and liability structure decisions in addition to the determination of the total

size of the firm. He divided this section into the following three types of

models:

1. Monopoly models.

2. Risk aversion models.

3. Real resources models.

Monopoly models are concerned with the role of the bank as price maker in

deposit or credit markets. He found that this type of models neglected the

resource cost aspect which is central to the bank firm activities.9

The second type places the emphasis on the risk aversion aspect and

applies the general theory of portfolio behaviour. The author found that these

models disregarded the question of liquidity costs, insolvency cost, and real

resource costs. He commented that:

This required that somehow the nature of the services
produced by the firm makes an appearance in the model, in one
form or another. This is not the case in models which restrict
themselves to a direct application of traditional portfolio theory
to the financial firm, and it is hard to achieve in such a
framework.10

The third type is the real resources approach. This type explains the decisions

of asset and liability structure and the bank size in terms of the bank's

production process. The author found that this approach omitted the other

elements traditionally stressed in banking models, especially liquidity and

solvency management aspects.11

Baltensperger's approach is based on the assumption of expected
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profit maximization and the role of the bank as price taker in all markets.12

The author illustrated three cases for the bank decisions:

1. Joint determination of asset structure and firm scale.

2. Joint determination of capital structure and firm scale.

3. Joint determination of asset-structure, liability-structure,

and firm scale.

He illustrated the first two cases as incomplete models just for simplification,

where in each case he disregarded some decisions and aspects.

The third case discussed a model which allows for a simultaneous

analysis of the firm size, asset and liability structure. Also, the model takes into

account liquidity costs, insolvency costs and real resources costs all at the

same time.13

The following are the model equations structure:

1. The bank's balance sheet constraint: He assumed one type

of asset (loans) and liability (deposits) and remarked that

"Generalization to more assets and liabilities is formally

quite straightforward, however".14

Balance sheet constraint is

R + E = D + W= A

where,

R = Reserves

E = Loans

D = Deposits

W = Equity capital
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A = Total portfolio size

2. The objective function: the bank maximizes the expected

profit:

En = rE - tD - C(D,E) - L - S - pw

where,

En = Expected profit

r = Yield on loans

t = Expected rate of return paid to depositors

C(D,E) = Cost function of deposits and loans

L = Liquidity cost of holding reserves

S = Expected cost of insolvency

pw = Opportunity cost of equity funds

Assuming that the firm choosing total portfolio size (A) and the structure of

asset and liability side where.

E

(a) = Asset structure parameter of total portfolio a =
A

D

(5) = Liability structure parameter 6 =
A

R

where, (1-a = ) , and
A

W

(1-6 )
A

The expected profit then can be expressed as:

E(n)=raA - t5A - C(A,a,6) - L(A,a,6) - S(A,a,6) - p(1-6)A

= A[ar-5t-(1-6)p] - C(A,a,6) - L(A,a,6) - S(A,a,6)
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"The expression [ar-6t-(1-6)p] measures the difference between the expected

rate of return on assets r, weighted with the asset structure parameters a , and

the weighted (with the liability structure parameter 6) sum of the two expected

cost rates t and p".15 Thus, the optimisation determines the optimal structure

of the asset and liability composition and its optimal scale taking into account

cost and return functions.16

Baltensperger concluded that "It is clear that in a model of this type,

all of these decisions wjll be made in an interdependent way".17

Baltensperger's model succeeded to present a complete theoretical

framework which tells us how to achieve optimality, but it is quite difficult to

apply this model in practice. The model presented a very loose mathematical

structure and it is too difficult to find the required data to test the model.

The following sections demonstrate the principal important models

and approaches which developed and contributed new aspects to the

explanation of the individual bank behaviour. More emphasis will be given to

the complete models.

4.2. Models of Bank Portfolio Management

4.2.1. Models of Optimal Asset Choice

A substantial effort has been devoted in the literature of the banking

firm to construct models which were related to asset portfolio choice and

reserve and liquidity management, [e.g. Porter (1961); Anderson and Burger

(1969); Pringle (1974); Hester and Pierce (1975); Sealey (1977); and Niehans

(1978)]. In this part Pringle's study is reviewed.

Pringle presented a study to examine the normative models for

financial management in commercial banks. The object of the study was to

illustrate the importance of market imperfection as a central aspect to explain
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the financial intermediary existence.

He stated that "Financial intermediaries, . . . , would have no reason to

exist if financial markets were perfect. A basic function of financial

intermediaries is to exploit market imperfections and, in so doing, to alter yield

relationships between lenders and borrowers".18

The modeller pointed out the main features of the market today such

as the existence of transaction costs, no perfect competition, and the existence

of asymmetric information. Pringle tried to find out the consistency of these

features with the previous approaches to the theory of commercial banks.

After reviewing the literature the author concluded: "Thus, Markowitz

models and linear programming models, while useful in many other situations,

are not well suited to situations in which market imperfections play a central

role, as they do in the case of commercial banks and other depository financial

intermediaries".19

The study presented an illustrative model for the bank's lending

decision. The model examined only a single decision, the choice between

loans and assets held for liquidity purposes. The object was to deal with the

market imperfection aspect in a model which is consistent with the theory of

finance as developed under the perfect-markets assumption.20

The model assumptions were: "(1) the bank is a private

wealth-maximizing economic unit, (2) future events are uncertain, (3) investors

are risk averse, (4) financial markets are imperfect, and (5) optimality is defined

in terms of the interest of shareholders rather than those of depositors and the

monetary system".21

Although Pringle's study introduced and cast light on one of the

important aspects of the bank's decisions (market imperfection aspect) which
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was neglected by previous studies, his model is a partial one and deals with

one single decision of commercial bank (asset portfolio). He neglected the

liability and the firm size decisions in addition to production and resources cost

which were considered later by other authors.

4.2.2. Models of Liability Management

The literature concerning the liability structure decision is very small

compared with the work done for asset portfolio choice.

Only few models have been introduced to the literature [e.g.

Baltensperger (1972); and Niehans (1978)]. Also, there exist some other studies

which cast light on the impact of regulations on capital structure decisions [e.g.

Mingo and Wolkowitz (1977); and Santomero and Watson (1977)]. Such studies

concentrated on deposits and capital portfolio choice for the bank firm.

One of the recent studies in this category was proposed by Taggart

and Greenbaum (1978).

The study emphasised the importance of the bank's capital as a

source of funds which allows the bank firm to purchase earning assets, to act

as a risk-bearing, and reduces the probability of insolvency and depositors

expected losses.22

According to their study, the bank issues two types of claims: deposits

and equity.

The bank initial balance sheet is:

L = D (1-r) + E

where,

L = loans

D = Deposits
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r ■ Required reserves ratio

E = Equity

Loans are repaid at the end of the period and the bank receives uncertain

gross loan revenue. The study assumed that there is an imperfect competition

in the local loan market.23

On the other hand, they assumed that the bank receives with certainty

the payment of transaction services from depositors and holds cash reserves

(rD) which is risk free and earn no interest.24 The revenue received from loans

and transaction services used to meet the bank's obligations, to repay deposits

and to pay the cost of producing transition services.25

Thus, "If the bank's end-of-period resources exceed its obligations, the

remainder is paid to shareholders. If not, the bank defaults, but it is assumed

that depositors incur no real cost in taking control of the remaining assets".26

According to their approach the bank must choose its levels of

deposits and equity which determine the volume of loans.

The authors presented a single model for the bank capital structure

decisions under three regulatory cases:

First, banks are subject to a reserve requirements but no
other restrictions; second, banks are subject to both a reserve
requirement and a prohibition of interest payment on deposit;
finally, federal deposit insurance is added to the restrictions in
the second setting.27

The study indicates that the market determined capital position for banks can

vary according to regulatory framework.28 When deposit insurance is provided

for a fee that does not reflect the bank's contributions to expected claims, the

incentive to raise capital is weakened, and removing capital supervision further

encourages banks to shift cost to the insurance fund.
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4.3. Complete Models of the Banking Firm

4.3.1. Monopoly Models

This group of models emphasised the role of the banking firm as price

maker in the financial markets in addition to other aspects in explaining the

individual bank behaviour. Only a few authors introduced this role as a

dominant role in their models [e.g. Klein (1971); and Monti (1972)].30 This

assumption exists in some other models but not as a dominant role.

This section presents Klein's model because it directed the literature

from the traditional portfolio theory approach to the neoclassical

microeconomic analysis and hence towards a new understanding of the bank

firm behaviour.

Klein presented a model entitled "A Theory of the Banking Firm". The

modeller was trying to introduce the neoclassical microeconomic analysis

instead of the portfolio theory . According to Klein a bank has been

treated, not primarily as a firm but as a rational investor in an environment

characterized by risk or uncertainty".31

He tried to set a theory of the banking firm that allows for the role of

market structure and competition through the structural relations the bank

confronts.32

The important features of the model were that it took into account

market imperfection and dealt with both asset and liability decisions. Klein also

introduced important aspects such as withdrawal risk, market risk, default risk,

and the role of the bank as price maker in the market.

Below is a summary of the model's main characteristics and the

theoretical framework;
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Klein's model theoretical framework: the bank is maximizing the

expected utility or the rate of return on equity. The liability decision variables

are equity, demand and time deposits. The bank funds allocated to three types

of assets: cash, government securities and loans.

A.The expected rate of return on equity (EW):

EF IjXjEj - ZjOijRj
Ew = =

1 - EjOtj 1 - ZjOtj

where,
EF = Expected return on total funds.
ot; = The proportion of total funds obtained through

issuing ith type of deposits.
Xj = The proportion of total funds allocated to the jth

asset type.
Ej = The expected rate of return on that asset.
R; = Rate of interest on deposit.

B. Bank assets returns: the modeller introduced the expected default

risk on loans. Thus, the expected return on loans must be less than the loan

contract rate of interest.

Klein assumed that the government securities are free of default risk

and the rate of return for it is a random variable.

As for cash holding, he mentioned that the increase of cash holding

reduces the probability of cash deficiency.

C. Demand supply function: the supply of demand and time deposits

to the bank in the model is an increasing function of the yields which the bank

offers on these accounts.

Based on the preceding discussion, more details about the structural

equations and the model solution were given. The rest of the study considered

the application and the interpretation of the model.
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First, Klein discussed the impact of interest rate regulation for demand

deposits and he concluded that:

If banks are prohibited by law from paying a positive price
directly for a productive input, competition insures that individual
banks will induce depositors through other forms of price
concessions. Thus, depositors may be given preferential price or
queuing treatment on loans, or they may be provided with "free"
ancillary services, etc.33

Second, the author considered the market structure and the competition in the

model. The deposits interest, rates the bank offers are a function of the

profitability of bank lending and the deposit supply functions parameters. He

mentioned that there are three types of variables which play an integral part in

the analysis of the rate the bank offer on deposits, economic variables, market

structures, and the degree of bank's competition.

-General comments on Klein's results and findings:34

1. One of the most important results of Klein's model was that

there is an independent relationship between the loans and

deposit decisions. This result is clear from his statement :

"Neither the cost of deposits nor the parameters of the

deposits supply functions appear in the optimisation

condition and therefore, cannot affect asset selection".35

This result, however, is inconsistent with the complete

understanding of the bank firm behaviour, because there is

joint determination and interdependent relationship between

asset and liability decisions.

2. One of the advantages of Klein's model was that it took into

account market imperfection aspect in studying commercial

banks behaviour. This aspect was neglected by the
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portfolio theory approach.

3. According to Baltensperger (1980), Klein's model neglected

the real resource cost aspect and the joint determination of

asset and liability portfolios.

Although Klein's model did not give a full explanation of the banking firm

behaviour, his model cast light on important issues and aspects which were

discussed subsequently in the literature.

4.3.2. Portfolio Theory Approach

There exist in the literature a number of models and approaches which

have been applying the portfolio theory approach to the banking firm based on

Markowitz (1959) portfolio theory [e.g. Fried (1970); Michaelsen and Goshay

(1967); Kane and Malkiel (1965); Hyman (1969; 1972); Pyle (1971); and Hart and

Jaffee (1974)].

A. General comments on the application of the portfolio theory approach to

the banking firm theory36

1. The perfect-market assumption has formed the basis for

most of their models.

2. Incomplete application of the essential elements of the

theory of the firm to financial institutions.

3. They neglected the technical aspects of production and real

resource costs of financial firm.

4. The central aspects of these studies are risk aversion and

uncertainty.37

5. This approach ignored the determination of the scale size of
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the bank and liquidity and solvency elements.

6. Portfolio theory approach assumed that the bank maximizes

the expected utility function of profit.

B. Pyle's (1971) Model

Pyle's model (1971) is considered as one of the important models constructed

by the portfolio theory approach authors.

The model's major contribution to the banking theory literature was to

find out the nature of the relationship between asset and liability decisions.

Pyle's model was based on the principle of hedging as a framework for the

analysis of the financial firm behaviour.

The object of Pyle's study was to provide an answer to the following

question: ". . . under what circumstances would a firm be willing to sell a given

deposit liability (e.g. savings deposits) and use the proceeds to purchase a

given type of financial asset (e.g. home mortgages)".38

The modeller explained the bank firm decisions in terms of asset and

liability relationship which results from the differences between liability and

asset maturity.

The Study Framework

Firstly, Pyle presented a three security model of financial intermediation where

the financial firm chooses between three securities. One is riskless and two

qq
are risky (loans and deposits) with uncertain yield over the decision horizon. 3

The principal issue was the conditions under which the firm is willing to sell

deposits with an uncertain yield in order to buy loans with an uncertain yield.40
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The bank profit equation for the decision period is:41
n = r0 a0 + r, a, + r2 a2

= a, (r, - r0) + a2 (r2 - r0)

a0,a-| and a2 denote the amounts of the three assets and r0,r1(r2 are yields per

decision period, and rQ are certain and r-| and r2 are random variables with

given expectation and joint distribution.

The objective of Pyle's model was the maximization of the bank's

utility function of its profit. He introduced the expected default risk for the

security value and income received (or paid).

The modeller showed that where there is a positive risk premium on

loans and a negative risk premium on deposits, this is a sufficient condition for

the bank to allow for a positive dependence between loan and deposit yields.42

Secondly, the author presented a mean-variance model of financial

intermediation as an example of the general analysis carried out in the first

model.

Without getting much involved into the structural equations of Pyle's

model, the model's results can be summarized as follows:

1. Pyle showed that the motive for intermediary to take place

will be more likely:

1. The smaller the risk premium on deposits and the
larger the risk premium on loans,

2. the greater the positive dependence between
loan and deposit yields, and

3. the larger the standard deviation of deposit yields
and the smaller the standard division of loan

yields.43
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2. The model major findings is that there is an interdependent

relationship between asset and liability decisions. This result

is central to the bank firm decision behaviour as pointed

out by Pringle (1973). "Thus, Pyle's findings that asset and

liability decisions of financial intermediaries in general are

interdependent would seem to apply to the case of

commercial banks".44

Pyle's findings are considered as a very important contribution to the bank

theory literature and have been introduced as an essential aspect for the joint

determination of asset and liability decisions by other authors.

4.3.3. Real Resources Models (Production Aspect)

In spite of the importance of the bank resources and the production

process for producing earning assets, only a little attention has been paid to

introduce these aspects to the Literature. A few studies [e.g. Towey (1974);

Stillson (1974); Adar, Agmon and Orgler (1975); Bension and Smith (1976);

Saving (1977); and Sealey and Lindley (1977)] placed the emphasis on

transaction, information and production costs as a central analysis for the bank

decision behaviour. This section provides a review of Sealey and Lindley's

study.

Sealey and Lindley's (1977) Study

The authors presented a model entitled, "Inputs, Outputs, And A Theory of

Production and Cost At Depository Financial Institutions".

The main object of their study was to fit the theory of the firm

requirements and to develop a model for financial institutions. The authors

explained that: "The lack of success of previous studies in developing a positive

theory of the financial firm can be attributed to the incomplete application of
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essential elements of the theory of the firm to financial institutions".45

Their approach focusses on the production process which starts with

the demand for deposits from the bank and the supply from the public as

illustrated in figure (4.2). Deposits in the model, are considered as inputs

serving with capital, labour and material inputs. This function produces

loanable funds which might be transferred to earning assets as an output.

Sealey and Lindley used the dollar volume of various types of earning

assets as measure for the output mix. They assumed that there are separate

and distinct production function for every department inputs and outputs and

that there are three production departments for Loans, securities and

deposits.46

The model theoretical framework

The firm assumed to face the following balance sheet constraint:

R + Zj Lj + Ej Sj ^ Zg Dg (1)
where,

R = Required reserves (reserves required production costs)

L = Loans

S = Securities

D = Deposits

(Both loans and securities are not subject to default risk)

and,

i = 1,2,3 m types of loans

j = 1,2,3 n types of securities

g = 1,2,3 p types of deposits

The reason for the balance sheet equation inequality is the possibility of excess
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reserve holdings.

The deposit supply

Dg = n g(rg) ; OV3rg) > 0 <2>

rg = the interest rate on the gth category of deposits

The production function for deposits services is assumed to be related to the

quantity of deposits by the following production function

Dg = Dg(X9k) K = 1,2 t (3)

X9k = is the kth variable input used to service the gth type of deposits.

- Output Constraint

Ej Lj + Zj Sj ^ Eg (1 - dg) Dg (4)
where dg = the legal reserve ratio on the gth category of deposits.

-The production function for loans and securities services

Li - Lj (X'k) (5)

Sj = Sj (Xjk) (6)

(X'k) = is the kth variable input used to directly process

the ith category of loans.

(Xjk) = is the kth variable input used to directly process

the ith category of securities.

Thus, the production function for the earning assets

is constrained by

Ei ^ + Ej Sj = Ej Li (X'k) + Ej Sj (X'k) (7)

By substituting equations 3,4,7 the production function can

be expressed as:
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Zj Li + Zj Sj « min [Zg(1 - dg) Dg (X\) ; Zj Lj (X'k) + Zj Sj (XJk) ] (8)

The modellers mentioned that minimizing the production function means that

the total earning assets (output) is restricted by the required legal reserve

(equation 4) and cost of producing earning assets (equation 7).47

Without much involvement in the structural equations of the model,

the following is their model's profit function (II) :

n = [Z; rj L| + Z, rj Sj] - [Zj Cj (L^ + Zj Cj (Sj) + CD (Z; L, + Z, Sj)]
where,

r, = the market interest rate on the ith category of loans; and

Tj = the market interest rate on the jth category of securities.

Finally, their model results and the study findings can be summarized as

follows:

1. This study developed a model which introduced the

technical aspects of the financial firm production process.

2. The model showed the role which production and cost

aspects play in deciding the size and the output mix of the

bank firm.

3. Asset and liability decisions are not independent, but are

related through the production function of the financial firm.

In spite of Sealey and Lindley's model results and the importance of resource

costs and production process aspects in explaining the bank firm behaviour,

they have failed to introduce the uncertainty elements to their model.

They reported that both loans and securities are not subject to default

risk. They also stated that:
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The model developed in this paper is a certainty model and
portfolio considerations cannot be introduced without explicit
consideration of stochastic elements. Even though the model
may be slightly less general, the analysis is much simplified and
the inclusion of these variables would add little to the analysis of
the financial firm's production and cost conditions.48

Their justification that the uncertainty elements are not important in the

analysis of the financial firm production and cost aspects are not clear

because:

A. Financial firm exists to reduce risk, and uncertainty elements are

important aspects for bank's operations.

B. As long as the importance of risk is realized, it will affect the cost

involved in producing each type of the financial commodities, especially loans,

and should be taken into account in deciding asset and liability structure and

the firm size.

C. Although the model presented a theoretical framework, in practice it

is difficult to estimate the cost of producing each type of financial

commodities. The reason is that there is no cost accounting system in the

bank firm and there is interdependent relationship between the cost of serving

the bank financial commodities.

4.4. The Linear Programming Approach

A considerable number of models have been constructed to explain

the bank firm behaviour using the mathematical programming techniques and

the linear programming approach [e.g. Chambers and Charnes (1961); Cohen

and Hammer (1967;1972); Cohen and Thore (1970); Crane (1971); Cohen and

Rutenberg (1971); Chen (1972); Thore (1968); Beazer (1975); Fortson and Dince

(1977); Booth (1972); Robertson (1972); and Balbirer and Shaw (1981)].

Most of these models were designed to help bank management in
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selecting optimal asset and liability portfolio in order to maximize profit over a

specific time period.

Despite the fact that some of these models are deterministic and did

not consider important aspects previously introduced in the literature such as

market imperfection, it was the only empirical approach used in the literature

by researchers or banks to model the bank decision behaviour.

The distinguishing feature of these models is that it was the only

approach which addressed empirical evidence; while the previous approaches

presented only theoretical frameworks.

The linear programming model build in each case depends on the data

availability and the constraints which restrict the bank's operations. Some of

these models are partial ones designed to select only one single decision,

asset or liability portfolio. Others were complete models designed to select

both asset and liability composition.

This section reviews two important studies. The first one is an

academic study conducted by Beazer (1975). The second study is a model

constructed for a specific bank by Balbirer and Shaw (1981).

A. Beazer Study (1975)

This study is considered as one of the few academic studies with empirical

evidence regarding bank firm. Beazer constructed a linear programming model

for bank asset portfolio. The object of the study was; ". . . to generate optimal

portfolios that could be compared with the portfolios actually chosen by

49
individual banks"

The model is a partial one designed to estimate asset portfolio using

actual liability portfolio. It consists of a number of regulatory and operational
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constraints such as: capital adequacy ratio, required reserves, real estate loans,

liquidity, risk asset ratio and interbank balances.50

The model objective function

z - z, c, X,

where,

Z = expected profits

Cj = expected annual net rate of return associated with

each type of assets (equal gross interest rate less

any direct costs of serving assets)

Xj = the proportion of each jth type of assets to total

assets and Ej Xj = 1

The author tested the model for 14 banks and collected quarterly data

observations covering the period from March 1957 to December 1963. The

observations for each bank ranged between 15-27. Beazer used these

historical data to test the model validity by comparing the actual portfolio to

the model results. Also, the modeller used the dual values produced by the

model for each constraint to rank the services offered by the sample banks.

Beazer's model succeeded only in giving a general explanation to the

study sample banks' decision behaviour and did not explain the detailed

decisions the bank manager makes.51

B. Balbirer and Shaw (1981) Model

In their most recent study Balbirer and Shaw designed a special complete

model for Central Carolina Bank and Trust Company.

The objective of the model was to maximize profits over a one year
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single period horizon.52

The model object function is

II = Z|Ej CjjXjj - ZjZk CikYjk

where,

ZjZj CjjXjj = Net yield on total assets

ZjZk CjkYik = Net total liabilities costs

Cjj = Net yield on each ith type of assets

(interest received - administrative cost and expected loan losses)

Cik = Net cost for each kth type of liabilities

(interest paid adjusted upward for administrative costs).

The Model involves five groups of constraints53

1. Maximum activity level constraint.

2. Turnover constraints.

3. Policy constraints.

4. Legal/Regulatory constraints.

5. Funds flow constraints.

The model is very helpful for the bank management in choosing: a) the optimal

portfolios, b) net yield and cost for each decision variables and c) the model

produces the dual values associated with each constraints which enable the

bank to rank its services.54

4.5. Recent Approaches to the Theory of the Banking Firm

In addition to Baitensperger's study [(1980) : 4.1 above], there is a

number of more recent important studies published in the field. The following

is a selective review of such publications.
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Sealey (1980) presented a complete model dealing mainly with the

aspects and decisions introduced by the three types of the complete models in

the preceding discussion. In contrast to previous studies, the study's major aim

was to develop an uncertainty model to explain the intermediary behaviour that

integrates the risk aspect of the portfolio theory with market conditions

(particularly market imperfection), cost considerations and the role of the bank

as price maker for deposit interest rates.55 All these aspects were

simultaneously incorporated into the model.

The general results and findings from Sealey's study can be

summarized as follows:

1. Liquidity, cost, risk considerations jointly determine the bank

firm decisions.56

2. The effects of risk in the bank firm optimal decision are

dependent on the liquidity and cost aspects facing the

financial firm.57

According to Baltensperger (1980) results, Sealey's model neglected the

expected cost of insolvency and the opportunity cost of the equity funds.

Moreover, Sealey stressed the optimal deposits rate-setting and optimal loan

decisions and neglected the capital structure and the firm size decisions.

A more recent approach was presented by Q'Hara (1983). His major

objective was to construct a model which incorporates the following important

three roles for the bank firm into a dynamic framework.58

1. The role of the bank as intermediary which performs both a

brokerage and a risk transformation function.

2. The role of the bank as a firm, doing business and must
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achieve good return to shareholders.

3. The role of the bank as a regulated unit which must apply

the regulation placed by regulatory authorities.

The study found that the bank firm decision behaviour depend on the

uncertainty nature of the bank decisions, and other constraints imposed by

shareholders and regulatory authorities.59

Finally, the most recent survey to date, with respect to modelling the

bank firm decision, was carried out by Santomero (1984).

The survey did not add much to the conceptual framework and

theoretical analysis presented by Baltensperger(1980). The value of Santomero's

work lies in the fact that it presented an up to date review of the literature and

it pointed out the important aspects, ideas and areas of interest which could

direct the future work concerning the bank modelling.

With respect to asset portfolio decision, Santomero suggested that

more attention should be given to consider the imperfect information aspect,

fin
the interest rates risk management and credit risk analysis.

His conclusion regarding the liability side was that : "Liability and

transaction product innovation requires considerably more attention than it is

currently receiving in the banking literature".61 The author also emphasised the

integration between the two sides of the balance sheet and the possibility of
fi2

incorporating modern finance theory in the bank firm theory
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4.6. Summary and Concluding Remarks

4.6.1. Summary

A considerable effort has been devoted to develop the theory of the

banking firm during the last two decades.

The literature concerning the individual bank behaviour was highly

specialized and designed to serve different analytical purposes. Most of the

studies were concerned with one single decision of the bank portfolio

management, particularly with asset portfolio choice. Other studies,

concentrated on the liability side management and the impact of regulation in

deciding the optimal capital structure.

In spite of the specialized nature of the literature, a reasonable

number of complete models have been constructed to develop and to explain

the nature of the bank firm behaviour. Such models introduced important

aspects regarding the banking firm decisions.

The portfolio theory approach cast light on the importance of

uncertainty and risk elements to the bank decisions.

Klein's (1971) model directed the literature from the traditional

portfolio theory approach to the neoclassical microeconomic analysis and shed

the light on important issues which were discussed subsequently in the

literature.

Pyle's (1971) model major result was the interdependent relationship

between asset and liability decisions.

Pringle (1974), pointed out market imperfection as an important aspect

in the central analysis of the bank firm decision behaviour.

Sealey and Lindley (1977) among others introduced the real resources
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cost aspect and outlined the importance of the production process for

producing earning assets and the optimal output mix for the financial firm.

Sealey (1980) developed an uncertainty model which integrates the

risk aspect of portfolio theory approach with market imperfection, cost

consideration and the role of the bank as price maker.

On the other hand, Baltensperger (1980) tried to fill the gaps in the

previous models and approaches which were introduced to the literature, and

in a very careful way he constructed a complete theoretical framework for the

banking firm theory.

Baltensperger allowed in his model for the simultaneous analysis of

the firm size and asset and liability structure. Also, the model took into account

all the important aspects which were developed by previous studies to explain

the bank firm decision behaviour.

4.6.2. Concluding Remarks

Most of the models and approaches which were introduced so far to

the literature to develop the bank firm theory addressed a theoretical

frameworks. In spite of the fact that they shed light on important aspects

concerning the bank decision behaviour, they did not provide us with empirical

evidence.

Goldfeld (1984) justified the absence of the empirical work from the

bank firm models as follows:

One obvious problem is that much of the theoretical
analysis is at the level of the individual bank, and appropriate
micro data are simply not readily available. Even when micro
data are available, they are often not up to testing some of the
leading theories. For instance, the basic portfolio model requires
observations on expected rates of return-strictly speaking net
rates-and perhaps on variances and co-variances as well.
Needless to say, these are not part of any standard data set.63
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Also, Cohen and Hammer (1972) pointed out to the difficulty of applying these

theoretical models in practice. They stated that . . much of the sophisticated

literature which has appeared has been presented at a level of abstraction that

precludes practical application".64

The mathematical programming techniques and the linear

programming models were the only approaches which addressed practical

applications either by researchers or banks to model the bank firm decision

behaviour.

Despite the important aspects the previous models presented, they

showed that the lack of empirical work is a major weakness of the existing

models and approaches. It is hoped that an empirical model could be

constructed to explain and to simulate banks' operations.
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Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research methods used

to carry out the study's analysis and to model the Egyptian joint venture banks'

(EJVB) operations.

Section one considers the choice of research methods. Section two

explains the process and problems of gaining institutional access and the study

sample. Section three discusses data collected from both secondary and

primary sources. Section four describes the study analytical framework.

5.1. Choice of Research Methods

In the light of the previous work done on the theory of the banking

firm and the nature of the EJVBs' operations, the linear programming approach

was chosen to model their decision behaviour for the following reasons:

1. Most of the models addressed theoretical frameworks

without any empirical evidence. It was found that it is

impossible to get the data required to test these models

fully.

2. A considerable number of authors used the linear

programming (LP) approach to model and to assist banks'

management in selecting their optimal portfolio.

3. The LP approach solution will help to identify the

constraints which bind the bank operations and others

which turn out to be none binding constraints.

4. This approach suits the Egyptian joint venture bank for the

following reasons:

a. These banks are seeking profit maximization.



b. As concluded in chapter three, there are a lot of

regulations and restrictions governing their

operations, particularly commercial banks.

c. The questionnaire approach enabled the

acquisition of internal policy constraints and

operational and market constraints.

The Objectives of The Model

The purpose is to build an explanatory LP model which is:

1. A complete model in the Baltensperger's sense (i.e. reflects

the interaction between the bank's asset and liability

structure decisions).

2. Consistent with the EJVB policies and practices according to

the replies given to the questionnaire.

3. Consistent with the decisions made by the banks in the

past to the extent that these decisions are recorded in the

banks' financial statements. The accounting data analysis

enabled the identification of banks' decision variables,

policies and profitability behaviour.

4. An LP model which simulates the way these banks chose

their portfolios and justifies their decision behaviour.

5. Can be used to predict how banks would respond to

changes in the economic and regulatory environment. The

use of sensitivity analysis for the model constraints and the

objective function coefficients, particularly for LC operations,

enabled the prediction of the impact of possible changes in
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regulations and LE interest rates on their operations and

profitability.

Finally, the model solution is considered as the expected optimal behaviour

from a rational bank given the model's constraints, the interest rate for bank's

services and the market constraints. Also, the model results along with the

analysis findings will enable answers to the study objective questions stated in

the introduction1.

The Model Constraints

There are many constraints which restrict a bank's ability to select the asset

and liability portfolio composition.

1. Regulatory constraints : These are the regulations placed by

the regulatory authorities.

2. Internal policy and operational constraints : These reflect

the bank's targets for each decision variable and the bank's

internal ratios which set the relationship between specific

asset and liability items such as the vault cash as a

proportion of demand and time deposits.

3. Market constraints on the availability of suitable assets or

on the ability to secure deposits.

Before collecting data, a model and a general framework were built as a guide

for the research design and for the field work. This framework was developed

on the basis of the data collected from Egypt and the analysis carried out to

investigate the model restrictions. The model validity was tested according to

data availability.
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5.2. Process and Problems of Gaining Access to Banking Institutions In Egypt

This section describes the process and the problems faced to obtain

permission to conduct the field work and to gain access to banking institutions.

The Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics [CAPMS] Permission

To carry out research and to collect data from both primary and secondary

sources in Egypt the following steps were followed:

First, an application was submitted to CAPMS requesting written

permission to carry out the empirical study. The letter sent contained the

sample list and the data to be collected both from primary and secondary

sources. The CAPMS had to approve the study sample and decide the data

allowable.

In respect of data collection from secondary sources, the permission

was confined to published data and subject to the institution's approval.

Second, the CAPMS( Data Security Department) had to review all the

questionnaires to be used in conducting the in-depth interviews. The objective

was to make sure that the research did not include data sensitive to national

security.

Third, CAPMS chairman had to take a special decision for the

researcher, including the approval to carry out the research, the method of data

collection (questionnaire, interviews, mail questionnaire, etc...), the study

sample, and number of interviewees. This decision had to be published in the

Official Gazette before the survey was carried out.

The Approved Study Sample

There are 11 JVCB and 6 JVIB operating now in Egypt. It was planned to

approach all of them, but the CAPMS approval was confined to 8 commercial
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banks and 4 investments banks2.

CAPMS explained that these restrictions were imposed for national

security reasons.

As a result, it was decided to include in the sample only those banks

with the longest period of operations (since 1976).

Problems of Achieving Institutional Access

Having obtained the required permission, the next stage was to have access to

these institutions.

A cover letter signed by the Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education and

enclosed by another letter from CAPMS was sent to the 'secondary source'

institutions. This was sufficient to get the required published data.

A similar approach was used to achieve access to the banks included

in the sample. Their response, however, was negative.

Analysis of the situation revealed that the nature of the banking

industry, the political instability and both government and press attitudes

towards the new banks were the main reasons for the negative response3.

Personal contact was therefore the only successful approach to

achieve access to the banks included in the sample.

In some cases, it was easy to find the key person in each bank and

have his cooperation in a short period of time. In a few other cases, access to

the data was only possible after one month or more.
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5.3. Data Collection

The empirical study and data collection required a period of six

months (January-June 1983).

5.3.1. Data Collected from Primary Sources

Using four questionnaires to carry out in-depth interviews, data was

collected from 4 managers in each of the banks included in the sample. These

managers were:

a) The general manager.

b) The loan manager.

c) The deposit manager.

d) The investment manager.

The Pilot Study

Before conducting the in-depth interviews, a pilot study with one commercial

bank and one investment bank was carried out. The purpose was to estimate

the time required for each interview and to revise the questions.

It was found that some data could be obtained from banks' published

annual reports and the relevant items were deleted. Moreover, it was found

that more than one person in the loans department had to be interviewed as

the loan manager questionnaire covers both short and long term lending

policies.

Most of the interviewed banks did not have an investment department

or even a policy4. Thus, it was difficult to carry out the investment manager

interview and the investigation was confined to, why the investment function

did not have an important role in their operations, especially for investment

banks.
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Also, a questionnaire was designed to conduct in-depth interviews

with the users of JVB services. The object was to discover how well the JVB

were serving Egyptian businesses. Permission was obtained from the CAPMS

that each bank, if approved, could be asked to nominate five clients that could

be approached.

Most of the sample banks refused to nominate their clients and the

key person in each bank advised not to carry out these interviews because of

the economic and political instability and to gain the bank's management

cooperation.

The Questionnaire Design And The Interviews Assessment

Most of the questions were open ended especially those designed to obtain

information about bank's operations, policies, targets and planning process.

Others were closed questions to investigate the constraints which restrict their

operations and to help in constructing the LP model.

All the interviews were face to face with the interviewees and the

answers were recorded in writing during the interviews. Answers were

reviewed after each bank visit to ensure that all the required information was

covered.

Both Questionnaires and answers were in Arabic. All the answers were

subsequently translated to English.

It was difficult to obtain answers for some questions which seek

quantitative data regarding banks' decisions maximum levels, internal operating

ratios, cost parameters and planning targets.

All the banks and the interviewees were assured total anonymity and

were informed that code numbers would be used instead of names.
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In general , the in-depth interviews were very successful and the

managers were very cooperative. Only one investment bank refused to carry

out the interviews. It is considered that the reason is that this particular bank

was the only bank in Egypt which experienced losses in 1981.

5.3.2. Data Collected from Secondary Sources

Several sources were approached to collect the required published

data. The reasons were many fold : a) in some cases there was more than one

source for, the same information and it was considered useful to run a check

by cross validating the different sets of data , b) in other cases, some sources

refused to provide the required data. Finally , the multiplicity of sources

approached for data collection was brought about by a concern to ensure the

collection of complementary sets of data5.

The Following Were The Sources Approached:

A. The Central Bank of Egypt: It was proposed to collect financial statistics

gathered by the CBE on each individual JVB. However, this was found to be

extremely difficult. Also, it was found that the published data were an

aggregate for all the banking sectors without any breakdown even in terms of

individual sectors.

Despite this difficulty, it was possible with personal contact to have

access to an important recent survey which covered all the aggregate data for

each of the banking system sectors. This study was carried out by Foda (1982)

(a financial consultant). The survey was sponsored by the Egyptian government

and USAID. Foda, was supplied with special aggregate data as explained in

chapter two above. It was the only available source of detailed financial data

concerning the banking system sectors in Egypt.

CBE supplied information regarding the regulations which govern the
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JVB operations.

B. National Bank of Egypt: The research department for NBE6 provided

all the recent studies and published data about the Egyptian economy and the

banking system.

C. Egyptian Joint Venture Banks: In addition to the in-depth interviews,

it was possible to collect all the published annual reports for all the sample

banks which covered the period from 1976, from the date they started

operating , until 1982. It was also possible to obtain detailed financial data from

two banks despite the many difficulties encountered in the quest for this sort

of data.

D. Capital Market Authority: This institution was very helpful in

providing useful information about the Egyptian securities market, the stock

exchange and legislation which governs investment decisions in Egypt.

In addition to the above mentioned secondary sources, a number of

governmental agencies were visited to collect the required data, such as the

Ministry of Planning, the Ministry of Finance and the Investment Authority.

5.4. The Study Analytical Framework

Recalling our research methods and the data collected from the field

work , the next part (Part III) is devoted to the study analysis and is divided

into three chapters. Chapter VI analyses the JVB published accounting data as

recorded in their annual reports. The object is to develop an explanatory

econometric model to find out the relationship between profitability and banks'

decision behaviour. Chapter VII presents the questionnaires analysis important

findings. Chapter VIII develops a LP model to simulate the Egyptian joint

venture banks' operations.
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Introduction

In this chapter the objective is to analyse the published accounting

data for Egyptian joint venture banks.

The aims of the analysis are to develop an explanatory econometric

model to explain these banks decision behaviour and to find out the

relationship between profitability (as measured by net profit before taxes, return

on equity and/or return on assets) and the bank's asset and liability

composition.

This chapter is divided into the following sections. Section one

considers the accounting data characteristics. Section two demonstrates the

accounting data analysis for commercial banks, and contains principal

components analysis, development of the regression model and regression

residuals analysis. Section three displays the investment banks sample

accounting data analysis. In section four a comparison study between the

commercial and investment banks is conducted. The object is to compare

between each group of banks performance during the study period. Section

five contains the summary and findings.

6.1. Accounting Data Characteristics And Limitations

The analysis carried out in this chapter relies mainly on the published

accounting data for the JVB. Banks usually publish an annual report which

covers three major financial statements:

- The balance sheet.

- Profits and loss account.

- Profit allocation account.

Most of the published data are an aggregate and only a few banks publish a
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breakdown of the balance sheet items. In addition , a content analysis was

carried out for all the information included in banks' annual reports.1 The aim

was to adjust the published data and to create standard accounting data file for

each group of banks. It was found that each bank published its financial

statements according to its own internal accounting system which may be

different from other banks.

6.1.1. The Sample And The Study Period

As explained before, the sample covered in the analysis consisted of 8

commercial banks and 4 investment banks. The sample included the oldest

JVB which has been operating in Egypt since 1976.2 The analysis covered the

period from 1976, when they started operating, till 1982.

6.1.2. Creating A Standard Data File

Every effort has been made to break down the balance sheet items

(assets and liabilities variables) using all the available data to create a standard

data file for each group and to develop the model.

The commercial banks data are in Egyptian pounds as they deal in

both LC and FC. Meanwhile, investment banks sample data are in $ as they

deal only in FC.3

All banks' financial statements for all years,4 except the first year, were

used to create the data file and to construct the model. The first year data for

each bank was not used for the following reasons:

1. Most of the sample banks were finishing their establishment

arrangement during the first year of operating. Thus, the

first year financial statements do not reflect their full

capacity.

2. It was found that the first published annual report for each
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bank sometimes covered more or less than 12 months.

6.1.3. Balance Sheet Structure And The Analysis Variables

The following is the standard balance sheet structure for the sample

banks:

Assets

- Cash and due from banks.

- Securities and equity investments.

- Total loans.

Liabilities

- Paid up capital and reserves (Equity).

- Total deposits.

- Due to banks.

-Variables Definitions

It is important to introduce the definitions of the analysis variables as the

nature of EJVB operations might be different from other countries.

- Cash and due from banks: This item includes the bank's vault cash,

reserves in LC with CBE, required deposits with CBE for foreign currency

deposits, other balances with CBE, and due from banks in Egypt and abroad.

Placings with banks especially abroad (demand, time, and call deposits) are the

largest items.

The published data does not give details about cash and due from

banks items. Tables (6.1) and (6.2) show the aggregate balance sheet for

JVPCB and business and investment banks sectors respectively. The tables

reveal that due from banks represents a very large proportion of funds for both

sectors. As for JVPCB, placings represents 35.3% and 49.7% for investment

banks sector by the end of 1981. Also, the largest part of these placings are

allocated abroad (22.9% for JVPCB and 31.9% for investment banks in 1981).

Investments in securities and equity: This item represents funds



TABLE (6.1)

Balance Sheet of Joint Venture and
Private Commercial Banks (JVPCB)

As of December 31 (1978-1981)

%

Year

Item 1978 1979 1980 1981

Assets:

Vault Cash 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.5

Cheques for Collection 1.2 1.7 1.4 1.8

Security Portfolio 1.6 1.0 0.8 0.9
Bills Discounted 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Deposits with CBE 8.1 9.6 10.1 15.5
Due from Specialised Banks 1.8 2.1 1.1 1.5
Due from Other Banks: 54.0 42.3 44.6 35.3

- in Egypt 17.4 14.9 14.5 12.4
- Abroad 36.6 27.4 30.1 22.9

Loans and Advances 29.8 39.1 37.4 40.3
Fixed Assets 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.1

Other Assets 1.9 2.2 2.6 3.0

Total Assets 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Liabilities:

Capital 7.1 6.4 5.2 3.4

Reserves 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.0
Provisions 0.2 0.7 1.3 1.5

Due to CBE - 0.1 - 0.5
Due to Other Banks: 20.0 22.9 24.8 24.5

- in Egypt 11.7 16.7 15.2 16.8
- Abroad 8.3 6.2 9.6 7.7

Deposits 64.8 61.2 59.3 58.8

Cheques due for Payment 1.6 0.3 0.5 0.5
Other Liabilities 5.9 7.8 7.9 9.8

Total Liabilities 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Computed from CBE, quoted in Foda, Exhibit 14.
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TABLE (6.2)

Balance Sheet of Business and Investment Banks

As of December 31 (1978-1981)

Year

Item 1978 1979 1980 1981

Assets:

Vault Cash 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2

Security Portfolio 3.8 4.8 5.5 1.9

Bills Discounted 1.4 0.0 0.4 -

Deposits with CBE - 0.1 1.4 6.2

Due from Specialised Banks - 0.4 0.1 -

Due from Other Banks: 73.0 65.1 59.0 49.7
- in Egypt 8.8 16.9 22.3 17.8
- Abroad 64.2 48.2 36.7 31.9

Loans and Advances 18.1 25.8 30.4 37.4
Fixed Assets 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.7
Other Assets 2.6 2.9 2.4 3.9

Total Assets 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Liabilities:

Capital 15.3 12.9 11.7 9.4

Reserves 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.8

Provisions 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.3
Due to CBE - - - 8.7
Due to Other Banks: 46.1 42.7 36.1 34.5

- in Egypt 27.2 20.0 22.6 19.1
- Abroad 18.9 22.7 13.5 15.4

Deposits 34.0 36.9 43.2 36.7
Other Liabilities 3.1 5.7 6.5 7.6

Total Liabilities 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source; Computed from C3E, quoted in Foda, Exhibit 17.
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allocated as a securities portfolio, mainly Egyptian Government bonds and

direct investment in projects' equity.

Total loans: Includes all the short term loans granted by banks to their

clients.

Equity: This item represents the bank's shareholders funds and

consists of paid up capital and reserves such as, legal reserve, general reserve,

and retained profits for the year. The banks' equity accounts were adjusted

where necessary to fit with this definition.

Deposits: Includes all deposit accounts: demand, time and savings

deposits in addition to deposit certificates.

Due to banks: Represents short term borrowings and interbank

accounts locally and abroad. Notice from the previous table that this item

represents a more significant proportion of total liabilities for investment banks

(34.5% in 1981) than it does for JVPCB (only 24.5% in 1981).

Before carrying out the econometric analysis a financial ratio analysis

was carried out to establish :

- The major differences between the operations of different banks.

- To understand the changes in banks' behaviour during the study period.

- To create and to select variables which could be used in constructing

the model.

Figure (6.1) displays the two sets of data which were used to construct the

model. The first set of data represents the absolute values of the variables,

while the second set represents the ratios variables ( the first set of data

values expressed as a proportion of total assets).
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FIGURE (6.1)

The Analysis Variables

_ Data Set One : Absolute Value Variables*

Independent Variables: Dependent Variable:

_

Cash and Due from Banks

Total Loans

Net Profits (measured by net
profits before taxes)

- Equity

- Deposits

- Due to Banks

- Investments

* In thousands of Egyptian pounds for commercial
Dollars for Investment Banks.

banks and thousands of

_ Data Set Two : Ratios Variables

Independent Variables: Deoendent Variable:

- (Cash&due from Banks/T. Assets)xlOO - Profitability as measured by

- (Investments/T. Assets) xlOO - Return on Equity =

-

(Total Loans/T. Assets) xlOO

(Equity/T. Assets) xlOO

(Deposits/T. Assets) xlOO

(Due to Banks/T. Assets) xlOO

-

Net Profits before taxes ,
— —— — xlOO

Shareholders Equxty

OR

Return on Assets =

Net Profits before taxes
™ ^ i » 1 xlOOTotal Assets

Note That: Total Assets = Total Liabilities
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Profitability is measured by net profits before taxes in absolute value

for the first set of data and by two ratios, return on assets (ROA) and return on

equity (ROE), for the second set of data. Net profits before taxes were used

because JVB are exempt from taxes during the first five years of operation.

6.1.4. Data Limitations

All the available data for all banks, in each group, for all years except

the first year were used to carry out the analysis. The number of (annual

reports) was very limited. There were,33 reports for commercial banks and 19

reports for investment banks. The first two years' data was omitted for one of

the investment banks sample (bank no.1) as there were some missing variables

from the published annual reports in 1977 and 1978.

The number of reports per bank (time series) also were very limited.

For some banks, there were only two or three years available as they started

their operations in 1979 and 1980.

It is difficult to generalize the analysis findings despite the fact that

the sample banks represents most of the population. The none sample banks

started their operations during the last three years (1980/1982) in a different

regulatory framework and economic and political environment. They would not

necessarily conform to the pattern set by the early entrants.

In this chapter, the analysis is confined to the published data. Other

information on banks' policies and practices, obtained through the

questionnaires is analysed in the following chapter (chapter seven).

6.2. Commercial Banks Analysis

To find out the relationship between profitability and the asset/liability

portfolios, principal components analysis was used (PCA) as the appropriate

technique. The use of PCA enabled a reduction in the large number of the
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balance sheet variables. This technique also solved the problem of

multicollinearity among the variables.5 "This multicollinearity is certain to cause

trouble if we attempt to estimate the regressions with straightforward

least-squares".6

Of course, it is only valid to use PCA technique if the summary

variables produced have some clear economic interpretation. Stopher and

Meyburg (1979) stated that, "In conducting factor analysis, one is clearly

striving to obtain a simpler, structure of the variables. It is not sufficient,

however, to obtain just a mathematical solution. The factor-analysis solution

should also be conceptually interpretable".7 It will be shown that this is the

case in this analysis.

Table (6.3) shows the variables used in the analysis and person

correlation matrix (using raw data absolute values).

TABLE (6.3)

Simple Correlation Between The Analysis Variables

Variables X1 x2 x3 X4 X5

Xq Cash and due from banks 1.000

X2 Loans .751 1.000

X3 Equity .917 .730 1.000

X4 Deposits .943 .753 .844 1.000

X5 Due to banks .288 .640 .334 .086 1.000

Notes:- Two tailed-test of significance.
- Using variables absolute values.

The above table shows the intercorrelation between the analysis variables.

High correlation coefficients between, (XVX2) (-751), (Xq,X3) (.917), (Xq,X4) (.943),

(X2,X3) (.730), (X2,X4) (.753), (X2,X5) (.640), and (X3,X4) (.844) can be observed.

- The investment variable was dropped from the analysis for the
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following reasons:

1. The proportion of investments to total assets is very low

[see below table (6.4)] and most of the study banks do not

have an investment policy as found in the interviews.

2. Two banks [Bank (no.5) and Bank (no.6)] did not have

investments in their asset portfolio during the study period

and the rest did not have investments in some years. As a

result, there were many missing data which could affect the

analysis.

Figure (6.2) displays the steps in the analysis of commercial banks accounting

data which will be discussed in the following sections.

TABLE (6.4)

The Proportion Of Investments To Total Assets*

(1977-1982)

%

Years

Bank

Number

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Bank 1 1.200 2.663 2.191 1.704 0.895 0.688

Bank 2 - 1.177 0.742 0.614 0.500 0.419

Bank 3 - 2.840 2.390 1.722 0.671 0.552

Bank 4 - - 0.546 0.252 0.133 0.180
Bank 5 - - - - - -

Bank 6 - - - - - -

Bank 7 - - - - 1.549 1.708

Bank 8 - - 0.914 0.546 0.375 0.272
Year Average 1.200 2.227 1. 357 0.968 0.687 0.637

* Investments (Securities + Equity Investments)/Total Assets X 100
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FIGURE (6.2)

Commercial Banks Accounting Data Analysis Diagram



6.2.1. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

The PCA was employed to obtain orthogonal variables which reflect

the behaviour of the independent variables and to get rid of multicollinearity.

Asset and liability composition variables ,except investments, were used to

perform the principal components.

This method helps to identify and to explain the nature of banks

decision behaviour during the study period. Also, the principal component

factors scores will be used in constructing the explanatory model (regression

analysis) and to examine the strength of association between profitability and y

independent variables as measured with the orthogonal principal components.8

The two sets of data were used [figure (6.1)] to find out the best

principal components model which explains banks' decision behaviour taking

into consideration the initial knowledge about the banks' operations and the

primary results which were obtained through financial ratio analysis. Also, the

initial factor matrix and rotated factor matrix were developed to select the best

meaningful model which would give a good interpretation.

The statistical package for social sciences9 (SPSSX) ( subprogram

factor) was used to carry out the analysis.

Applying the PCA technique and utilizing the eigenvalues10-one

criterion11, two principal components were extracted using the absolute values

data set which account for 93.9% of the total variance.

The extracted factor matrix is unrotated. It was chosen as the best

model because : a) it reflects the relationship between banks' operations (asset

and liability composition), b) it ensures the primary results from the financial

ratios analysis, c) a meaningful interpretation could not be obtained from the

other models which were produced using ratios data set or rotated factor
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matrix12, and d) very successful results were obtained by applying the multiple

regression analysis using the unrotated factor matrix as will be seen in the

next section.

Table (6.5) shows the principal components factor matrix loadings13,
each principal component eigenvalue, percentage of variance, and cumulative

percentage. The table also includes each variable communalities.14

The following aspects were taken into account when naming each

principal component (Pc) and interpreting the factor matrix :

1. The nature of EJVB operations.

2. The factor loadings signs and weights.

TABLE (6.5)

Commercial Banks Unrotated Components Analysis*

Factor Matrix Loadings

Variables Factor One Factor Two Communality
Pci PC2

Cash and due from banks .955 -.211 .958

Total loans .902 .291 .899

Equity .931 -.137 .885

Total deposits .912 -.377 .972

Due to banks .470 .874 .984

Eigenvalue 3.643 1.054

Percentage of variance 72.900 21.100

Cumulative Percentage 72.900 93.900
Factor Name 'Bank's Size' 'Bank's Policy'

* Using absolute values data set.

The first principal component, can be interpreted as a measure of 'bank's size'

(for assets and liabilities) during the study period. The factor matrix loadings
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represent the weight or the importance of each variable.

All the analysis variables are highly correlated with Pc^ Table (6.6)

shows the increase of P^ factor scores [Fc-|] over time for each bank except

banks (no.4, and no.6), whose total assets decreased in 1982.

The reason for the shrinkage in size for those two banks was the

introduction of a credit ceiling percentage (65%) at the end of 1981 and 1982

which forced them to stop allocating funds as loans. They exceeded the credit

ceiling percentage and could not attract more deposits to increase their

funds.15

With regard to the asset portfolio, the growth in cash and due from

banks size during the study period was more than the growth in total loans

size. This fact indicates that in general JVCB were more oriented to placing

their funds as deposits than allocating them as loans.

The majority of the JVCB increased the size of their deposits base

rather than depending on due to banks to increase their sources of funds.

Also, they developed their equity accounts during the study period.

In general, the first principal component represents the bank's size and

is highly correlated with the total assets variable (the correlation coefficient is

0.995) which support the previous interpretation. The Fc-| also, is highly

correlated with net profits before taxes (the correlation coefficient is 0.949)

which means that the more the bank grows in size the more the chance to

increase the bank's net profits in absolute value. The Pc-| accounts for 72.9%

of the total variance.

The second principal component, is identified as 'bank's policy'. The

Pc2 factor matrix loadings suggested that there are two different policies for

commercial banks.



TABLE (6.6)

Commercial Banks Financial Ratios and Factor Scores

(Using Variables Absolute Values No Rotation)

Bank No Year Total Net ROA ROE Use of Funds Cash and Due Loans/ Equity/ Deposits/ Due to Banks/ PC Pc

Assets Profits % % (Loans/ from Banks/ T. Assets T. Assets T. Assets T. Assets Factor Scores Factor Scores

LE Thousands Before Deposits) T. Assets Ratio % Ratio % Ratio % Ratio % "Bank's Size" "Bank's Policy"
Taxes Ratio % Ratio %
LE Thousands

1 77 116696 2776 2.379 50.454 37.407 67.849 27.956 4.715 74.734 16.505 -.56650 -.47516

1 78 131429 3783 2.878 43.886 39.677 65.098 29.737 6.559 74.948 13.375 -.40993 -.57697
1 79 159733 5029 3.148 39.849 43.141 59.891 32.819 7.901 76.073 9.045 -.16633 -.73689
1 80 205420 6395 3.113 30.782 48.078 55.925 37.095 10.113 77.157 5.718 .29937 -.97702
1 81 393747 16015 4.067 56.349 59.386 51.933 41.553 7.218 69.972 14.347 1.53943 -.58185
1 82 561116 21212 3.780 53.809 46.120 56.841 35.877 7.025 77.790 6.075 2.69787 -1.80618

2 78 119852 2600 2.169 63.819 34.116 68.083 28.629 3.399 83.918 5.964 -.59368 -.70641
2 79 200259 4107 2.051 45.960 84.709 43.973 53.248 4.462 62.859 27.230 .02212 .23455
2 80 300039 6646 2.215 45.901 86.757 49.591 47.941 4.826 55.259 33.866 .74287 .82556
2 81 425646 9225 2.167 36.980 87.016 45.526 50.266 5.861 57.767 27.676 1.68567 .85706
2 82 540646 19100 3.533 50.368 67.418 57.271 40.179 7.014 59.596 24.378 2.67495 .36690

3 78 80111 2327 2.905 39.454 67.330 52.126 42.481 7.362 63.094 22.470 -.76554 -.27690
3 79 117169 3498 2.985 47.683 58.731 50.045 42.581 6.261 72.502 15.443 -.52744 -.38958
3 80 162629 6284 3.864 60.880 63.107 46.701 46.464 6.347 73.627 11.044 -.20687 -.49029

3 81 312797 6918 2.212 53.032 78.508 36.483 59.622 4.170 75.944 8.810 .71523 -.39910
3 82 381731 10352 2.712 57.842 63.057 43.878 51.668 4.688 81.938 1.959 1.19673 -1.16024

4 79 64096 1057 1.649 25.793 384.453 34.216 64.545 6.394 16.789 70.752 -.87691 .43396
4 80 138829 4164 2.999 57.697 739.610 22.393 75.400 5.198 10.195 78.165 -.34475 1.70043
4 81 262329 5050 1.925 46.894 1124.499 19.867 78.861 4.105 7.013 81.671 .50020 3.81907
4 82 194206 6512 3.353 42.168 317.039 31.543 66.395 7.952 20.942 62.986 .18112 1.75156

5 79 47778 580 1.214 16.667 105.923 39.395 59.368 7.284 56.049 33.128 -.99456 -.16351
5 80 67873 1015 1.495 20.199 100.881 38.049 59.050 7.404 58.534 28.463 -.84349 -.13902
5 81 100926 1102 1.092 19.935 104.451 32.739 63.670 5.477 60.905 26.413 -.64405 -.01170
5 82 141115 933 .661 15.838 90.621 38.440 57.775 4.175 63.754 24.436 -.41007 .03852

6 80 88925 2733 3.073 28.164 179.981 50.978 46.785 10.911 25.994 59.172 -.58881 .37638
6 81 106583 3029 2.842 26.748 164.655 44.586 50.588 10.625 30.723 53.361 -.45540 .43884
6 82 78305 3155 4.029 26.294 125.583 48.423 48.609 15.323 38.706 36.576 -.60860 -.08832

7 81 185629 6673 3.595 71.838 47.713 65.544 29.842 5.004 62.544 27.051 -.08003 -.11120
7 82 237054 6370 2.687 33.386 63.318 62.116 33.178 8.049 52.399 34.052 .47254 .27329

8 79 19154 813 4.245 11.181 45.386 72.491 24.319 37.961 53.581 .814 -1.07200 -.51773
8 80 32040 1680 5.243 20.893 106.524 41.776 55.034 25.097 51.664 16.866 -.97458 -.40486
8 81 46684 2832 6.066 29.880 91.428 33.926 59.082 20.302 64.622 7.508 -.86131 -.46914
8 82 64295 2866 4.458 26.918 55.502 51.698 41.394 16.560 74.580 1.894 -.73726 -.63407
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The first policy, identifies banks which behaved as deposit takers

(deposit oriented banks). This fact is revealed from negative loadings for cash

and due from banks, equity, and total deposits with Pc2. These banks

concentrated on developing their deposit base over time by opening new

branches and marketing their services. Also , they raised their equity account

as a cover for expected fluctuations in deposits and withdrawal risk. They

depended less on due to banks.

In terms of their asset portfolio, these banks allocated most of their

funds as cash and placings with other banks especially outside Egypt, either as

demand and time deposits or by purchasing international deposit certificates.

They allocated less funds as loans in the local market.

The second policy, concerns loan oriented banks. The above table

(6.5) shows the variables positive loadings with Pc2. These banks depended on

due to banks in FC as their main source of funds. They borrowed funds from

other banks (always their founders, Egyptian public sector banks, or their

foreign banks partner). They allocated most of these funds as loans mainly to

finance international trade.

As a result of introducing new credit control regulations at the end of

1981, commercial banks could no longer allocate more than 65% of their

deposits as loans. These new regulations had a serious impact on loan

oriented banks because they could no longer depend on due to banks to raise

funds, and they had to depend only on their clients' deposits.

Table (6.6) shows the impact of the credit ceiling percentage (65%) on

the bank's use of funds ratio as measured by (total loans/total deposits X 100).

The use of funds ratio declined for all the sample banks during 1982 as

compared with 1981 except for bank (no.7). The same trend is shown for (due

to banks/total assets) ratio in 1982.
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It became clear to banks that, the only way to increase their loans

base was to attract more deposits and to behave as deposit takers in order to

satisfy the CBE regulations. In addition, table (6.6) indicates the increase of

(deposits/total assets) ratio in 1982 for most of the sample banks.

The proportion of total loans to total assets declined for all banks

(except bank no.7) between 1981-1982, meanwhile, the proportion of cash and

due from banks to total assets increased in 1982.

The following table (6.7) shows the Fc2 trend over time for each bank.

The average policy [Pc2] for each individual bank may be deduced from the

average Fc2. An average negative value reflects a deposit oriented policy

during the study period and an average positive value reflects a loan oriented

policy.

TABLE (6.7)

Principal Component Two Pc2 'Bank's Policy'

Average Factor Scores (Fc2) (1977-1982)

Bank
Code No.

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Average
Fc2

1 -.475 -.577 -.737 -.977 -.582 -1.806 -.859

2 - -.706 + .235 + .826 + .857 + .367 + .316

3 - -.277 -.390 -.490 -.399 -1.160 -.543

4 - - + .434 +1.700 +3.819 +1.752 +1.926

5 - - -.164 -.139 -.012 + .039 -.069

6 - - - + .376 + .439 -.088 + .242

7 - - - - -.111 + .273 + .081
8 - - -.518 -.405 -.469 -.634 -.507

Also, the Fc2 signs trend over time for each bank reflects changes in policy

over time 16

It was found that the use of funds ratio (total loans/total deposits) is
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highly correlated with Pc2 'bank's policy' factor scores [the correlation

coefficient is (0.846)]. The Pc2 accounts for 21.1% of the total variance.

6.2.2. Development Of The Regression Model

The multiple regression analysis (MRA) technique was used to develop

the model. The independent variables were the two principal components

standardized factor scores and net profits before taxes as dependent variable.

The objective of the analysis was to find the relationship between the

banks' operations behaviour as measured with Pct and Pc2 and profitability as

measured with the net profits values. The step-wise regression method as

provided by the SPSSX17 package was used to carry out the analysis.

The Model Equation

Y = 5358.5 + 4740.5 Pc: - 767.8 Pc2 (R2=92.5%)
(246.6) (250.4) (250.4)

where,

Y = The estimated net profit before tax (absolute value).

Pc, = principal component one (Bank's Size) factor scores.

Pc2 = principal component two (Bank's Policy) factor scores.

R2 = Multiple correlation coefficient.

(Coefficient of multiple determination).

Figures in parentheses are the estimated standard errors of the coefficient of

each independent variable in the regression model.

All the regression analysis statistics and the model coefficients are

statistically significant.18 There is a potential problem of heteroscedasticity in

this equation. The standard deviation of error term is likely to be larger for

large banks and in the later years when all the banks have grown in size. The

remedy is to divide the equation by a size factor, but it is not available in this
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case because there already is such a factor in the equation. Residuals have

been plotted against the predicted values and this suggested that

heteroscedasticity has not been a major problem.

The simple correlation coefficient between net profits before tax and

Pct 'bank's size' is (.949). Thus, profit is highly correlated with the bank's size

and Pct explains about 90% of the profit variance.19

The model suggested that profitability as measured by net profits in

absolute values is highly dependent on bank's size as represented by the asset

and liability portfolios.

The Pc2 has low correlation with net profits (correlation coefficient is

- 0.154). Thus, the bank's policy impact on profit is small as Pc2 account for

only 2.5% of the profit variation. The negative regression coefficient for Pc2 in

the equation suggests that deposit oriented banks are more profitable than

loan oriented banks, but with small significance.

To sum up, the regression model succeeded in explaining 92.5% of the

profitability variance.

6.2.3. Regression Model Residuals Analysis

This section discusses the MRA model residuals analysis. The purpose

is to examine the appropriateness of the model.

To test the normality assumption, figure (6.3) displays a plot of the

cumulative standardized residuals on a normal probability distribution. The

residuals line does not fit the normal line identically, but appears to be

reasonably normally distributed and the normality assumption can be accepted.

Figure (6.4) shows the plot for residuals against the predicted values.

The plot shows that residuals distributed relatively randomly in the band about
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FIGURE C6.3)

A Plot of Cumulative Standardized Residuals

On Normal Probability Distribution
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the horizontal straight line through zero. In conclusion, the residuals met the

assumption of linearity.

Also, figure (6.4) indicates that the spread of residuals relatively is not

increasing or decreasing with predicted values. Thus, the variance of the

residuals is constant.

The following table (6.8) displays the regression model standardized

residuals for each bank. Large residuals were expected for large banks and

small residuals for small banks, but the table data reveals that there is no

relation between a bank's size and the model's residuals.

TABLE (6.8)

Regression Analysis Standardized Residuals

Bank

Code No

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Average

1 -.185 -.053 -.075 -.800 +2.056 +1.184 + .355
2 - -.344 -.830 -1.130 -2.447 + .948 -.761

3 - + .272 + .241 +1.080 -1.509 -1.109 -.205

4 - - + .133 +1.232 + .178 +1.157 + .675
5 - - -.134 -.319 -.856 -1.731 -.760
6 - - - + .321 + .117 + .433 + .290

7 - - - - +1.135 -.719 + .208

8 — — + .098 + .445 + .845 + .364 + .438

The residuals analysis ensures that the previously presented equation is

appropriate.

6.3. Investment Banks Analysis

The same technique and analysis applied to commercial banks, were

carried out to investment banks, but it did not give significant results. The

reason was that the number of the sample banks and the available annual

reports were very limited.
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The financial ratios analysis technique was used to evaluate the

investment banks decision behaviour during the study period. The following

sections will illustrate each bank's policy concerning asset and liability

management. Besides, they will cast light on the relationship between

profitability and banks' policies.

6.3.1. Liability Management

Table (6.9) shows the trend in important financial ratios for the sample

banks during the study period. As for liability policy, banks were either deposit

oriented or due to banks oriented (i.e., depending on borrowing from other

banks to raise their funds).

Banks (no.1) and (no.4) were deposit oriented. The proportion of

deposits to total assets was higher than the proportion of due to banks to total

assets. Also, one can observe from table (6.9) that bank (no.4) changed its

policy from being a deposit oriented bank to depend more on due to banks in

recent years. The (deposit/total assets) ratio declined from 50.187% in 1977 to

29.361% in 1982; meanwhile, the (due to banks/total assets) ratio increased

from 25.008% to 49.195% in 1982.

In contrast, the other group of banks (no.2) and (no.3) depended

mainly on due to banks to raise their funds. Bank (no.2) always raised more

than 55% of its funds through due to banks with very low (deposits/total

assets) ratio. Meanwhile, bank (no.3) tried hard to depend less on due to banks

and to increase its deposit base but, unfortunately, it was difficult to achieve

that and it remained dependent on due to banks during the study period.

To summarize, the results indicate that all investment banks by the

end of the study period were 'due to banks' oriented except bank (no.1) which

consistently behaved as a deposit taker over time.



TABLE(6.9)

Investment BanksFinancial Ratios

Bank No. Year Total Net ROA ROE Loans Cash and Due Investments Loans Equity Detosits Due to Banks Due to Banks

Assets Profits % % Deposits from Banks T. Assets T. Assets T. Assets T. Assets T. Assets Deposits
? Thousands Before Ratio % T. Assets Ratio % Ratio % Ratio % Ratio % Ratio % Ratio %

Taxes Ratio %

$ Thousands

1 77 34219 1054 3.080 9.704 N.A 65.312 1.461 32.646 31.743 N.A N.A N.A

1 78 49746 1452 2.919 12.672 N.A 48.571 3.819 46.818 23.033 N.A N.A N.A

1 79 81036 2681 3.308 20.848 74.543 49.824 2.345 44.966 15.869 60.323 15.983 26.496
1 80 139058 4574 3.289 28.970 117.951 33.880 1.366 62.901 11.354 53.328 30.967 58.069
1 81 135994 4983 3.664 26.497 130.266 26.732 1.778 67.693 13.829 51.966 28.299 54.457
1 82 169374 3979 2.349 21.004 145.136 20.347 1.454 72.833 11.185 50.183 32.274 64.313

2 78 109559 1325 1.209 11.762 137.517 72.008 .548 26.591 10.282 19.337 66.184 342.270
2 79 114190 2158 1.890 17.477 147.863 73.467 .771 25.152 10.814 17.010 68.670 403.696
2 80 138654 3506 2.529 24.735 102.415 71.678 .637 26.887 10.223 26.253 59.672 227.293

2 81 159662 2232 1.398 16.356 63.137 80.901 .542 17.756 8.547 28.123 57.860 205.737
2 82 179122 2476 1.382 12.188 74.905 78.692 .478 19.942 11.341 26.623 55.769 209.478

3 79 57086 1078 1.888 19.066 288.105 48.026 .876 48.581 9.904 16.862 69.150 410.087
3 80 59842 1367 2.284 21.230 240.566 42.746 .836 54.158 10.760 22.513 60.215 267.473
3 81 75133 1945 2.589 15.221 224.423 45.756 .665 50.463 17.007 22.485 52.329 232.722
3 62 77781 120 .154 .930 216.336 41.990 .643 53.480 16.582 24.721 47.157 190.758

4 77 95726 2073 2.166 9.710 6.767 86.610 8.297 3.396 22.303 50.187 25.008 49.829
4 78 127081 2645 2.081 11.842 17.074 79.824 9.974 7.146 17.575 41.851 37.559 89.743
4 79 176847 3923 2.218 13.932 33.195 73.557 12.506 11.269 15.922 33.949 46.547 137.110
4 80 247555 5442 2.198 11.841 65.104 60.991 14.375 21.564 18.565 33.123 43.481 131.272
4 81 283270 -4699 -1.659 -11.389 52.341 65.546 10.754 20.180 14.565 38.555 41.548 107.764

4 82 319842 5272 1.648 11.864 58.425 69.157 7.589 17.154 13.893 29.361 49.195 167.554

* Minus sign indicates losses.

N.A = Not Available.
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This fact can be deduced from the (due to banks/deposits) ratio. Most

of the sample banks raised funds through due to banks at least equal to their

volume of deposits and in some years it reached three or four times their

deposits.

6.3.2. Asset Management

Investment banks can be divided into two groups regarding asset

management. The first group of banks are loan oriented banks, banks (no.1)

and (no.2), which allocated a high proportion of their funds as loans. As shown

in table (6.9), both banks have a higher proportion of loans to total assets (with

an increasing trend over time) than they do for the (cash and due from

banks/total assets) ratio. Bank (no.1) (Loans/total assets) ratio increased and

(cash and due from banks/total asset) ratio declined over time. For, bank (no.3)

(loans/total assets) ratio was relatively constant over time with a slight

increase in 1982.

The second group are "due from banks" oriented banks (nos. 2,4)

which placed a high proportion of their funds as due from banks. In 1982, the

(cash and due from banks / total assets) ratio was 78.69% for bank (no.2) and

69.16% for bank (no.4) reflecting the liquid nature of their asset portfolio. In

contrast, both banks held a very low proportion of funds as loans. The

(loan/total asset) ratio was approximately 20% for bank (no.2) and 17% for bank

(no.4) in 1982.

Furthermore, all the sample banks allocated a very small proportion of

their funds as investments except bank (no.4) which allocated an unusually high

proportion.

The low (investment/total assets) ratio perhaps reflects the risk

associated with allocating funds as securities or equity investment and the
on

expected low return on investments in the local market.
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With regard to the 'use of funds' ratio21 (loans/deposits) , it can be

seen from table (6.9) that all the sample banks except bank (no.4) used their

due to banks funds as well as deposits to finance loans. This ratio increased

for bank (no.1) and declined for banks (no.2) and (no.3) over time, with bank

(no.2) loan volume less than its deposit base in 1981 and 1982.

What is surprising however, was that bank (no.2) due to banks was

twice its deposits volume in spite of the fact that only 63% of its deposits in

1981 and 74% in 1982 were allocated as loans.

Thus, despite the fact that bank (no.2) was not able to allocate all its

deposits as loans in 1981 and 1982, it raised the highest proportion of its funds

through due to banks which were allocated as liquid assets. The (cash and due

from banks/total assets) ratio for bank (no.2) was 78.692% in 1982.

Furthermore, the same behaviour applied to bank (no.4) where the (due

to banks/deposits) ratio was 167.55% in 1982, while the use of funds ratio was

only 58.43%.

It is clear that bank (no.1) was the only bank which succeeded to be

deposit oriented and allocated the majority of its funds as loans.

In general, with respect to asset management, banks were either loan

oriented or due from banks oriented allocating a high proportion of their funds,

even those raised through due to banks, as placings in the international

markets.

6.3.3. The Interaction Between Asset and Liability Management

The object of this section is to find out the general pattern for

investment banks' operations behaviour.

Figure (6.5) summarizes each bank's policy concerning asset and
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liability management. This figure reveals every combination of different

policies and banks were only consistent regarding one single decision either

asset or liability management. Both banks (no.1) and (no.2) were deposit

oriented banks with a different policy regarding asset management.

FIGURE (6.5)

Investment Banks' Policies

Bank

Code No.
Liability Management Policy Asset Management Policy

1 Deposit oriented bank Loan oriented bank

4 Deposit oriented bank Due from Banks oriented

2 Due to banks oriented Due from banks oriented

3 Due to banks oriented Loan oriented bank

Also, both banks (no.2) and (no.3) were 'due to banks' oriented with a different

policy regarding asset management.

In conclusion, there is no general similar pattern for investment banks'

decision behaviour. Banks were similar in only one single decision either asset

or liability management.

-Investment Banks Profitability

The above table (6.9) shows ROA and ROE trend over time for the investment

sample banks. Bank (no.1) is the most profitable bank in comparison with the

other sample banks. The bank was deposit and loan oriented. The main

evidence is that investment banks profitability is related with banks being

deposit oriented and allocating their funds as loans rather than placing them

with other banks abroad.
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6.4. Commercial And Investment Banks' Performance

This section provides a comparison study between the JVCB and JVIB

samples' performance using the aggregate data for each group.

6.4.1. Profitability

Commercial banks achieved higher profitability levels than investment

banks. This fact is clearly illustrated in the following table (6.10) which shows

the ROA and ROE for each group in addition to figures (6.6) and (6.7).

TABLE (6.10)

Commercial And Investment Banks' Profitability

%

Return On Assets Return On Equity
TT —

lears

Commercial Investment Commercial Investment

1976 1.853 2.378 40.645 5.167

1977 1.543 1.860 43.547 9.955

1978 2.263 1.707 31.143 11.689

1979 2.462 2.293 30.929 16.672

1980 2.791 2.545 37.547 18.078

1981 2 .772 0.682 45.074 5.158

1982 3.207 1.588 44.536 12.265

The JVCB achieved a continuous increase in their ROA from 1977 when it was

1.543% until 1982, when it reached 3.207% . Conversely, ROA for JVIB

fluctuated during the study period with declined trend from 1976 to 1978 and

increased till 1980. The ROA experienced a sharp drop from 2.545% in 1980 to

0.682% in 1981 as a result of the impact of bank (no.4) losses in 1981 on the

JVIB sample banks profitability. In 1982, the ROA for JVIB increased to 1.588%,

but remained lower than the JVCB ratio.

As for ROE, figure (6.7) shows the gap between the two groups

profitability levels. The JVCB achieved higher ROE ratios than JVIB although
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FIGURE (6.6)
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FIGURE (6.7)
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the curve fluctuated during the study period. In 1982, ROE for JVCB was

44.536%, meanwhile, JVIB ratio was only 12.265%.

The above analysis suggested that JVCB which dealt in both local and

foreign currencies were considerably more profitable than JVIB which dealt in

FC only.

6.4.2. Annual Growth Rate

Table (6.11) and figure (6.8) display the commercial and investment

sample banks total assets annual growth rate.

TABLE (6.11)

Commercial And Investment Banks Annual Growth Rate (AGR)

Commercial Banks Investment Banks

Years Total Sector Average Growth* Growth Rate

Growth Rate of Continuing %

% Banks %

1979 59 49 31

1980 64 53 36

1981 72 72 12

1982 20 20 14

Average 54 49 23

* Adjusted to remove the effect of the number of
commercial banks growth during the study period.

The table reveals the following facts:

1. The JVCB sample achieved higher annual growth rates than

the JVIB sample. The average growth rate during the period

1979-1982, for the continuing banks, was 49% for

commercial banks and 23% for investment banks.

2. The JVCB sample achieved an increasing growth rate from
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FIGURE (6.8)
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1979 till 1981, then the rate dropped sharply from 72% in

1981 to 20% in 1982 as a result of the credit control

regulations and imports instructions.

3. The JVIB sample achieved declined annual growth rate

throughout the period except for a slight increase in 1980.

The annual growth rate in 1979 was 31% and dropped to

14% in 1982.

-A

6.4.3. Asset And Liability Decisions

This part investigates the asset and liability decisions structure for the

sample banks during the study period. Table (6.12) shows the asset and

liability variables as a proportion of the total assets for each group. The table

reveals the following facts:

1. Asset decisions: The JVCB sample increased the proportion

of funds allocated as loans over time (figure 6.9), from

17.809% in 1976 to 52.994% in 1981, then dropped to

44.102% in 1982 as a result of introducing the credit ceiling

regulations. Meanwhile, JVIB loans increased slowly from

7.960% in 1976 to 34.250% in 1982 achieving a lower level

than JVCB. JVIB allocated quite a significant proportion of

funds as investments but the ratio declined from 7.879% in

1976 to 3.763% in 1982. JVCB were not oriented to allocate

funds as investments.

With respect to liquid assets (cash and due from banks),

both groups tried to reduce their liquid assets over time

(see figure (6.10). By the end of 1981, JVIB sample liquid

assets were higher than JVCB : 58.950% and 42.662%

respectively. In 1982, commercial banks liquid assets



TABLE(6.12)

CommercialandInvestmentBanksImportantFinancialRatios
%

Cash

&Due

Investment

Loans

Equity

Deposits

Dueto
Banks

Loans

from

Banks

T.Assets

T.Assets

T.Assets

T.Assets

T.Assets

Deposits

T.Assets
Years

Comm.

Inv.

Comm.

Inv.

Comm.

Inv.

Comm.

Inv.

Comm.

Inv.

Comm.

Inv.

Comm.

Inv.

1576

80.597

82.415

0.000

7.879

17.809

7.960

4.558

46.023

73.813

N.A

17.862

N.A

24.127

N.A

1977

71.617

78.706

0.820

4.404

25.366

15.667

3.544

18.688

76.419

N.A

13.509

N.A

33.193

N.A

1978

63.230

69.682

1.884

4.795

32.756

23.525

7.265

14.600

68.480

N.A

18.804

N.A

47.834

N.A

1979

48.637

65.656

1.276

5.918

46.749

26.289

7.959

13.752

60.425

32.149

25.958

49.669

77.367

81.773

1980

46.970

55.214

0.910

6.643

48.833

35.983

7.434

14.076

55.238

35.212

30.937

46.055

88.405

102.191

1981

42.662

58.950

0.608

5.236

52.994

32.946

6.149

13.223

55.487

36.951

30.166

44.013

95.508

89.162

1982

51.398

57.534

0.582

3.765

44.102

34.250

7.200

12.946

63.889

32.946

20.048

46.720

69.028

103.956

N.A Comm. Inv.

=NotAvailable. =CommercialBanks. =InvestmentBanks.
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increased to 51.398% and exceeded the loans proportion

because of restrictions on banks' ability to allocate funds by

the credit ceiling.

2. Liability decisions: The JVCB depended on deposits as their

main source of funds, while JVIB were more oriented to

depend on due to banks [see figure (6.11) and figure (6.12)].

In 1982, JVIB sample due to banks was 46.720% of total

assets which was more than the deposits levels (32.946%).

On the other hand, JVCB deposits declined from (76.419%)

in 1977 to (55.487%) in 1980, coupled with an increasing

trend to depend on due to banks during the same period

(from 13.509% in 1977 to 30.937% in 1980).

Since 1980, JVCB have changed their behaviour to depend

more on deposits and less on due to banks. In 1982, the

proportion of deposits to total assets reached 63.889%, and

due to banks accounts 20.048% of total assets.

3. Despite the fact that investment banks total loans as a

proportion of total assets was 34.250% in 1982, their

(loan/deposit) ratio was 103.956% which indicates that they

allocated more than their deposits as loans.

JVCB (loans/deposits) ratio declined from 95.508% in 1981

to 69.028% in 1982, as a result of introducing the credit

ceiling regulations.

The Previous Analysis Suggested The Following Facts

1. Commercial banks which dealt in LC and FC operations
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were more profitable than JVIB which dealt in FC only.

2. The JVCB achieved higher annual growth rates than

investment banks.

3. The credit ceiling regulations forced JVCB to allocate less

funds as loans and to depend mainly on deposits to raise

funds.

On the other hand, JVIB were more oriented to raise funds

through due to banks and placed a high proportion of their

funds as placings with other banks.

4. In spite of the fact that JVCB were heavily regulated they

were more successful than JVIB.

6.5. Summary And Findings

This chapter analysed the accounting data for both commercial and

investment banks.

With respect to commercial banks, a simultaneous equation model was

developed using principal components and multiple regression analysis

techniques. Two principal components were extracted labelled as "Bank's Size"

and "Bank's Policy". In terms of policy, commercial banks were either deposit

oriented or loan oriented . Deposit oriented banks mainly depended on deposits

to raise their funds and allocated a high proportion of their funds in cash and

placings with banks outside the country. Loan oriented banks depended mainly

on "due to banks" in FC to raise funds and allocated a high proportion of funds

as loans.

The multiple regression model suggested that, the more a bank was

able to achieve growth in total size the greater the chance of increasing the

bank's profits in absolute value. Also, the model suggested that deposit
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oriented banks were more profitable than loan oriented banks, but the

significance was small. The model residuals analysis showed the

appropriateness of the regression model.

With respect to investment banks, it was found that there was no

similar pattern for their decision behaviour. Banks were similar only regarding

one single decision, either asset or liability management. Investment banks

profitability was related to bank's ability to attract deposits and allocate funds

as loans.

Finally, the comparison study between JVCB and JVIB samples

aggregate data revealed the following facts:

1. Commercial banks achieved higher profitability levels than

investment banks.

2. Commercial banks achieved higher annual growth rates in

total assets than investment banks.

3. Investment banks were more oriented to raise funds

through due to banks rather than deposits and to place

these funds abroad rather than financing loans. On the

contrary, commercial banks were more successful in raising

funds by attracting deposits rather than depending on due

to banks and allocated a high proportion of their funds as

loans.

4. The introduction of credit ceiling regulations forced

commercial banks to limit expansion of their lending

policies and increased their liquidity in 1982.

The previous facts suggested that commercial banks which dealt in both local
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and foreign currencies were more profitable than investment banks which dealt

in foreign currency only. It is hoped that the LP model will be able to justify

this result.
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Introduction

This chapter presents a description of the EJVB's operations

management , based on in-depth interviews and the analysis of questionnaires.

Four questionnaires1 were used to interview the following managers of both

investment and commercial banks:

1. The general manager.

2. The loan manager.

3. The deposit manager.

4. The investment manager.

All the JVCB sample managers were interviewed, and those of three out of the

four investment sample banks. However, a content analysis was carried out for

the fourth bank's annual reports to assist the analysis.

-The Following Are The Main Objectives of The In-depth Interviews And The
Questionnaires Analysis

1. To find out the nature of the sample banks' operations,

internal policies and problems and obstacles they faced in

achieving their objectives.

2. To assess EJVB success in introducing new services to the

local market.

3. To investigate the constraints which restrict their operations

and the impact of the regulations on their decision

behaviour.

4. To find out the factors which limit their ability to allocate

term loans and finance projects' equity.
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5. To find out the reasons behind placing a high proportion of

their FC funds outside Egypt.

6. To investigate possible solutions to change the regulatory

framework in order to provide additional benefits to the

Egyptian economy.

The information gathered through the questionnaires and its analysis was very

helpful in a) constructing the linear programming model considered in chapter

eight, b) investigating the banking system regulatory framework reviewed in

chapter three, c) finding out answers for the study's objective questions stated

in the introduction, and d) casting light on the possible solutions and

suggestions to improve their operations in the local market.

-The Method of the Analysis

Figure (7.1) shows the questionnaires analytical structure. This framework was

drawn on the basis of themes, and statements relevant to the in-depth

interviews analysis objectives.2

It is hoped that the analysis will identify variables which can

discriminate between banks' success.

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

Section One: The sample banks' characteristics.

Section Two: Interest rates management.

Section Three: Deposits management.

Section Four: Risk management.

Section Five: Lending operations (short term loans, medium and
long term loans and credit operations procedures and decisions).

Section Six: Liquidity management.

Section Seven: Securities and equity investment operations.
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Section Eight: Planning bank's operations.

Section Nine: The analysis findings (commercial banks' operations
findings, investment banks' operations remarks and general assessment).

7.1. The Sample Banks' Characteristics

The Egyptian government allowed foreign banks to operate in Egypt as

joint venture with Egyptian capital to develop the political and economic

relationships between Egypt and the external world after being a closed

economy for a long time. It was understood from the interviews with the

general managers that the main reason for establishing these banks was to

create good relationships with the foreign partners' countries.

The successful establishment of Chase National Bank (No.1) in 1975, as

a result of the personal sponsorship of Anwer El-Sadat and David Rockefeller3,

encouraged foreign capital as well as private sector and public sector banks to

start joint venture businesses in the local market.

Both public sector banks and the foreign partners pushed for JVBs'to

be created. In most cases the Egyptian partners set up the establishment

arrangements.

It was planned that the JVB's would achieve the following objectives in

order to cover the Egyptian financial market gaps:

- To finance both internal and external trade.

- To attract both Arab and foreign investments.

- To provide foreign finance for economic development

projects.

- To participate in establishing productive projects.

- To participate in financing syndicated loans.
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- To help in creating an orderly money market and to activate

the stock exchange.

- Granting short and long term loans for foreign, joint venture

and private companies.

- To open new markets between Egypt and the foreign

partner's country.

- Financing the government economic plans and mobilizing

public savings.

- To develop the banking industry's services and to transfer

modern technology to create competition between these

banks and the public sector banks.

Additionally, investment banks were expected to carry out international

investment and merchant banks operations such as: a) financing projects'

equity, b) acting as corporate financial advisers, c) granting medium and long

term loans, d) The management of mergers and acquisitions, and e) introducing

important operations which suit the Egyptian financial market such as

instalment credit and leasing.

One of this chapter's objectives is to find out how successful these

banks were in achieving their goals and to identify the problems and obstacles

which prevented them from achieving their goals.

7.1.1. Banks' Founders

The majority of the Egyptian founders for both commercial and

investment banks are public sector banks and public sector insurance

companies. Individuals had participated as founders in two commercial banks

only. In bank (No.6) the bank's chairman holds 2% of the paid up capital and in
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bank (No.7) individuals hold 21% of the banks' shares.

On the other hand, all the foreign founders are foreign banks or

financial institutions except bank (No.7) where Kuwaiti businessmen hold 34%

of the paid up capital.

All the interviewed JVBs' capital was fully subscribed by founders

except one commercial bank (No.7) where a small proportion of the bank's

shares (approximately 24%) were offered for public subscription.4 All the

sample banks are closed companies except bank (No.7) where its shares are

traded in the stock exchange.5

One of the interesting results is that both Egyptian and foreign

partners are not willing either to offer their shares for public subscription or to

trade their shares in the stock exchange. One general manager said that

"According to the founders contract, they have no right either to trade their

shares or to offer them for public subscription before ten years to guarantee

the bank's success during its early years of operating".

Most of the interviewed banks raised their equity accounts (paid up

capital and reserves) during the study period. Capital expansion was financed

through the banks' founders according to their proportion of the paid up

capital.

It was noticed that large commercial banks6, especially those with a

number of branches, always raise their capital to cover their expansion plans

and to support their financial position. Besides, all the interviewed banks plan

to increase their capital in the future.

There are no restrictions regarding capital expansion. The government

encourages banks to increase their equity accounts. The only constraint is that

banks have to obtain the Investment Authority's approval to increase their
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authorized capital. This approval is not restricting banks' operations.

7.1.2. Management Structure Between Egyptian And Foreign Partners

The majority of the JVBs managers are Egyptians and foreign partners

have representatives at senior management levels (board of directors, general

managers, deputy general manager, branch manager and credit manager).

Two commercial banks (Nos.1,5) used to have management contract

with the foreign partner's bank to manage the bank's operations for five years.

These banks are joint ventures with American banks and both had quite

different experience with the foreign partner management.

In the first case, the foreign partner management, [for bank (No. 1)]

achieved very successful results. The foreign bank succeeded in a)

establishing a very advanced operating system for all the bank's departments,

b) introducing working manuals and procedures and d) helping to train all the

bank's staff according to the international standard. The bank achieved rapid

growth rates in size and the number of branches. It is considered as one of

the most successful banks operating now in Egypt.

In contrast, the second commercial bank (No.5) which used to have a

management contract for five years, reduced later to 3 years, witnessed a very

bad experience from the foreign partner's management. The bank achieved the

lowest profitability in comparison with other commercial sample banks,

particularly in 1982.8 It was understood from the interviews that the foreign

partner had directly interfered in the bank's critical operational decisions,

especially credit decisions, without any past experience regarding the Egyptian

market and customers' behaviour. Some of these decisions had a serious

impact on the bank's performance.

Some bankers pointed out the fact that, during the early years of their
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banks' life the foreign management experience concerning the local market was

limited and lead to many problems.

One investment bank (No.1) has a joint management structure between

the Egyptian and the foreign partners. The foreign partner has a very

conservative approach and the bank achieved the highest profitability when

compared with the JVIBs sample.9

In general, the following are the important advantages from the

foreign partner share of management:

1. The foreign partner is a large bank and has a good name

and reputation which facilitate the JVB external operations,

particularly financing international trade activities.

2. The foreign partner branches all over the world help JVB in

managing their FC funds liquidity in the international

markets.

3. It was observed from the interviews with the banks'

managers that the foreign partner can play an important

role in providing JVB with technology (such as computer

systems) and in developing their internal manuals and

systems. In contrast, the majority of the small banks were

applying their public sector banks management systems.

7.1.3. Banks' Branches

Commercial banks, particularly large banks in joint venture with

American banks, have been trying hard to increase the number of their

branches in order to achieve a high growth rate in total size. Tables (7.1) and

(7.2) detail commercial banks branches during the study period. The tables

reveal the following facts:
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TABLE (7.1)

Joint Venture Commercial Banks Branches At The End of 1982

Bank Greater Total Future Branches
Number Cairo* Alexandria Port-Said Tanta Branches Rank (1983-1984)

1 5 3 1 9 1 2 Cairo, 1 Alexandria
2 5 1 - - 6 3 3 Cairo, 1 Alexandria
3 6 3 -

,
- 9 2 4 Cairo, 1 Alexandria**

4 1 1 - - 2 5 1 Cairo
5 2 1 - 1 4 4 3 Cairo
6 1 - - - 1 7 1 Alexandria
7 1 - - - 1 8 4 Cairo, 1 Alexandria
8 1 1 2 6 No plans at present

* Including Giza governorate branches.
** The bank also plans to open 4 foreign exchange offices in large hotels.

TABLE (7.2)

Joint Venture Commercial Banks Number of Branches Each Year

(1975-1982)

Bank

Number 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

1 1 2 3 4 4 7 9 9
2 - 2 2 2 3 4 5 6

3 - 1 1 2 2 6 9 9

4 - - 1 1 1 2 2 2 .

5 - - 1 1 1 1 3 4

6 - - - 1 1 1 1 1

7 - - - - - 1 1 1

8 "" — — 1 1 1 1 2



1. The three large banks (Nos. 1,2,3) were more oriented to

increase their branches over time than the other

commercial banks. Banks (Nos. 1,3) were deposit oriented

banks on average during the study period. They both have

the highest number of branches (9 branches). Meanwhile,

bank (No.2) was loan oriented on average during the study

period.10 It had only six branches by the end of 1982. The

three mentioned banks are joint venture with American

banks.

2. It is clear from table (7.2) that growth in the number of

branches was very slow till 1980 where the three banks

started to increase their branches rapidly, especially after

achieving successful performance and high profitability

levels. This fact indicates the expected good future for

successful banks which is clear from their branches

expansion plans.

3. All the commercial banks started their operations with one

branch or head office in Cairo. Six out of the eight

commercial banks have at least one branch at Alexandria

because it is the second most important region in Egypt.

Only two banks opened branches in Port-Said and Tanta

regions.

It is clear that JVCB concentrated their business in their

early years in Cairo and Alexandria where the demand

existed.

4. Small banks such as banks (Nos. 4,5,6,8) have a very limited

number of branches except bank (No.5) which opened 4
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branches by the end of 1982. Despite that the bank is very

small in size when compared with the other sample banks

and gradually changed its policy to be deposit oriented. The

bank's ROA was 0.661% in 1982.

-Branches Expansion Plans

Large banks have expansion plans to open new branches in the future. They are

doing retail banking and it is the best policy to face hard competition in the

local market, especially after introducing the new credit ceiling regulations.

The only way they may allocate funds as loans is through their clients'

deposits, so all banks have to develop their policies to attract and mobilize

savings. It is expected that all the commercial banks will start to open new

markets for their services in other regions. In addition, advertising is becoming

a very important policy to attract banks' clients.

The above table (7.1) shows the numbers of expected new branches in

the near future (1983-84) for the sample banks. For example, bank (No.7), the

most recently established bank and classified under large banks, is planning to

open 5 branches within two years.

Small banks do not have specific plans for expansion and they are

happy with their present reasonable profitability levels.

It is clear from the investigations and observations that the foreign

partner's management approach and objectives had a major influence on JVB

expansion plans. It was found that JVB with American banks were always keen

to develop their operations, to grow in size, to increase the number of their

branches and to introduce new services.

Conversely, small banks happened to be joint venture with other
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countries11. The foreign partners' main object was to get back their paid up

capital in a short period and to increase their profitability.

Investment banks were more oriented to undertake wholesale banking

services and they concentrated all their operations in one branch, mainly their

head office in Cairo. Two banks (Nos.1,2) opened another head office in

Alexandria [see the following table(7.3)].

Despite the fact that investment banks chief object was to carry out

wholesale operations, they were carrying out the same operations as the

commercial banks. Moreover, they could no longer depend only on FC

operations and started to deal in LC during 1983. Dealing in LC along with FC

operations confirmsthe accounting data analysis results where it was found that

JVCB which deal in both LC and FC were more profitable and achieved higher

growth rates than JVIB which confined their activities to FC operations only.

Investment banks plans to open new branches are very limited. It is

expected that they will be forced, by competition constraints, to change their

policy and have to open new branches as long as they are doing retail banking.

The other available alternative is to develop their operations and to introduce

new activities which suit the Egyptian investor. This will be discussed in more

detail at the end of this chapter.

It is evident that all the banks operating in Egypt must obtain approval

from the CBE to open a new branch. All the interviewed banks mentioned that

this approval does not restrict their expansion plans except one commercial

bank (No.4) which found some difficulty in obtaining permission to open a new

branch in Cairo. The reason is believed to be that this bank was mainly a loan

oriented bank and exceeded the credit ceiling percentage and the CBE refused

to give permission until the bank reduced its loans to the credit ceiling level.
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TABLE (7.3)

Joint Venture Investment Banks Branches
At The End of 1982

Bank Total Future Branches
Number Cairo Alexandria Branches Rank (1983-1984)

1 1 1 2 2 One in Port-Said
2 2 1 3 1 No plans yet
3 1 - 1 4 Two in Cairo
4 1 1 3 Refused to answer

TABLE (7.4)

Joint Venture Investment Banks Number of Branches Each Year

(1975-1982)

Bank

Number 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

2 - - 1 1 1 1 1 3
3 - - - 1 1 1 1 1

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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It is worth pointing out that the CBE introduced new instructions

regarding opening new branches. At present banks are subject to the following

instructions to open new branches:

1. The bank should apply the CBE regulations.

2. Not to exceed the credit ceiling and credit control

instructions.

3. The bank should participate in financing the economic

development plans.

7.1.4. Banks' Employment

The JVB attracted the public sector banks employees with better

salaries and careers. But, because the number of new banks increased rapidly

during the study period, banks started to face a high turnover of personnel.

The demand for good qualified bankers, particularly loan officers, increased

locally and in the Arab Gulf countries.

There were two different approaches to recruit the JVCB bankers.

Large banks and those joint venture with American banks recruited public

sector senior management and attracted the new graduates for junior

occupations in order to train them according to their management approach

and systems.

On the other hand, small banks depended mainly on their public sector

banks partner's employment. They recruited permanent and temporary

employees.

Most of the interviewed JVB mentioned that they did not face any

problems in finding qualified bankers, except the following cases:

1. Most of the large commercial and investment banks pointed
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out the lack of qualified loan officers, particularly those

capable to study and evaluate long term loans decisions.

2. One banker mentioned that his bank (No.2) faced the

problem of finding qualified employees to work as tellers in

their branches as they should be carefully selected.

-Training

Most of the interviewed commercial and investment banks sent their bankers to

be trained abroad, chiefly at the foreign partner training centres in London and

USA.

Banks always concentrate on technical staff training for important

specialities such as (credit and marketing analysis, dealing operations, foreign

exchange operations, imports finance, and exposure and treasury management).

7.2. Interest Rates Management

The JVCB are price takers for LC operations interest rates and price

makers for FC interest rates. The JVIB which deal in FC only are price makers

also for their activities interest rates.

The object of this section is to find out the impact of LC interest rate

structure on banks' operations and to investigate how these banks set the

interest rates for FC operations.

-The Impact Of LC Interest Rates On Banks' Operations:

Six out of the eight JVCB sample said that the LC deposits interest rates

prevented them from attracting as much deposits as they would like.

The fixed interest rates policy for LC deposits restricted banks' ability

to compete in attracting more deposits. One banker mentioned that "It is
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difficult for savers to distinguish between banks because of the fixed interest

rates policy, despite the fact that services vary between banks".

In addition, it was observed that these banks did not introduce new

deposit instruments while the public sector banks have been issuing a

diversified deposit instruments for a long time. Accordingly, JVCB still cannot

compete with the public sector banks' LC deposits operations.

As for lending interest rates in LC, five out of the eight commercial

banks mentioned that the debtor interest rates prevented them from lending as

much short term loans as they would like.

Most of the interviewed loan managers complained about the lack of

flexible lending interest rates which differentiate between loans maturities.

Moreover, the recent credit control regulations allow banks to allocate only

65% of their deposits as loans in addition to restricting loans expansion to

profitable sectors (commercial and household sectors). The only chance to

increase their loan base is to allocate funds to industrial and agricultural

sectors with low interest rate12 (maximum 13%) and loans to these sectors are

usually long term loans.

It is clear that both interest rates and credit control regulations

restricted banks' ability to allocate funds as term loans.

-Foreign Currency Operations Interest Rates:

Most of the JVIB and JVCB use the LIBOR rate as a base to set FC operations

interest rates.

With regard to foreign currency deposits banks usually set the interest

rates as a margin ranged between (1/16%, 1/8%, 1/4% to maximum 1/2%)13

below the international rates or the LIBOR.
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In addition, banks take into account the following factors when setting

up the FC interest rates for each client:

1. The amount of the client's deposits.

2. The bank's need for the FC offered by the client.

3. Bank's liquidity.

4. The client's past experience with the bank.

5. Deposit maturity.

With respect to the FC loans, the margin ranged between (1/2% to 2.1/2%)

over the LIBOR rate. Banks usually take into account the nature of the client's

activities, loan maturity, securities offered by the client and the client's

previous experience with the bank.

In addition to the interest rates, it was found that all banks charge

their client for the banking services and the administrative costs required to

allocate and to manage client's loans. Banks charge their clients the actual

cost for all expenses associated with the loan such as (postage, telex,

telephones, etc.).

Other charges and fees such as (commissions, commitment fees,

management fees, and tax stamp dues are levied according to CBE unified tariff

regarding banking services for both commercial and investment banks.

7.3. Deposits Management

The JVCB succeeded in mobilizing deposits in both LC and FC more

than JVIB which accepted deposits in FC only. Generally, both groups received

deposits from big companies and individuals with a specific minimum limit to

open deposit accounts.
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It is evident that the US dollar, pound sterling, Deutsche mark, Swiss

franc and French franc are the most important foreign currencies JVB accept as

deposits. The US dollar dominates most of the JVB operations in the local

market.

7.3.1. Deposit Accounts

The following are the deposit accounts banks offer to their clients:

1. Demand deposits

Commercial banks accept demand deposits in both LC and FC. Most of the

small banks (Nos.4,6,8) offer their clients interest rates for their FC deposits

with an average minimum balance limit during each month. Also, the most

recent bank (No.7) offers interest rates to mobilize more deposits. The average

balance limit range is between $1000 and $2000 or the equivalent in other

foreign currencies. On the contrary, the three large joint ventures with

American banks offer interest only for special clients with large amount of

deposits (in some cases, balances which exceed $2 millions).

Small banks offer interest rates for demand deposits to attract more

deposits as it is difficult to compete with the large number of banks and

because of their small number of branches (1-3 branches).

Banks calculate the interest rates for demand deposits in different

ways according to each bank's internal policy. Some banks use the monthly

average for international interest rates, others according to yearly average

(usually 2% below the international rates).

With regard to LC demand deposits, according to the CBE regulations,

there is no interest rate for such accounts.14

The minimum required amount to open a demand deposit account in
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LC ranged between (LE 500 - LE 5000) and between ($500 - $7000) for FC [see

the following table (7.5)].

TABLE (7.5)

The Minimum Required Value* for Deposit Accounts

JCVB JVIB

Deposit Accounts
Minimum Required Amount Range

LC (LE) FC (?) FC ($)

- Demand deposits
- Time deposits
- Saving deposits
- Call accounts

(500-5000)
(500-10000)

(5-800)
5000

(500-7000)
(1000-10000)

(100-1500)
5000

(3000-5000)
5000

5000

3000

* Mainly for the head office with exceptions for banks' branches.

In general it was found that large banks were very selective in accepting their

clients. One banker mentioned that:

"Our bank never allows small savers to deal with our head
office. It is not a popular bank, and we are only oriented to
serve big and special clients. Small savers can go to the public
sector banks. The number of our clients are small but we are

looking for quality not quantity. Small savers are allowed to deal
with our branches and only through opening a savings pass book
account because it is less costly to manage and these accounts
are not included in our computer system".

Also, another bank stated in its annual report that:

Our bank has now become more selective in accepting
accounts, minimum balance requirements have been introduced
in order to obtain high average balance accounts and to
eliminate retail business. This new policy is in line with the
operational capabilities of the bank, the cost of administration of
accounts and marketing considerations.15

On the other hand, small banks are less selective in setting up their deposits

limits.
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2. Time Deposits

All the JVCB accepted time deposits in both LC and FC. Most of the sample

asked their clients to open a demand deposit account first before opening a

time deposit account. The minimum required amount were (LE500 - LE10000)

for LC and ($1000 - $10000) for FC time deposits. As for short term time

deposits (one week or two weeks) in both LC and FC, a certain minimum

amount was required by each bank.

3. Saving Deposits

The JVCB offer two types of saving accounts:

A. Saving pass book in both LC and FC: all the sample banks offered

this account except one bank (No.8) which planned to introduce this service in

1983 and two banks (Nos.4,6) which offered this account in LC only. The three

mentioned banks are small with a few branches. The minimum required

amount ranged between (LE 5-LE 800) for FC and ($100 - $1500) for FC.

B. Call account: This account was offered only by two banks ; one

bank in LC and FC and the other in FC only. The minimum required amount in

LC was LE 500 and $5000 in FC. Banks offered a floating interest rate

according to the international rates.

In reference to the investment banks: all the three interviewed banks

offered demand and time deposits while one bank (No.2) offered also saving

and call deposits and one other bank (No.1) offered call accounts.

It was found that, only one bank (No.3) offered interest rate for

demand deposits according to the monthly average interests rates with

minimum limit $1000. The minimum required amount to open demand deposits

ranged between $3000 - $5000 for time deposits and was $3000 to open call
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accounts.

7.3.2. Deposit Certificates

Two commercial banks (Nos.3,5) only issued deposit certificates in LC

during the study period. Both banks are joint venture with American banks.

The "Golden Savings Certificates" was issued in 1980 by the Egyptian American

Bank (No.3) as an Egyptian pound saving instrument designed to develop the

bank's LC term deposits. This certificate offers depositors three interest

payments options ranging from monthly or every six months, to automatic

reinvestment of all the interest up to maturity.16

The second certificate is 'Time Saving Certificate" in LE issued by Misr

America International Bank. The selling price for each certificate is LE 5000,

with 5 years maturity and 13% interest rate given each three months. The other

two joint ventures with American banks are planning to issue deposit

certificates in the future.

All the banks operating now in Egypt have to obtain the CBE approval

to issue deposit certificates. This approval does not restrict their deposits

policies.

Some banks complained that it was difficult to compete with the

public sector banks' deposit certificates for the following reasons:

1. Public sector banks have been issuing these certificates for

a long time to mobilize long term savings and they offer

good terms.

2. Banks pointed out to the National Bank of Egypt17 deposit

certificates which have been issued since 1965 to finance

the state budget. The bank offers interest rate higher then

the CBE declared interest rate structure.
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One investment only bank (No.4) succeeded in issuing for the first time a

floating rate deposit certificate in US dollar. The bank's first issue was $10

millions and the certificate's period is three years.18

7.3.3. Banks' Depositors Categories

The majority of the JVCB's depositors were the private sector

companies and individual establishments. Five out of the eight commercial

banks mobilized deposits from the public sector companies. In addition, it was

found that the new projects and joint venture companies established under the

new investment law No. 43 of 1974, were the most important category of the

banks' depositors. The proportion of public sector companies' deposits to

banks' total deposits ranged, on average, between 5% - 25%.

All the interviewed investment banks' depositors were individual

establishments and private sector companies. None of the JVIB mobilized

deposits from public sector companies.

7.3.4. Banks' Policies To Attract Depositors

All the deposit managers for the eight commercial banks stressed that

opening new branches is the most important policy to attract and to increase

banks' deposits volume. The following table (7.6) shows the other important

policies ranked in descending order.
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TABLE (7.6)

Banks' Deposits Policies

Banks' policies to attract depositors Observations

1 Opening new branches 8

2 Advertising deposit services and interest
rates in FC 5

3 Competitive fees for the bank's services 4

4 Direct contact with the expected clients
(marketing approach) 4

5 Using diversified deposit accounts and instruments 3

Advertising is the second important policy for attracting banks' depositors.

Principally, it is evident that most of the banks used advertising as a general

policy to increase public awareness of their activities.

It is worth mentioning that, the direct contact approach through

marketing officers is very important in the local market especially with the

private sector institutions. The four large JVCB especially those joint venture

with American banks are applying this approach. It is expected that most of

the banks operating now in Egypt will apply this approach in the future to face

competition. Another important reason is that banks have to depend on

deposits to allocate loans as a result of introducing the new credit regulations.

For investment banks: two out of the three interviewed banks (Nos.1,2)

were using the marketing approach to attract their expected clients. Other

policies varied between the three banks. Each bank focused on certain policies

and there was no similar pattern for their policies.
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7.3.5. Depositors Motives To Deal With The JVB

It is evident that the bank's name and reputation, particularly for the

foreign partner, is the most important motive for depositors to deal with JVCB.

The following table (7.7) shows the other important motives. Most of the

sample banks agreed that good and quick services, transactions between Egypt

and the foreign partner's country and competitive interest rates for deposits in

FC are the most important motives for depositors.

Table (7.7)

Depositors Motives To Deal With The JVCB

Depositors Motives Observations

1 The bank's name and reputation 7

2 Good and quick services 6

3 Transactions between Egypt and the
foreign partner's country 5

4 Competitive interest rates for FC
deposits 5

5 The bank's financial position 2

Investment banks agreed that the bank's name and reputation is very important

motive for depositors to deal with their banks. In addition, they pointed out

the importance of the transactions between Egypt and the foreign partner's

country and the banks' good and quick services.

7.3.6. Services The JVB Offer To Their Clients

Despite the fact that most of the JVCB foreign partners are famous

international banks, they only introduced very limited services to their clients.

It was noticed that commercial banks with many branches tried to introduce

some new services gradually, especially because they are new banks in a new

market and there has been economic instability. Also, they faced problems in

introducing some advanced services such as the fact that it was difficult to
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connect all the bank's branches with one computer system to computerize the

teller services because of communication problems.

The following discussion summarizes the findings concerning the

existence of the international banking industry services in the local market:

1. Credit Cards

Only three commercial banks (Nos. 2,3,7) out of the eight banks acted as

, guarantor to issue credit cards. Bank (No.2) was the first bank to issue (Visa

Card) and also provided American Express and Thomas Cook Cards. In 1982,

bank (No.3) became an authorized issuer of the American Express gold card.

Also, bank (No.7) acted as guarantor for credit cards as a special service for

special clients.

In this context, it is very important to point out that Egypt is a cash

country. Most of the market transactions are in cash. Cheques are not

accepted in the daily life transactions. Credit cards are a special service

introduced after the ODP and only a few tourist places such as five star hotels

and restaurants accept credit cards.

2. Budget Accounts

This service is not known yet in Egypt and three banks mentioned that they

offer it as a special service for a few limited number of big clients with

standing instructions.

3. Insurance Services

None of the banks operating now in Egypt offer such service to their clients.

All insurance activities are confined only to insurance sector companies.

4. Autoteller Services
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Most of the large banks mentioned that because of communication problems it

was difficult to connect all the banks' branches with one computer system.

Also, these banks had very limited number of branches, maximum 9 branches,

and the cost of introducing such facilities is very high.19

5. Possibility to Cash in and Out from Any Branch

Again, because of communication problems the client can only cash in and out

from his own bank branch. The only way to cash out from other branches is

by telephone to obtain your branch withdrawal permission.

6. Trustee Services

None of the JVCB introduced this service to their clients, although it is offered

by the public sector commercial banks.

7. Cheque Cards

As mentioned earlier, most of the local transactions are in cash and banks

found that there is no real need for such service in the local market. Only one

bank (No.3) issued a "Money Card" for his clients. This card allows selected

clients to make cash withdrawal at any of the bank's branches up to a specific

limit. Also, this service is available during weekends at the bank's offices at a

number of major hotels in greater Cairo.20

8. Safe Boxes

Only introduced by three banks as special service for big clients.

9. Night Safe Deposits

Only introduced by one commercial bank (No.1) at one branch.

In addition, all the interviewed commercial banks offered overdraft
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facilities to their clients according to a specific agreed limit and clients can

obtain loans secured against their deposits

Generally, a few services have been introduced by the JVCB in the

local market. Some banks tried to introduce some services gradually and

sometimes their ability to introduce such services were confronted by

infrastructure problems and the nature of Egyptian clients behaviour. Egyptian

consumers needs time to accept the new banking industry technology.

In addition to previous services, large banks offered general services

for their clients, such as: technical and financial advice, carrying out special

feasibility studies for borrowers and information services.

Each bank developed its own types of services to attract clients. Some

banks offered their correspondents and foreign partner's branches facilities all

over the world to serve their clients. For instance, one banker mentioned that

his bank can supply market data information services about any specific

commodity or service in any foreign country where the foreign partner has a

branch.

Some banks developed new ways to approach the Egyptian clients

such as a) bank (No.2) introduced trustee services for his clients, b) bank (No.3)

used its marketing officers to manage all their big clients business particularly

those who receive a multiservice (deposits, loans, letters of credit and foreign

exchange transactions), c) bank (No.3) also organized a series of international

conferences in Frankfurt and Paris to promote and to develop the business

relationships between Egypt and European countries,21 and d) bank (No.5)

introduced a series of seminars to improve the relationships between the

foreign investors and the Egyptian economy.22

Conversely, it was found that small banks' ability to offer or to develop
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special services was very limited and subject to their clients request and the

banks' ability to offer such services.

7.4. Risk Management

The analysis found that the foreign exchange risk associated with

lending FC had a serious impact on both the JVB and investors activities.

The continuous increase of the dollar exchange rates against the

Egyptian pound in the black market led banks to be very cautious in lending FC.

The investor who borrowed FC loan from a bank at black market rate for

instance equal to $1 = LE 0.90, and have to pay back the loan amount at

maturity according to the new black market rate which could reach to $1 = LE

1.15. Investors have to rely on their Egyptian pound earnings for repayments.

The interviewed loan managers pointed out that some investors could not pay

back their debts and banks have to reschedule their loans.

It is evident that the expected foreign exchange risk is the principal

reason behind banks reluctance to grant FC loans in the local market. Also , it

justifies their attitude towards placing a high proportion of their FC funds with

overseas banks.

These findings are consistent with other researchers results. Foda's

(1982) survey found that ". . ., the constant erosion of the value of the pound

made many investors unwilling to borrow in foreign currencies due to the

exchange risk anticipated or already experienced".23 Also, Ingram (1983)

mentioned that:

They argue that it is hard for them to make a hard currency
loan to a businessman whose project is unlikely to earn anything
except Egyptian pounds. With the local currency depreciating
steadily on the free market, the chances of getting prompt
repayment on a $ loan to a project confining its operations to
the local market are considered too risky.24
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At the same time, investment banks, which deal in FC only found it difficult to

expend their loans base because of the foreign exchange risk. They were more

conservative than commercial banks ; in particular some of the sample banks

granted medium term loans and participated in financing projects' equity as will

be described later. To reduce the influence of the foreign exchange risk on

their operations all the investment sample banks started to deal in LC during

1983.

One banker mentioned that to get rid of the foreign exchange risk they

lend their clients, specially importers, the equivalent of their FC needs in

Egyptian pounds in order to purchase $ from the black market. Then the

importer can use the $ to open a letter of credit with the bank to finance

imports. The importer will repay back the loan in LC at maturity. The previous

transaction might help to reduce the impact of foreign exchange risk on both

the banks' and the clients' operations.

The political and economic instability (political risk) was the second

most important factor which increased the JVB risk and prevented them from

setting up long term plans.

As illustrated in part one, the frequent changes in regulations and

economic decisions reduced the degree of confidence in the Egyptian financial

market and both banks and investors could not commit themselves to long

term investments and productive projects. It was difficult for banks to predict

the expected market events and they concentrated on short term operations.

In addition, as pointed out by some bankers, investors started to transfer part

of their business outside the country for security reasons.

With regard to assessing the expected default risk associated with

allocating funds as loans, it was found that banks do not have advanced ratios

(i.e. capital adequacy ratio, the risk-asset ratio) or even methods to evaluate
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the risk concepts. Also, banks do not hold reserves equal to a certain

proportion of their risky assets.

It is evident that the banking industry in Egypt does not recognize the

risk concepts. They would rather take prudential ways to prevent the risk

associated with their business as follows:

First, banks assess the credit risk connected with each individual loan

by carrying out a credit analysis study to find out the client's credit worthiness.

Second, banks are very cautious and ask for collateral and guarantees.

Third, they set a specific credit limit to each one of their borrowers

especially for overdraft facilities and financing imports.

Fourth, JVCB allocate the following reserves and provisions as a cover

for their risky operations:

1. Legal Reserve: By law banks are required to allocate at least

5% of their net profits as legal reserves to force banks to

raise their equity accounts.

2. General Reserve: All the JVB sample allocated a certain

proportion of their net profits as general reserve. Each

bank decides this proportion according to its board of

directors decision.

This reserve is acting as a cover for risky assets but it is

not related to risky assets volume, but to management

judgement.

3. Bad and Doubtful Debt Provisions: The JVB take care of the

expected loan losses and doubtful debts by allocating a

certain provision which consists of:
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- A special provision for doubtful or bad debts

according to the bank's analytical study for each

case alone.

- All banks calculate a certain proportion of their

total outstanding loans [almost ranged between

(1% - 4%)] as a general provision for loan losses.

Banks usually allocate this provision at the end of

the financial year.

Moreover, banks carefully follow up their clients debt payments on a monthly

basis to avoid expected bad debts or clients failure to repay loans.

Loan managers pointed out that commercial sector, suppliers, tourism

sector, construction sector and unsecured loans are the most risky categories

of loans and always required the highest provisions.

It was detected that the number of loans involving repayment delay

was greater for small banks than for large banks. Accordingly, large commercial

banks were more successful in managing their loan portfolio than small banks.

7.5. Lending Operations

7.5.1. Short Term Loans Management

It was found throughout the study that the majority of JVB funds were

allocated as short term loans in both local and foreign currencies. They used

their short term deposits in FC to finance importers needs.

The overdraft facilities are considered as the second important type of

short term loans. In addition, the most common short term loans in the local

market are those secured against (bills, securities, merchandise, contracts,

goods, deposits and personal guarantees).
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During their early years of operating JVB were concentrating on

granting loans for commercial sector because it was profitable, less risky and

the loans turnover was very high. The introduction of the new credit control

regulations restricted banks' ability to expand by granting loans to commercial

sector.

- Short Term Loans Borrowers Categories

Most of the banks' borrowers were private sector, particularly multinational

companies and investment projects which were established under the new

investment law. Five out of eight commercial banks lend short term loans to

public sector companies and one investment bank only dealt with them.

It is evident that all the public sector companies have to obtain

permission first from their public sector bank in order to deal or to borrow

from the JVB.

The severe competition between the large number of banks led JVB to

welcome new borrowers as long as clients' credit analysis study was approved

by the bank. Only two commercial banks (Nos.4,6) could not accept new

clients or grant loans (temporary) because they exceeded the credit ceiling

percentage and credit expansion limits. Those two banks were loan oriented

and depended mainly on due to banks in FC to finance their loans.

In general, it was evident that the new credit ceiling percentage (65%)

and credit expansion instructions were the most important constraints which

seriously affected banks' ability to allocate funds as loans and increased banks'

liquidity in LC.

- Banks' policies to attract borrowers for short term loans:

In general, it was found that JVCB employed two important approaches to



attract borrowers for short term loans:

1. The first approach concerned service oriented banks: This

was used by all the sample banks especially during their

early years of operating as new banks in the Egyptian

market. They depended on the services they rendered to

their clients, such as: good and quick credit services,

charging minimum interest rates, using well trained credit

officers and other banking services to attract borrowers.

2. The second approach concerned direct contact with banks'

clients. There were two different policies under this

approach.

a. The personal contact approach: In addition to a

service oriented approach, some banks depended

on the personal contact approach with their old

and new clients through their senior management

and credit officers. Almost all the loan managers

agreed that the personal relationship between the

client and the bank is very important in the

Egyptian market.

b. The marketing approach: Three of the JVCB,

mainly joint venture with American banks

(Nos.1,3,5) applied the marketing approach. The

department of credit and marketing set policies

to achieve direct contact with banks' clients

through marketing or credit officers. The

marketing officers were responsible to attract and

to contact banks' clients.
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The marketing approach became essential in the local market as pointed out in

one of the bank's annual reports:

... we are greatly concerned with the future. It is evident
that our future operations will face economic, political and
technological challenges. In order to overcome such challenges
we need to develop fresh strategies and policies.

We are about to enter the age of the "Marketing Approach"
in order to meet the changes facing contemporary business
organizations; we are leaving the age of the "Service Oriented
Approach".25

For small banks, there was a close relationship between the banks'

management and their clients. In some cases, banks attract clients which had

direct transactions with the foreign partner's country (for instance; joint venture

with a French bank attracted clients with trade relationship with the French

market.

Banks used advertising policy to introduce their services and name to

the public because there are now 70 banks operating in Egypt, and banks

would like the client to recognize their name. Banks also used advertising

policy to promote deposits interest rates in FC. A very interesting point was

that banks did not advertise FC loans interest rates because they cannot set a

specific interest rate unless they carried out the credit analysis study for the

client.

With regard to investment banks, the three interviewed banks agreed

that direct contact with clients was a very important policy to attract Egyptian

clients.

- Factors Which Increase The Risk Associated With Making Short Term Loans

The following are the most important factors which increase the risk associated

with making short term loans according to JVB experience:
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1. Banks mentioned that their clients always present

inadequate documents regarding their financial position. In

some cases, it was difficult to assess the client's credit

worthiness. As a result, banks were very cautious in

granting loans and always ask for enough guarantees to

secure their rights.

2. The frequent changes in the economic decisions, especially

imports regulations, increased the banks' risk.

3. The expected foreign exchange risk had a serious impact on

the clients' ability to repay back their FC loans.

4. Social and political instability increased the perceived risk.

In addition, it was found that banks developed their own lending terms to

overcome some problems related to granting loans in the local market. For

example, one banker mentioned that they evaluated the real estate value used

as a guarantee for FC loans according to the black market exchange rates. In

general, it was found that banks always require guarantees and collateral at

least equivalent to the loan value and in some cases more than the loan value.

- Short Term Credit Expansion

The credit ceiling and the credit expansion regulations were the most important

factors which limit JVCB's ability to extend short term loans. The second most

important factor was the new importsregulations imposed by the government

to rationalize imports.

Some bankers pointed out the fact that they can no longer allocate

interbank loans (due to bank in FC) as loans, especially to finance importers

needs in FC, and they have to use only clients' deposits. •
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It was clear from the accounting data analysis that the proportion of

loans to total assets for JVCB sector declined in 1982 as compared with 1981,

as a result of introducing the credit ceiling and imports regulations.

With respect to investment banks, although the credit control

regulations did not govern their operations, the foreign exchange risk increased

the repayment delay and JVIB were very reluctant to lend FC in the local

market. Also, imports regulations limited their ability to lend short term loans

because they were mainly financing international trade.

7.5.2. Medium and Long Term Lending Operations

Most of the JVCB preferred financing short term loans to medium and

long term loans. Most of their term loans were medium loans up to seven

years. Also, banks either lend medium loans directly to their clients,

particularly private sector, or participate in financing syndicated loans which are

considered as a new lending instrument in the local market.

Three out of the eight commercial banks had clear term lending

policies. They were the three largest joint venture with American banks (Nos.

1,2,3). They allocated a small proportion of their funds as medium and

syndicated loans. They were expanding their term loans activities gradually in

the light of their experience. Meanwhile, two of the sample banks (Nos. 5,6)

had no term loans policy at all and their lending activities were devoted to

finance short term loans although they allowed for the rollover policy for short

term loans. The other three banks (Nos. 4,7,8) experience with term loans was

very limited. They mainly participated in financing syndicated loans with large

banks as they did not have policy or even enough staff to study term projects

finance.

On average the medium term loans as a proportion of total loans

portfolio ranged between (5% to 10%) for small banks and between (10% to
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25%) for large banks.

The following table (7.8) shows the proportion of total one year

maturity loans and total loans more than one year to the total loans portfolio

for JVPCB. From the table it can be observed that total loans more than one

year maturity proportion to total loan portfolio declined from 13.7% in 1978 to

5.7% in 1981.

TABLE (7.8)

The JVPCB Loans Portfolio

%

Loan Maturity 1978 1979 1980 1981

Total one year maturity loans
Total loans more than one

year maturity

86.3

13.7

90.4

9.6

91.6

8.4

94.3

5.7

Total loans portfolio 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Computed from, CBE, quoted in Foda, Exhibit 16.

In general, most of the JVCB were not oriented to allocate funds as medium

and term loans.

For the three interviewed investment banks, all of them allocated

medium term loans up to seven years and on average the term loans as a

proportion of total loans portfolio ranged between (4.1% to 20%).

In spite of the fact that these banks were introduced mainly to carry

out long term finance operations, the majority of their FC loans portfolio was

directed to finance short term loans especially international trade.

Additionally, investment banks also participated in financing syndicated

loans which are considered as an important tool to diversify risk between

several financial institutions.
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It is important to point out that one of the investment banks (No.4)

was mainly oriented to finance and to participate in establishing developmental

projects either by granting medium term loans or by direct finance for projects'

equity. Also, the bank acted as a lead manager for syndicated loans and is

considered as the only bank in Egypt which carries out investment operations.

- Medium Term Loans Borrowers Categories

Joint venture banks directed most of their term loans to finance the private

sector especially the joint venture and multinational companies operating in

Egypt. Only three commercial banks allocated medium loans to public sector

banks. Most of the term loans were allocated to the manufacturing sector and

financing syndicated loans.

- Banks' Policies To Finance Medium Term Loans

There were two general approaches for financing term loans:

The first approach concerned banks which finance medium term loans

and syndicated loans. These banks employed a direct contact policy with their

old or expected clients. Also, sometimes clients were introduced to the bank

by the Egyptian or the foreign partners. In addition, some of the investment

banks promoted good investment opportunities between their clients and banks

to finance syndicated loans.

The second approach concerned small banks which waited for the

client to approach the bank or the lead manager bank to invite them to

participate in financing syndicated loans. Generally, these banks had small

credit departments, oriented to finance short term loans, particularly imports,

and they did not have well trained credit officers to take the long term loans

decisions.
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- Medium Term Loans Repayment Problems:

Some of the sample banks' clients failed to repay back their loans mainly

because of the economic recession which started in 1982. Some of the new

projects which were being established, could not start to operate and the

banks had to reschedule their payments. Also, banks pointed out the serious

impact of economic and political instability on some economic sectors

especially tourism projects which faced recession after the president's

assassination in late 1981.

In most of the repayment delay cases, banks always try first to

reschedule the interest and the premium or give the client a grace period. In

only a very few cases involving a few banks clients were taken to court.

For example, one housing project which borrowed $15 million from

one of the investment banks failed to repay the loan interest in 1982, which

amounted to $1.8 millions approximately. The bank faced severe financial

problems and was forced to allocate most of its funds as provision to cover

the default risk and its profitability declined significantly (the bank's ROE

declined from 15.22% in 1981 to 0.93% in 1982).

To sum up, some of the joint venture banks had very bad experiences

regarding financing term loans, especially investment banks which allocated

medium loans in FC. The repayment problems were mainly because of the

impact of economic and political instability and economic recession on the new

projects' performance.

- Term Loans Limits

The findings reveal that, there are no restrictions to restrain banks' from

financing medium and long term loans and always the government encourages

them to finance such loans.
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With respect to the required minimum amount for medium term loans

which banks can consider, they usually prefer to lend to big clients with a

strong financial position. The minimum amount ranged between (LE 250,000 to

LE 500,000) and ($500,000 for FC loans).

One investment banker mentioned that "the client has to finance at

least 40% of his project's investment cost and the bank's finance must not

exceed 60% of the total investment costs".

In addition, some commercial banks are very conservative in financing

both short and medium term loans as one banker remarked that : "In general,

the bank lend only big clients and normally the loan volume is not less than LE

500,000".

- Factors which limit JVBs' ability to finance term loans in the local Market

The following factors were the most important reasons which restricted, both

commercial and investment banks from financing medium and long term loans.

1. Frequent changes in laws, regulation and economic

decisions.

2. Lack of well studied or packaged projects presented to JVB.

3. The impact of foreign exchange risk on financing term loans

in FC.

4. Some bankers claimed that they received limited demand

for medium and long term loans from their clients.

5. Lack of well trained bankers to evaluate and to take the

medium and long term decisions.

6. The new credit control regulations hindered banks, in
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general, from allocating funds as loans. Banks found that it

was more profitable to finance short term loans with

expected high turnover and the possibility of charging a

substantial amount of money as fees and expenses.

7. Most of the JVB deposits were short term as stressed by

Foda (1982):

The survey found that most of the time
deposits are short term in both foreign and
local currencies. It is estimated that average
maturity in local currencies is about 12
months, with a 6 months median. The foreign
currencies' maturities average 60 days with a
30 days median.26

So obviously it was difficult to allocate these short term

deposits as medium and long term loans.

8. The present LC interest rate structure does not differentiate

between loans maturity which discouraged banks to finance

medium and long term loans.

In addition to the above mentioned factors, some bankers pointed out that the

lack of accurate market data concerning the main economic sectors prevented

them from evaluating the feasibility studies and investment opportunities.

The sample banks depended on their credit departments, investigation

units, to supply the required information in order to take credit and investment

decisions. Some banks depended on private consultation offices to study

important projects which the bank is willing to finance.

It is evident that none of the interviewed banks had a business

appraisal system to help in evaluating market investment opportunities.
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7.5.3. Credit Operations Procedures And Decisions

The object of this section is to describe the JVB credit operations

procedures and the process of taking credit decisions.

- The Client's Approach To Ask For Loans

There were two approaches for banks' clients to ask for loans:

The first approach: The client can seek advice first from the loan

officer or the branch manager before submitting the loan application form to

the bank. The second approach was to submit the loan application form to the

bank first.

All the interviewed banks preferred the first approach because it was

consistent with their personal contact policy especially in the case of financing

medium term loans.

- Required Documents For Credit Analysis Study

The required documents vary according to loan type, the client's circumstances

and the nature of his business and experience in the market.

Because these banks' lending experience in the local market were very

limited, they carried out their own credit analysis studies very carefully and

usually ask their clients to produce sufficient evidence to assess their financial

position.

In general, banks ask for a lot of documents such as previous years

financial statements, deed of partnership, information about clients' property,

register of commerce and trade, tax certificate and import licence.

In addition, medium term loans borrower has to provide the project's

feasibility study which includes the project technical, economic, and marketing
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studies.

Banks which participate in financing syndicated loans always review

the documents and studies provided by the lead bank.

- Securities And Guarantees

Because of political and economic instability banks are heavily biased to obtain

enough guarantees. The required securities vary according to the client's

activity, loan type, loan maturity and loan volume.

Most of the short term loans are secured against bills, merchandise

and contracts, accepted letters of guarantees, pledged deposits and personal

guarantees and collaterals.

Medium term loans are usually secured against a complete senior

commercial or real estate mortgage.

- Credit Approval Procedure

One Of the interesting results is that banks' head office in Cairo and Alexandria

are the only responsible branch for credit operations decisions. Additionally, all

the credit procedures are usually carried out in the head office for both short

and medium term loans.

Only two commercial banks did allow some branches to take short

term loans decisions. Bank (No.3) allowed only 4 branches out of its 9

branches with maximum limit LE 100,000 and bank (No.5) allowed 3 branches

out of its 4 branches with maximum limit LE 50,000.

The loan decision levels of authorization vary from one bank to

another, but in general each bank has specific maximum levels for credit

officer, branch manager, credit manager, general manager and the loan
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committee.

Senior management are always responsible for medium term loans

approvals. Mainly the general manager, managing director, credit committee

and the board of directors are responsible for medium term loans with a

specific limit for each level.

The time required to carry out the credit analysis study for the clients'

applications and the loan administrative arrangements varies between banks. It

depends on the loan volume, the required documents availability and if the

client is a new or an old one. It was found that the average time required to

finish the credit analysis study ranged between (2 to 4) weeks for old clients

and it may take up to six weeks for new clients. Besides, the time required to

grant short term loans to finance imports could be only one week.

The time required to study the medium term loans depends on the

nature of the client's project activities. On average, for both commercial and

investment banks the study could take from one to three months.

With respect to the loan administrative arrangements, on average it

takes one week for both short and medium term loans unless the bank asked

for real estate mortgage as a condition to sign the loan contract and to obtain

the loan. In this case, finishing the mortgage arrangements takes a long time,

sometimes up to six months or more.

Some banks agree to sign the loan contract subject to the client

finishing the real estate mortgage in a specific period.

The personal contacts and negotiations between the bank and the

client play an important role to shorten and facilitate the loan approval

procedure.
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- The Legal Terms of The Loan Contract:

The banking community in Egypt had very bad experiences with the legal

actions taken when the borrower failed to repay back the loan. The legal

judicial proceeding and procedures are very difficult and take a long time. The

legal costs and judicial fees are very expensive. As a result, banks are very

cautious in lending and usually try to put enough conditions and terms in the

loan contract to secure their rights, such as: a) the client must obtain the

bank's permission before dealing with other banks, b) the client has no right to

pledge his project's assets without the bank's permission, c) the client has to

sign a sublease contract for the bank's interest in case of loans secured

against merchandise and d) stock companies have no right to distribute profits

without the bank approval or after a certain period.

Most of the interviewed banks mentioned that if the borrower fails to

repay back the loan, they first try to discuss his financial problems and

repayment difficulties in order to reschedule the loan. If the client refuses to

pay back the loan, legal action is taken as a final step.

7.6. Liquidity Management

This section considers the JVB liquidity management and explores the

reasons behind placing a high proportion of their FC funds abroad.

The new credit control regulations increased commercial banks'

liquidity. The reason was that these banks were not allowed to allocate more

than 65% of their deposits base as loans.27 Moreover, JVCB cannot allocate due

2fi
to banks funds as loans Accordingly, by the end of the study period

commercial banks faced serious problems concerning their liquidity

management.

The analysis reveals that there is no efficient money market for LC in
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Egypt. The LC interbank transactions are very limited and occurred principally

between the public sector banks and their joint venture subsidiaries.

In contrast, most of the sample banks found it easy to manage their

liquidity in FC because they can use the eurodollar market to place their access

FC funds abroad. As a result, the interbank transactions in FC are very efficient

and very limited for LC funds as emphasised by Foda (1982) the

interbank market in LE is highly limited and sporadic and cannot be said to be

oq
a true interbank market".

With respect to liquidity ratio, most of the interviewed commercial

banks tried to be within the liquidity ratio set by the CBE in addition to

applying the credit control regulations. Large banks, specially those joint

venture with American banks used very sophisticated ratios to manage their

liquidity. Principally, they were using their foreign partner's advanced systems

and manuals. Also, it was evident that liquidity management is very important

for large banks with many branches to estimate the required vault cash for

each branch.

The following are the important liquid assets for commercial banks:

A. Vault Cash In LC and FC:

Banks hold this account to meet the expected fluctuations in loans and

deposits accounts. Most of the commercial banks pointed out that they

allocate their vault cash as a proportion of their demand, time, and saving

deposits. Banks take into account the following factors to set up the ratio

between vault cash and deposits accounts.

1. Their average liquidity ratio for past years.

2. The required vault cash for their branches.
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3. Egyptian customer behaviour. Banks have to hold vault

cash at levels higher than western banks because most of

their customers' daily transactions are in cash as pointed

out earlier.

In addition, JVCB keep their vault cash at minimum levels as they mentioned

that it is easy to obtain access to their public sector partners funds and

increase their vault cash balances at any time.

B. Balances With CBE

All commercial banks have to deposit 25% of their LC deposits with CBE free of

interest. Moreover, investment and commercial banks have to place 15% of

their FC deposits with CBE at interest rate offered on 3 month LIBOR.

All the eight commercial banks remarked that the previous required

cash reserves in LC with the CBE restricted their operations and increased,

along with the credit control regulations, their liquidity. Also, commercial and

investment banks complained about the 15% required deposits with the CBE in

respect of their FC deposits. Bankers stated that they can place these funds in

the international markets at rates higher than the CBE rates. One banker said

that: "The interest rate which we obtained from the CBE in respect to the 15%

deposits in FC is less than the international rates (in between 1/4% to 1.8%)".

C. Due From Banks:

Due from banks is considered as one of the most important liquid assets for

joint venture commercial and investment banks. All the interviewed banks

place all their access FC funds with other banks abroad.

Bankers stressed that they can accept FC deposits even if the supply

exceeds their maximum targets as long as they can place these funds with
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overseas banks and achieve profit margin.

- Reasons For Placing FC Outside The Country

The following were the most important reasons behind placing a high

proportion of their FC funds in the international markets:

1. The short term nature of their FC deposits forced banks to

place these funds as call accounts, demand and time

deposits to meet their liabilities.

2. The foreign exchange risk practised by JVB encouraged

them to place their FC funds instead of financing loans.

3. Most bankers mentioned that it was less risky and profitable

to place FC funds because the existence of efficient

international money markets.

4. The credit control regulations restricted banks' ability, in

general, from allocating funds as loans. Bankers preferred

to allocate LC funds as loans first because of the LC funds

liquidity management problem.

5. Economic and political instability increased the credit risk

associated with FC loans and encouraged banks to place

these funds abroad.

7.7. Securities And Equity Investment Operations

As mentioned earlier in chapter five, most of the interviewed banks did

not have an investment department or even a policy. As a result, only a few

bankers were approached to answer the investment manager questionnaire. The

object was to investigate why the investment operations did not have an

important role in their activities. It was found that only one investment bank
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(No.4) was oriented to carry out investment activities and participated in

establishing a reasonable number of development projects through financing

equity and granting term loans.

The JVB investment activities were confined to purchasing government

bonds in US$ and direct finance of the new projects equity. As found from the

accounting data analysis, they invested a low proportion of their funds as

investments.30 Few commercial banks (four out of the eight sample banks)

started recently to finance projects' equity (shares), where three are joint

ventures with American banks (No.1,2,3) and one is joint venture with Kuwaiti

businessmen (No.7). Funds invested in such operations ranged between LE

362,000 to LE 1,080,000 in 1982. Only two banks (Nos.2,7) participated in

management as a condition of financing projects' equity .

Commercial banks mentioned that they started to finance equity to

test their expected success in such operations as stated in one of the bank's

annual report:

In addition to our lending activities, the bank is carefully
pursuing an equity investment program whereby we will make
small investment in first class projects involving major
Multinational Corporation. Although this program is only in its
early stages, we view this as an opportunity to play a more
active role in encouraging foreign investment in Egypt, a prime
objective of the Open Door Policy of the Government. 1

Five commercial banks purchased Egyptian government development bonds in

dollars with fixed interest rates (8%) till maturity. The amount invested in

government bonds ranged from $5,000,000 to $20,000. Also, two commercial

banks did not allocate any funds as investments.

With respect to investment banks, they mainly allocated a low

proportion of their funds as government development bonds in dollars. In

addition, bank (No.4)32 was also oriented to finance the establishment of new
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projects by financing equity and by providing management and financial advice.

It was evident that there were no governmental regulations to restrict

banks' investment operations. The following were the most important factors

which limited the JVBs' ability to finance equity and to purchase securities in

the local market:

1. Lack of viable projects and good investment opportunities

to encourage banks to finance project's equity.

2. Frequent changes in laws and economic decisions. Also,

the frequent changes in the regulations which govern the

banking system.

3. The lack of activity on the stock exchange affects banks

willingness to allocate funds as investments in securities.

The number of listed and traded shares were very limited as

investigated earlier in chapter two.

4. Lack of well trained bankers to study investment

opportunities and to evaluate the feasibility studies.

Additionally, some bankers pointed out that the net return from securities

investments is less than saving deposits interest rates. Accordingly, they

expected that the securities market will remain inactive for a long time. Also,

they mentioned the lack of sufficient published data regarding the new

companies financial position which is required to help banks in taking their

investment decisions. A few bankers stated that the private sector was against

bank's equity finance and they ask only for loans.

Finally, it was obvious from the interviews that JVB were engaged with

investment operations just to show or to prove that they are financing the
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state development plans. In spite of the limited number of projects which were

financed through equity, the majority of these projects were new joint venture

industrial projects or major multinational companies.

7.8. Planning Banks' Operations

The JVBs' ability to set up long term plans and targets for their

operations were very limited for the following reasons:

1. The frequent changes in economic decisions and CBE

regulations made it difficult for banks to achieve their

objectives and targets. With every change they have to

modify their plans. Banks succeeded only in constructing

short term plans in quarterly bases.

Some bankers complained about the CBE written

regulations and instructions interpretation. The wording of

these regulations can be interpreted in many different ways

by more than one banker, thus making it difficult to apply

such regulations without consulting the CBE officials to

have the correct interpretation. This problem caused

confusion and complicated their planning process.33

2. Since the introduction of the new credit control regulations

banks found it difficult to manage their credit targets

because they have to apply the credit ceiling percentage

and the credit expansion instructions.

Three out of the eight commercial banks, all joint venture with American banks,

and one investment bank out of the three interviewed banks (this bank is joint

venture with an English bank) were using their foreign partners' advanced

methods and systems to set up their plans. Despite the advantage of using

such systems they complained that these methods were not helpful in the local
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market because of the regulatory framework instability.

On the other hand, small banks used very primitive methods to

construct their plans and targets such as expected annual growth rate. They

predicted their services according to their past years performance.

- Planning Deposits Operations

Seven out of the eight commercial banks and one out of the three interviewed

investment banks mentioned that they had targets for their deposit accounts.

Generally, it was evident that all the JVB have been trying hard to increase

their deposit base for the following reasons:

1. To confront the severe competition in the local market and

to raise their funds.

2. To be able to allocate more funds as loans because of the

credit ceiling and credit expansion instructions.

3. Loan oriented commercial banks specially those exceeded

the credit ceiling percentage have to increase their deposits

to change their policy from depending on due to banks to

depend only on their deposits to finance loans.

Joint venture banks do not use any sophisticated statistical techniques to

estimate their deposit targets. They used elementary parameters such as a)

expected annual growth rate for banks' operations, b) expected changes in

interest rates, c) historical analysis for deposits trend and d) expected changes

in the economic policies.

One important result is that all the JVB are willing to accept deposits

even if the supply increases more than their planned maximum targets. Banks

can accept FC deposits without any limit as long as they can place these funds
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with their correspondents outside Egypt. As for deposits in LC JVCB remarked

that they are obliged to accept all LC deposits supply although they are fairly

liquid and have difficulties making their LC liquidity as found earlier in this

chapter. Only two commercial banks mentioned that they would not accept LC

deposits more than their maximum targets.

- Planning Loans Portfolio:

It was obvious from the interviews that by the end of the study period ail the

commercial banks loans portfolio targets depended entirely on the CBE credit

regulations and the only way to increase their loans levels was through raising

their deposits levels.

It was observed from the interviews that only a few banks had a firm

policy for their loans activities. These banks set up their credit policy using

criteria such as a) expected deposits volume, b) monthly credit analysis for

loans portfolio, c) loans expected annual growth rate and d) the CBE credit

control regulations.

Although investment banks were not applying the CBE credit

regulations, most of the interviewed loan managers stated that it was difficult

to lend more than their targets except bank (No.l) which pointed out that it can

exceed its loans maximum target level by 10% only.

7.9. The Analysis Findings

The object of this section is to illustrate the in-depth interviews

analysis major findings. Firstly, it will consider the important variables which

discriminate between large and small commercial banks' success. Secondly, it

will assess the JVIB success in introducing investment banks operations.

Thirdly, it will evaluate the JVB success in achieving their objectives which

stated earlier in this chapter and it will describe the problems and obstacles
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which impede their progress in the Egyptian financial market.

7.9.1. Commercial Banks' Operations Findings

It is evident that there is a difference between small and large

commercial banks' operations management.

The following are the most important variables which discriminate

between small and large banks' operations management and which are the

direct reasons for large banks success:

1. Diversified Assets and Liability Portfolios:

Large banks through their branches managed to mobilize savings and to

diversify their sources of funds and hence, asset portfolio. They managed to

adjust their portfolios to accommodate the frequent changes in economic

decisions and the CBE regulations, especially the recent changes in credit

control regulations.

In contrast, small banks, with their limited number of branches, found

it difficult to diversify their portfolios especially when the credit ceiling was

introduced by the end of 1981. The credit ceiling forced loan oriented banks,

especially banks (Nos.4,6), to stop allocating funds as loans. As a result, they

achieved negative growth rate in total assets in 1982 and very low ROE in 1982

(bank (No.5) ROE was 0.661%).

2. Branches Expansion

Successful banks were more oriented to concentrate on branches expansion as

an important strategic policy for their growth [see the following table (7.9)].

Their object was to benefit from the first five years tax holiday advantage and

to cover all the new branches' expenses from their profits. These banks were

very clever because they focused on expansion plans to establish their name
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and to increase their share in the market, particularly in their early years of life,

rather than focusing on getting back their paid up capital and to achieve high

profitability levels. They opened a considerable number of branches , which

covered the main geographical areas in Cairo and Alexandria. They used these

branches to promote for their services, to meet the increasing demand for the

ODP new banks services and to be prepared for the expected severe

competition between banks in the local market. Large banks have also very

ambitious plans for branches expansion in the future.

TABLE (7.9)

Commercial Banks Sample Important Indicators

Bank

Code
Number

Total

Assets

In 1982

LE Millions

Bank's*

Size

Total Assets

Average
Annual

Growth
Rate %

Average

ROE

%

Number of Branches

By the
end of
1982

Expected No.
by the end
of 1984

1 561 large 39.4 45.9 9 12

2 540 large 46.5 48.6 6 9

3 381 large 49.9 51.8 9 14

4 194 small 59.9 43.1 2 3

5 141 small 43.5 18.2 4 7

6 78 small -3.4 27.1 1 2

7 237 large 27.7! 52.6 1 6

8 64 small 50.2 22.2 2 3

* Large Banks total assets > LE 200 millions.
* Small banks total assets < LE 200 millions.

! This is the actual growth rate between 1981 - 1982.

In contrast, most of the small banks were oriented to have a limited number of

branches. Their foreign partners were mainly oriented to achieve high profits in

short period.

3. Financing Term And Syndicated Loans

Large banks started to allocate a low proportion of their funds as medium term

loans and introduced for the first time in the local market syndicated loans.
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Small banks principally were more oriented to participate in financing

syndicated loans according to the invitation of the lead banks and two of them

were only involved in financing short term loans (Nos.5,6).

Additionally, it was observed from the interviews that large banks had

large credit departments and well trained credit officers to conduct credit

analysis study for term loans.

4. Investments Operations

Despite the fact that all the commercial banks allocated a low proportion of

their funds as investments, large banks started recently to finance projects'

equity in addition to government bonds. Conversely, small banks only

purchased government bonds and two banks (No.5,6) did not carry out any

investments operations.

5. Interest Rate for FC Demand Deposits

To cope with the hard competition, small banks gave their clients interest rates

for their FC demand deposits with specific average balance during each month.

Large banks used interest rates as a special service for their important clients

with large deposit volumes.

6. Total Size Growth and Profitability

Large banks achieved higher total assets average annual growth rates and

average ROE rates than the small banks, [see above table (7.9)] except bank

(No.4) which achieved also high average growth rate, but in 1982 the bank

achieved negative growth rates in total assets.34 Also, bank (No.4) was

dependent on due to banks as its main source of funds and was seriously

affected by the credit ceiling regulations.
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7. Using Marketing Approach

Marketing approach and personal contact were important policies for large

banks to attract both borrowers and depositors. Small banks used personal

contact and the service oriented approaches.

8. Using A Computer System

The computer system enabled all the large sample banks to develop their

internal management system, to plan for fully automated branches and to

render quick and good services for their clients. It was detected that the use

of a computer system was essential for a large bank with a branch network,

especially in terms of the future when they can connect all their branches with

the head office central computer. None of the small banks used a computer

system and only one bank planned to introduce it in 1983.

9. Using Advanced Operational Systems and Manuals

Successful large commercial banks, particularly joint ventures with American

banks, introduced their foreign partners' advanced manuals and operational

systems which increased their decision making efficiency and performance.

Small banks, except bank (No.5), depended on their public sector partner

management systems.

10. Introducing New Services

Large banks offered their clients a variety of new services such as:

- Acting as guarantor for issuing credit cards.

- Helping borrowers to conduct feasibility studies.

- Safe Boxes and night safes.

- Investment Trustee and information services.
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- Arranging for conferences and seminars locally and abroad to

promote and invite foreign investors to invest their funds in

the Egyptian market.

In conclusion, large banks were more oriented to achieve high asset growth

rates and to sustain their profitability at reasonable levels during the study

period. However, their main target was to increase their branches network.

Because LC operations interest rates are fixed, large banks realized

that the best way to beat the expected hard competition is to offer better

services. Better services could be interpreted as a branch near at hand.

Branch expansion policy was very successful in mobilizing more savings and

diversifying their liabilities composition.

On the other hand, small banks were more oriented to have limited

number of branches, concentrated on financing international trade, and were

seriously affected with the credit ceiling percentage. The reason was that they

found it very difficult to change their policy from being 'due to banks' oriented

to depend on deposits as they were not able with their limited number of

branches to raise funds or to increase their deposit base.

The accounting data analysis for JVCB showed that profitability was

much related with bank's size growth. The questionnaires analysis results also

showed that successful large banks concentrated on banks' growth in size and

branches expansion and achieved average ROE higher than the other sample

banks.

In addition, it is important to point out that profitability was not the

only important target for commercial banks success, but growth in total size,

branches expansion and increasing their deposits base were the most

important policies in a new market where severe competition exists.
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7.9.2. Investment Banks' Operations Remarks

The previous analysis suggested the fact that there was not much

difference between commercial and investment banks operations except one

investment bank (No.4) which was genuinely oriented to perform investment

banks' operations.

It was found that JVIB were carrying out the same operations as the

commercial banks specially financing international trade and short term loans.

It is evident that these banks did not succeed in introducing the

international merchant and investment banks' operations to the Egyptian

financial system such as:

- Acting as corporate financial adviser in the field of, long term

finance, mergers and take-overs.

- Mobilizing long term sources of funds except bank (No.4)

which issued floating rate deposit certificates in dollars and

managed to obtain long term loans from international

financial institutions to finance productive projects.

- Instalment credit and leasing which are important types of

medium term finance could fit the small private sector

industrial projects.35

- Issuing bonds to mobilize medium and long term sources of

finance and to increase the listed securities in the stock

market.

- Raising the required capital for public and private sector

companies by acting as underwriters for public subscription

issues.
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- The management and promotion of acquisitions and mergers

for Egyptian corporations.

The above mentioned operations could be very useful for private business

projects and might activate the securities market.

It is worth noting that, the findings regarding investment banks

operations are consistent with Foda's (1982) survey which covered most of the

banking system sectors. He concluded that:

Apart from two to three investment banks organized
according to law 43, the team did not detect much difference
between commercial banks and investment banks organized
according to law 43. If all banks established under law 43 are
pooled together, perhaps one, at the most two, institutions will
stand out as being primarily investment oriented.36

On the other hand, investment banks succeeded in financing international trade

and introduced, along with JVCB, new operations such as financing syndicated,

loans which became known in Egypt after the ODP.

7.9.3. General Assessment

There is no doubt that the JVB played a significant role in developing

the Egyptian banking industry. They succeeded in achieving some of their

objectives such as mobilizing savings in both LC and FC, financing international

trade, financing syndicated loans and improving the services which were

offered to the Egyptian customers.

In addition, large banks and some investment banks gradually started

to develop their policies and to modify their operations according to the market

needs. Some banks issued deposit certificates and others started recently to

finance projects' equity. Also, they increased the degree of competition

between banks for the client's interest.

On the other hand, JVB were mainly oriented to serve a special
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selective type of client and most of their operations were confined to finance

short term loans. Moreover, they did not succeed in attracting foreign funds

from outside Egypt and they placed most of their FC funds with foreign banks

abroad. In addition, they introduced very limited new services and operations

to the local market and did not succeed to mobilize long term maturity

deposits.

There are a number of constraints and obstacles which restrain banks'

ability to achieve such operations. The following are the most important

obstacles:

1. Environmental Constraints

A. Political and economic instability restricted banks from committing

themselves to long term operations. They were very cautious about granting

term loans or financing projects' equity because of the frequent changes in

economic lows and decisions.

B. The lack of adequate infrastructure, especially the communication

system, prevented banks from introducing advanced technology such as

connecting all their branches with one computer system to introduce the

autoteller services.

C. The FES had a serious impact on banks' operations and created

foreign exchange risk which restricted them from granting FC loans in the local

market and encouraged them to place these funds abroad.

2. Regulations Constraints

The frequent changes of the regulations which govern the banking system

industry restricted their ability to set long term plans, and hence, to commit

themselves to finance long term operations. Also, the local debtor interest
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rates discouraged banks from financing medium and long term operations. The

new credit control regulations, particularly credit ceiling, were found to be the

most important constraint which restricted banks from granting loans and

increased banks' LC liquidity.

3. Market And Cultural Constraints

The JVB ability to introduce new operations and services were restricted by the

nature of the financial system and banks' clients behaviour.

1. Banks found it difficult to introduce new services such as

cheque and credit cards. According to the Egyptian

customers habits, cheques are not accepted as a means of

payment.

2. Because there is no orderly money market for LC funds

banks found it difficult to manage their LC funds liquidity.

3. Lack of well suited or packaged projects which could

encourage banks to grant term loans.

4. Most of the deposits which were supplied to the banks

were of short term maturity and it was difficult to allocate

these funds as term loans.

5. The lack of activity in the stock exchange prevented banks

from allocating funds to investment operations.

It is hoped that the linear programming model, in chapter eight, will be able to

explain more about their operations behaviour.
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Introduction

The object of this chapter is to construct a linear programming model

for JVCB operations in order to explain their decision behaviour. The model

will take into account the following aspects:

1. The regulations which govern their operations as introduced

in part one.

2. The review of literature regarding the theory of the banking

firm and the research design explained earlier in part two.

3. The accounting data analysis results introduced in chapter

six.

4. The findings from the in-depth interviews discussed in

chapter seven where all the JVCB operations and the

constraints which restrict their activities were investigated.

This chapter is divided into the following sections. Section one displays the

model objectives. Section two considers the JVCB model decision variables.

Section three explains the model objective function. In Section four the model

constraints and objective function coefficients are described. Section five

presents the model solution and results. Section six relaxs and tighten up the

model constraints and the LC operations objective function coefficients using

sensitivity analysis. Section seven evaluates the model to test the agreement

between the model behaviour and banks actual decision behaviour. Finally ,

section eight details the analysis conclusions.

8.1. The Objectives of The Model1

The object is to construct an explanatory LP model to simulate and to

explain the way the JVCB selected their portfolios and to justify their attitude

towards placing FC deposits with other banks especially overseas banks.
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The model solution is considered as the expected optimal behaviour

from a rational bank given the model constraints, the objective function

coefficients, and the financial system in which the bank operates.

The model optimal portfolio will be compared with the actual portfolio

to test the model validity according to data availability. Also, it will test and

explain the assumption that JVCB which deal in both LC and FC are more

profitable than JVIB which deal in FC only.

It is hoped that the model can be used to predict how banks would

respond to changes in the economic and regulatory environment.

Finally, the results from the model, together with those from the

analysis will provide answers to the questions posed in the study objectives

detailed in the introduction.

-The Limitations of The Model

The model presented in this chapter reflects the regulations which govern the

JVCB operations at the end of the study period. Also, the model does not deal

with the decision variables maturities although this aspect is very important for

the bank's planning process.

The actual supply function for demand, time and saving deposits is not

modelled in detail and a fixed ratio between time and saving deposits and

demand deposits is used.

8.2. The Decision Variables

The asset and liability decision variables used to construct the model

are displayed in the following tables (8.1) and (8.2). These tables also show the

return and cost associated with each asset and liability categories. The

(X1fX2 X9) represent asset items and (X10,Xn X17) represent liability items.
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TABLE (8.1)

Asset Decision Variables

xi Asset Variables
Return

ri
Cost

ci

X1 Vault Cash LC rl = o o H
II o

x2 Vault Cash FC r2 = o o ro
li o

x3 Reserves with CBE LC r3 = o Cg = O

x4 Deposits with CBE FC r4 o c4 ^ o

x5 Due from Banks LC r5 = o o Ln
II O

x6 Due from Banks FC r6 > o c6 > °

x7 Total Loans in LC r7 > o c7 ^ o

x8 Total Loans in FC r8 o n 03 V o

x9 Fixed and Other Assets (LC & FC) r9 = o Cg = O

LC = Local Currency (LE)

FC = Foreign Currency

TABLE (8.2)

Liability Decision Variables

Xi Liability Variables
Return

ri
Cost

ci

x10 Equity (Capital + Reserves) (LC & FC) r10 = o c10 = O

X11 Due to Banks LC rll = o C11 = o

X12 Due to Banks FC r12 o c12 ^ o

x13 Demand Deposits LC r13 = o C13 = o

x14 Demand Deposits FC r14 = o c14 = o

x15 Time and Saving Deposits LC r15 > o c15 ^ o

X16 Time and Saving Deposits FC r16 o c16 ^ o

x17 Other Liabilities (LC & FC) r17 = o c17 = o
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The Xj represents Egyptian pound quantities for LC items and the LE equivalent

of dollar quantities for FC items. The assets and liabilities decision variables are

those related directly to the constraints and the operations incorporated into

the model.

The investment variable (securities and equity investment) is not

included as it is found from the accounting data analysis that this variable is

not important to JVCB operations.

8.3. The Objective Function

The model's objective function is profit maximization.

9 17
Maximize II = Ei=1 X; (r, - c,) - Ej=10 Xj (r; + Cj)

where,

II = Net profits (absolute value).
9

£i=1 Xj (rj - Cj) = total net return on asset portfolio.
17

Ej=io X; (rj + Cj) = total net cost of liability portfolio.

r( = interest received for each asset item and

paid for each liability item.

Cj = cost of serving each asset or liability.

Costs in the model represent administrative costs and overheads paid to serve

each decision variable. Costs are allocated for earning assets and liabilities

only.

8.4. The Model's Constraints

This section describes the model'sconstraints applied throughout the

investigation. The model involved only the quantitative constraints which

restrict the bank's operations. There are a number of constraints which restrict

the bank's ability to select asset and liability composition. The model contains

the following three classes of restrictions:-
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1. Regulatory constraints.

2. Internal policy and operational constraints.

3. Market constraints.

8.4.1. Regulatory Constraints

This part includes the regulations which govern JVCB operations as

illustrated in chapter three and as investigated in the interviews.

The following are the important regulations which bind JVCB

operations.

1. Required cash reserve with CBE for LC deposits.

2. Required deposits with CBE in FC.

3. Liquidity ratio.

4. Credit ceiling constraint.

-Required Cash Reserve With CBE for LE Deposits

All commercial banks operating in Egypt are required to place 25% of their

total deposits in LC with CBE free of interest.

The constraint is:

*3 ^ ^1 (*13 + *15)

where,

X3 = Reserves with CBE in LC

X-J3 = Demand deposits in LC

X15 =Time and saving deposits in LC

Rt = The required reserve percentage = (.25)
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-Required Deposits With CBE in FC

At present, all banks operating in Egypt which deal in FC, including investment

banks, are required to deposit, in $, with the CBE 15% of their total FC

deposits. The deposits earn rates offered on 3 month LIBOR.2

The constraint is

X4 ^ R2 (X14 + X16)

where,

X4 = required deposits with CBE in FC

X14 = Demand deposits in FC

X16 = Time and saving deposits in FC

R2 = the required deposits percentage = (.15)

-Liquidity Ratio

All commercial banks are required to maintain a liquidity ratio not less than

30%.

This constraint is:

Xi +X2+X3+X4+X5+Xg

^ r3

X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16

where,

X, = Vault cash in LC

X2 = Vault cash in FC

X3 = Reserves with CBE LC

X4 = Deposits with CBE FC

X5 = Due from banks LC
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X6 * Due from banks FC

X,i = Due to banks LC

X^ = Due to banks FC

X^ = Demand deposits LC

Xt4 = Demand deposits FC

Xt5 = Time and saving deposits LC

Xt6 = Time and saving deposits FC

r3 = The liquidity ratio required by the CBE = (0.30)

-Credit Ceiling Constraints

It was found from the interviews with the JVCB loan managers that the credit

ceiling percentage (0.65) and credit control regulations were the most import

constraints on banks' operations. Also, it was clear from the accounting data

analysis that the credit ceiling had a serious impact on their portfolio structure

in 1982, especially for loan oriented banks which depended heavily on due to

banks.

The credit ceiling constraint in the model will reflect the recent

changes in the credit regulations that had been applied to all banks.3 To

simplify the model, the credit expansion limits for the commercial and family

sectors were ignored because it was difficult to breakdown the loan portfolio

into sectors or even according to maturity as the interest rates structure does

not differentiate between loans of different maturities.

Thus, the credit ceiling constraint is:

X7 + x8 <: R4 (X13 + X,4 + X15 + x16)

where,

X7 = Total loans in LC
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X8 ■ Total loans in FC
= Demand deposits in LC

X^ = Demand deposits in FC

Xts = Time and saving deposits in LC

Xt6 - Time and saving deposits in FC

r4 ■ The credit ceiling percentage = (.65)

8.4.2. Internal Policy and Operational Constraints

This group of constraints reflects banks' internal policy regarding

setting up the required vault cash or interbank balances in addition to other

operational ratios which show the relationship between balance sheet items

and total assets.

The following are the internal policy and operational constraints:

- Vault cash in LC.

- Vault cash in FC.

- Assets and liabilities in LC constraint.

- Assets and Liabilities in FC constraint.

- Interbank balances in LC constraint.

- Fixed and other assets and other liabilities constraints.

- Equity constraints.

- Balance sheet constraint.

-Vault Cash in LC

The bank has to hold vault cash to meet its daily business needs such as the

withdrawal of deposits. Banks allocate vault cash as a certain proportion of

their deposits.
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This constraint is:

X1 ^ P1 X13 + P2 X15

where,

Xt = Vault cash in LC

X13 = Demand deposits in LC

X15 = Time and saving deposits in LC

Pt = the required proportion of vault cash to demand deposits.

It is the actual ratio for each bank according to its internal policy.

This ratio was chosen to be 2% as an example to run the model.

P2 = the proportion of vault cash to time and saving deposits.

It is also the actual ratio for each bank according to its

internal policy. In the model this ratio was set at 1%.

Notice that Pt > P2 as the required vault cash for demand deposits is certainly

higher than the required vault cash to meet time and saving deposits

fluctuations.

-Vault Cash In FC

This constraint is the same as the previous one, but for FC deposits. The same

proportion (P-, and P2) as for vault cash in LC was used.

Thus, the constraint is:

X2 P1 X14 + P2 X16

where,

X2 = Vault cash in FC

X14 = Demand deposits in FC

X16 = Time and saving deposits in FC
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-Assets and Liabilities in LC Constraint

Because the JVCB deal in both LC and FC the total funds allocated as assets in

LC should be equal to or greater than the liabilities counterpart which used to

generate LC asset portfolio.

The constraint is:

Xi + X3 + X5 + X? ^ xn + x13 + x15

where,

Xt = Vault cash in LC

X3 = Reserves with CBE in LC

X5 = Due from bank in LC

X7 = Total loans in LC

Xn = Due to banks in LC

X13 = Demand deposits in LC

X15 = Time and saving deposits in LC

-Asset and Liabilities in FC Constraint

This constraint is the same as the previous one. The total assets in FC must

be equal to or greater than FC liabilities.

X2 + X4 + Xg + Xg ^ X-|2 X-|4 + X-)g

where,

X2 = Vault cash in FC

X4 = Deposits with CBE in FC

X6 = Due from banks in FC

Xa = Total loans in FC

X12 = Due to banks in FC

X14 = Demand deposits in FC

X16 = Time and saving deposits in FC
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-Interbank Balances in LC Constraint

It was found from the interviews that there is no money market for local

currency liquid assets and there is no active interbank market in Egyptian

pounds. Thus, banks hold interbank balances (due to banks in LC, and due

from banks in LC) for payments, cheque clearing and services between banks,

but there is no interest received or paid on these interbank balances. As Foda

(1982) stated that "The Central Bank of Egypt's discount rate plays no role in

the Interbank market".4

The constraint is:

X5 = X11

where,

Xjj = Due from banks LC

= Due to banks LC

It is important to note that loan oriented banks used mainly interbank balances

in FC to finance international trade. Besides, at the end of the study period

banks were not allowed to allocate interbank balances as loans and most of the

interviewed banks were facing serious problems regarding managing their liquid

assets in LC.

-Fixed And Other Assets, And Other Liabilities Constraints

These two items are not related to the bank's portfolio selection and are

balancing items.

Fixed and other assets: represent the bank's premises and other fixed

assets. Also, it includes the end of period other assets such as: repaid

expenses, income earned but not collected, and accrued interest receivable.
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Other liabilities include items such as: repaid income and accrued

interest payable.

In the model both items are estimated as a proportion of the bank's

total assets or liabilities.5

Fixed and total assets constraint is:

Xg = P3 2i=10 Xj

where,

Xg = fixed and other assets
17

Zi=10 X; = total liabilities

P3 , is the actual proportion of fixed and other assets

to total liabilities for each bank. This proportion was chosen

as 4% as an example to solve the model.

Other liabilities constraint is:

X17 ~ P4 ^i=1 Xi

where,
f

X-|7 = Other liabilities
9

Zj=1 X| = Total assets

P4 , is the actual proportion of other liabilities to total assets.

P4 = 7% to solve the model.

-Equity Constraints (Paid Up Capital and Reserves)

Equity in the model plays an important role in reflecting the bank's total size.

The model is classified under the complete models group constructed to select

optimal asset and liability composition. All the assets and liabilities decision
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variables are to be selected. So, it was assumed that at the beginning of the

model period the bank will start with a specific amount of capital (which

represents the actual amount of equity accounts for each bank).6 Also, equity

was set as a fixed proportion of total assets.7 The more the bank grows in size

the more the bank will increase its equity.

The other alternative was to relate equity to risky assets (mainly total

loans in LC and FC in the model) as measure for risk. Beazer (1975) remarked

that: 'The risk asset ratio requirement calls for the bank to hold capital equal to

some fraction of its risk asset holdings".8 But, it was found from chapter seven

that the risk concept is not recognized by JVCB and it is only associated with

the credit analysis study required for each client's loan application. Further, it

was found that bankers take care of risk by allocating legal and general reserve

as a certain proportion of net profits at the end of each financial year. Thus,

there is no such relationship between the bank's risky assets and equity and

there are no regulations regarding capital adequacy. So, equity could not be

related to risky assets and instead it was related to the bank's total assets.

There are two constraints:

X10 - M

X10 = P5

where,

X10 =

9

S.-i *i

M

P5

, and

= equity accounts.

= total assets

= the equity constant value at the start of the period,

it was set M = LE 5,000 thousands to run the LP model,

the bank's actual proportion of equity to total assets.

In this case it was set as 7% to solve the model.
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-The Balance Sheet Constraint

This constraint reflects the fact that total assets equal to total liabilities.

Thus, the constraint is:
9 17

Ei=l Xj = Zj=10 Xj

where,
9

Ei=1 Xj = total assets and,
17

Ii=10 Xj = total liabilities

8.4.3. Market Constraints

These constraints reflect the market impact on the supply of bank's

resources (mainly deposits accounts supplied to the bank). There are two

constraints:

-The Ratio of Time and Saving Deposits to Demand Deposits In LC Constraint

This constraint represents the supply of deposits accounts (demand deposits,

and time and saving deposits) to the bank. For each bank there is a specific

ratio between time and saving deposits and demand deposits. Usually, time

and saving deposits volume is greater than demand deposits volume.

The constraint is:

X15 ^ D1 X13

where,

X15 = Time and saving deposits in LC

Xi3 = Demand deposits in LC

D-j = The ratio for X^: X13, was chosen as (2 : I)9 to solve the model.

It was assumed that the supply of X15 is two times the supply of X13

D-j = (2)
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-The Ratio of Time and Saving Deposits to Demand Deposits in FC Constraint

This constraint is the same as the previous one for FC deposits accounts

supply.

X16 ^ °2 X14

where,

X16 = Time and saving deposits in FC.

X14 = Demand deposits in FC.

D2 = The ratio for X16 : X14 was chosen as (6 : I)10 to run the model.

It was assumed that the supply of X16 is six times the supply

of X14, because it was found that most of the bank's clients

deposits in FC were in time and saving deposits in order

to benefit from the high interest rates.

D2 = 6

8.4.4. The Objective Function Coefficients

Decision variables in LC: Deposits and loans in LC interest rates are

fixed by the CBE.11 Saving deposits in LC interest rate was chosen as the

expected return for time and saving deposits ( X15) because the majority of the

Egyptian savers deposit their LC funds as saving accounts . Another reason is

that the interest rate paid for saving deposits is higher than interest rates paid

for time deposits up to one year maturity.

The interest rates at the end of 1982 was chosen as a criterion to run

the model. The interest rate for X15 (r15 = 10%), and the average lending

interest rates was chosen as objective function for loans in LC variable (X7), (r7

- 14.5%).

Decision variables in FC: It was found from the interviews that banks

were using London Inter Bank Offer Rate (LIBOR) as a base for setting up the
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FC operations interest rates. The annual average euro-dollar 3 months

deposits interest rate during 198212 was chosen as a base for bank's borrowings

(due to banks) X12, and r12 = 13%, because most of the FC operations are in

short term.

As for FC deposits, banks set the interest rate in between (1/16 : 1/4,

maximum 1/2%) below the LIBOR (with different rates according to deposit

volume and maturity). So, the interest rate paid for time and saving deposits in

FC (X16) is equal to (r16 = 12.5%) after deducting the maximum margin below

the LIBOR.

Banks determined the FC loans interest rates on the basis of a margin

between (0.5% to 2.5%) over the LIBOR rate. The maximum margin was chosen

to give banks the best return which could cover the risk involved in lending FC

loans (X8) in the local market.13 Thus, r8 = 15.5%.

Additionally, the bank will obtain, for placing FC with banks as due

from banks in FC [X6], interest rate slightly below the LIBOR (due to banks

interest rate base) by 1/4%. Thus r6 = 12.75 or 12.8% approximately.

It is important to note that banks receive interest rate for their

placings outside Egypt (as due from banks in FC) higher than the interest rates

they paid to their depositors. As found in the interviews, the existence of

money market in FC enabled banks to accept all the FC deposits supplied to

them as long as they can place these funds with other banks abroad and gain

the difference between interest received from placings and interest paid for

depositors.

As regards the required deposits with CBE in FC, banks mentioned that

they received interest rates slightly below the interest rate which they can

receive if they place these deposits in international markets as due from banks.
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The range was in between (1/8% - 2/8%) below placing rates, therefore r4
k

12.6%.

To sum up, the following are the interest received and paid for the

balance sheet items as used to obtain the model solution.

LC Variables

X7 Loans in LC r7 = 14.5%

X15 Time and saving deposits in LC r15 = 10.0%

FC Variables

X4 Deposits with CBE in FC r4 = 12.6%

X6 Due from banks in FC r6 = 12.8%)

X8 Total loans in FC r8 = 15.5%

X12 Due to banks in FC r12 = 13.0%)

X16 Time and saving deposits in FC r-|6 = 12.5%>

The spread between loans and deposits in FC is 3%), meanwhile the spread

between the average lending and saving deposits interest rates in LC during

the period from 1977 to 1982 was on average 5.0%> approximately as illustrated

in the following table (8.3). In 1982, the spread was only 4.5%) because the

average was computed using the maximum rate for industry sector and the

minimum rate for commercial sector.

Cost of serving each variable (Cj) was allocated as 2%>14 for all the

earning assets and liabilities as an example to run the model.

8.5. The Model Solution and Results

Using the model constraints and the objective function coefficients

illustrated in figure (8.1) the model was solved by applying the LPEVAL15

computer programme.
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TABLE (8.3)

Local Currency Interest Rates Spread

%

March
1977

June
1978

March
1979

June
1980

August
1981

July
1982

Saving Deposits
Interest Rates 5.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 8.5 10.0

Lending Interest Rates -

Minimum 8.0 9.0 10.0 12.0 13.0 13.0*

Maximum 9.0 11.0 12.0 14.0 15.0 16.0*

Average Lending
Interest Rates 8.5 10.0 11.0 13.0 14.0 14.5

Spread Between Deposits
and Average Lendxng
Interest Rates 3.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 4.5

* Lending interest rates from July 1, 1982,
- Industry and agriculture sectors maximum 13%
- Services sector minimum 13% - maximum 15%

- Commercial sector minimum 16% - maximum -
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Table (8.4) displays the model optimal solution results which can be

summarized as follows:

1. As for the liability composition, the model selected time and

saving deposits in LC as the most important source of

funds for the bank (50.6%). Demand deposits in LC is the

second important source of funds, and represents 25.3% of

the total liabilities. The selected total deposits in FC

represent only 10.1%, meanwhile, total deposits in LC equals

75.9%. Due to banks in both local and foreign currencies

are not included in the liability portfolio.

2. In terms of assets , the model allocated a high proportion

of funds as loans in LC 55.9% up to the credit ceiling limit.

The portfolio does not include loans in FC. Most of the FC

funds are allocated as due from banks (placings) in FC

(18.5%).

3. In table (8.4), the interbank balances in LC are not included

in the portfolio (X5 and X-n) for the following reasons:

a. There is no money market for LC in Egypt and

banks just hold these balances to adjust

transactions between them.

b. Banks can not allocate due to banks funds as

loans because of credit ceiling regulations.

Further, due to banks in FC (X12) is not included

in the solution.

4. All the model constraints are binding on the banks'
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TABLE (8.4)

Commercial Banks' Model Optimal Solution

xi Selected Asset Portfolio
Value
LE1000's %

Objective
Function
Coefficients

ri " ci

X1 Vault Cash in LC 723 1.0 0

x2 Vault Cash in FC 83 0.1 0

x3 Reserves with CBE in LC 13550 19.0 0

x4 Deposits with CBE in FC 1084 1.5 + .106

x5 Due from Banks LC 0000 0.0 0

x6 Due from Banks FC 13203 18.5 + .108

x7 Total Loans in LC 39929 55.9 + .125

x9 Fixed and Other Assets 2857 4.0 0

Total Assets 71429 100.0

Selected Liability Portfolio
Value
LEIOOO's %

Objective
Function
Coefficients

ri + ci

x10 Equity 5000 7.0 0

x13 Demand Deposits LC 18067 25.3 0

x14 Demand Deposits FC 1032 1.4 0

x15 Time and Saving Deposits LC 36135 50.6 -.120

x16 Time and Saving Deposits FC 6195 8.7 -.145

x17 Other Liabilities 5000 7.0 0

Total Liabilities 71429 100.0

Objective function value (Net profits) = LE 1,297,000

ROA =1.8%
ROE = 26.0%



operations except the following two constraints:

a. Liquidity ratio constraint: banks are fairly liquid as

a result of introducing the credit ceiling

percentage which restricted banks' ability to

allocate funds as loans. Also, the required

deposits in FC with the CBE increased banks'

liquidity.

b. Assets and liabilities in FC constraint: This

constraint is not binding on banks' operations

because FC decision variables play no significant

role in the portfolio chosen by the model.

5. The programme output also provides the reduced costs 16

associated with each variable not in the optimal solution.

The reduced cost for total loans in FC indicates the value

which should be added to the FC loans interest rates (or

objective function coefficient) before FC loans would be

introduced to the asset portfolio. In the example, the bank

must increase the objective function coefficient for FC loans

by at least 1.359%.

The model solution suggested the following facts

1. Local currency operations (deposits and loans) are more

profitable than FC operations.

2. Allocating funds as LC loans are more profitable than

allocating funds as FC loans. This fact is consistent with
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the interviews findings where it was found that allocating

FC funds as loans in the local market was risky for the

following main reasons:

a. The foreign exchange risk experienced by both

banks and investors.

b. Lack of good bankable projects with expected

foreign currency income.

c. Political and economic instability.

d. The short term nature of banks' deposits in FC.

3. The best way to allocate the FC funds is placing these

funds as due from banks outside Egypt. As it was found

that JVCB will accept all the FC deposits supplied to them

as long as they can place these funds with other banks. At

the same time, they will grant loans in FC for good

opportunities and projects with FC earnings as part of the

services they offer to their clients.

4. The model solution does not include the due to banks in FC

because banks can no longer allocate these funds as loans

in FC.

5. The model also suggested that banks achieved higher

liquidity levels than the CBE liquidity ratio (30%). The model

solution liquidity ratio is 46.627%. Therefore, credit control

regulations forced banks to be fairly liquid.

The solution contains a very interesting result regarding the
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computation of the credit ceiling percentage. Although

banks are not allowed to allocate more than 65% of their

deposits in both LC and FC as loans, the model showed that

( loans LC/deposits LC) ratio is higher than the credit ceiling

percentage ( 73.7%) . The model did not allocate any funds

as loans in FC and benefit from the existing of FC deposits

value in the total deposit base when calculating the credit

ceiling percentage 65%.

To illustrate this fact.

The credit ceiling in our example =

x7 + x8
= xlOO

Xl3+X14+Xi5+Xi6

39929
= = 65%

18067 + 1032 + 36135 + 6195

However, if this ratio was calculated for LC operations only =

X7 39929
xlOO 73.667%

X13 + X15 18067 + 36135

In addition to the optimal solution, the computer programme provides another

two important results.

First, the programme produces the dual values (shadow prices)

associated with each constraint right hand side (RHS) value for those

constraints in the optimal solution. Dual values reflect the marginal values for

any changes introduced to the model's constraints RHS. In our case, because

all the model's constraints RHS values are zeros17 (except for equity constant

value constraint) dual values have no useful interpretation as concluded by
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Williams (1978) : "The right-hand side is zero. The shadow price predicts the

effect of altering this zero value. It is hard to see a useful interpretation for

this".18

The dual value associated with the equity constraint is .26 which

reflects the fact that if the bank increases the equity by one Egyptian pound

the profits will increase by LE 0.26 and the more the bank increases the equity

value the more the chance to increase profits in absolute values.

Second, the programme output produces the objective function

coefficients ranging which reflect the objective coefficients lower and upper

limit ranges, where the objective function coefficients may be changed within

this range without changing the model optimum solution. As for FC

operations, banks set interest rates according to international markets rates.

As regards LC operations, the interest rates are fixed by the CBE and they will

be changed in order to see the effect on banks decision behaviour and to

recommend possible changes to develop the LC interest rate structure.

8.6. Relaxing and Tightening the Model Constraints

In this section sensitivity analysis was used to test the impact of

changing the model's important constraints on the optimal solution and to test

the model stability. The following tests were carried out :

1. Relaxing and tightening the regulatory constraints.

2. Relaxing and tightening the equity and market constraints.

3. Relaxing and tightening the LC operations objective function

coefficients.

The object was to use the model to predict expected portfolios if specific

changes were introduced to the regulations which govern banks operations.
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market constraints and LC interest rates. It is important to note that the

changes which were introduced to relax and to tighten up the model

constraints were not for the RHS, but were for the constraints ratios and

percentages (hardness, ex: P1,P2...P5,D1aD2) as the RHS values equal zeros.

Besides, a single change for one constraint at the time for each run

was introduced without knowing exactly the permitted ranges because these

ranges are associated with the RHS values which are zeros in this case.

8.6.1. Relaxing and Tightening the Regulatory Constraints

1. Credit Ceiling Constraint:

*7 + *8 v- -65 ( *i3 + *14 + ^5 + X16)

It was found that, if the credit ceiling percentage (65%) was relaxed to

67% for example, the bank will have the opportunity to allocate more funds as

loans in LC, FC assets will decrease and profits will increase. The opposite will

happen if the credit ceiling percentage was tightened for instance to 63%. It

will restrict the bank's ability to allocate deposits as loans. However, loans

volume will decrease, LC portfolio will shrink, FC assets will slightly increase

and profits will decrease.

To sum up, the more the CBE restricts banks' ability to grant loans,

the more banks' liquidity will increase, especially for LC operations. Because

there is no money market in Egypt for LC, it will be difficult for banks to

manage their liquidity and to achieve high profitability levels. Also, tightening

the credit ceiling percentage would not encourage banks to allocate FC funds

as loans and banks will continue to place a high proportion of their FC funds

abroad as long as the foreign exchange risk exists.

Since the CBE would like banks to participate in financing long term
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loans, particularly to agricultural and industrial sectors, and to restrict granting

loans to commercial sector, the following solutions are suggested:

1. Funds allocated as term loans in FC could be excluded from

total loans base when calculating the credit ceiling

percentage. This could encourage banks to allocate more

funds to productive sectors and to create new deposit

instruments to mobilize long term savings in both LC and

FC.

2. The C8E could change the LC lending interest rates to

differentiate between loan maturities especially for long

term loans in order to give banks good incentive to finance

such projects.

3. The CBE could allow banks to use interbank medium and

long term borrowing to finance term loans with a specific

limit to prevent exposure for specific client or sector.

4. The credit ceiling percentage (65%) could be calculated

separately for LC operations and FC operations. It was

found that if the credit ceiling constraint was divided into

two separate constraints for LC and FC loans, the model will

select loans in both LC and FC. This solution might

encourage banks to expand their FC loans instead of placing

their funds with overseas banks.

5. Another alternative is to confine the credit ceiling to LC

operations only and let banks free to use their FC funds as

investment banks which deal in FC only.

Finally, the CBE could issue different credit ceiling percentages and instructions
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for each individual bank to differentiate between banks' performance and their

real participation in developing the Egyptian economy.

2. Required Reserves with the Central Bank of Egypt in LC Constraint:

*3 ^ -25 (X13 + X15)

The 25% interest free reserve with the CBE in respect to the LC deposits was

relaxed, for example to 23%, and very surprising results were observed. The

model selected less LC deposits volume (while keeping LC loans volume

constant) and increased the FC deposits volume.

The answer seems to be that, given the fixed equity base, the bank

has a fixed balance sheet total. Given this balance sheet total, the credit

ceiling fixes the amount of loans it will make (all in local currency because it is

more profitable for banks). So local currency loans are fixed and when the

25% required reserve relaxed the bank will accept less LC deposits (and will

maintain the same LC loans value) and will accept more FC deposits.

Additionally, banks will need to allocate less deposits with the CBE as

reserve in LC ,however, they can reduce their deposit base in LC volume by the

reduction resulted from relaxing the 25% and still they can use their new

deposit base to allocate the same volume of loans in LC as before relaxing the

constraint.

Relaxing the 25% required LC reserve will increase bank's profitability

because cost will be reduced as a result of decreasing the volume of LC

interest free reserve and FC deposits will increase thus enabling the bank to

increase its return whether it places these funds with the CBE or with other

banks as due from banks.
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Conversely, if this constraint was tightened the opposite results would

have been obtained. Banks will be forced to increase the required reserve with

CBE in LC volume just to maintain the same level of loans in LC, to increase

their deposit base in LC and to decrease deposits in FC. The bank's costswill

increase and profits will decrease.

In general, relaxing the 25% required reserve in LC with CBE might

increase the deposit base in FC, but these funds will be placed with other

banks rather than allocated as loans in the local market.

3. Required Deposits with CBE in FC:

X4 > .15 ( X14 + X16 )

It was found that relaxing and tightening up the 15% required deposits in FC

with the CBE in respect to deposits in FC had no significant impact on the

model optimal portfolio. If the 15% was relaxed, the bank would place less

funds with the CBE and would increase placings with other banks. If the

constraint was tightened, the profitability would decrease slightly.

The important result is that, relaxing the 15% required deposits with

the CBE in FC would not give banks incentive to allocate their FC deposits as

FC loans. Banks will continue to place a high proportion of their FC funds

outside Egypt.

4. Liquidity Ratio:

The model showed that this constraint is not binding on banks' operations.
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8.6.2. Relaxing and Tightening The Equity And Market Constraints

1. Equity Constraint:

X10 = 5000

As pointed out earlier that the dual value associated with this constraint

represents the expected ROE. The RHS ranging for this constraint is (0.012 as

lower limit and infinity as upper limit) . Thus, the more the bank increases the

equity value the more the chance to increase the bank's profitability.

2. Market Constraints:

The object of relaxing and tightening market constraints is to find out the

impact of changing the deposit accounts supplied to banks (demand, time and

saving deposits) on the optimal solution.

-Deposit Supply In LC Constraint:

X15 ^ 2 X13

Table (8.5) shows the time and saving deposits to demand deposits ratio for

theJVPCBfrom 1978 to 1981. The ratio increased with time from (1.32 : 1) to

(2.149 : 1).

If the model ratio is reduced from (2 : 1) to (1 : 1), the demand

deposits volume will increase and time and saving deposits volume will

decrease. The increase of demand deposits (interest free) will reduce costs

and profitability will increase.

When this ratio was increased [ for example to (3 : 1)] the following
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TABLE (8.5)

Time and Saving Deposits* To Demand Deposits Ratio

1978 1979 1980 1981

- Joint Venture and Private

Commercial Banks Sector

- Deposits in LC
- Deposits in FC

1.132:1

1.313:1

1.023:1

2.162:1

1.692:1

3.733:1

2.149:1

5.806:1

- Investment and Business

Banks Sector

- Deposits in LC
- Deposits in FC

3.220:1

3.088:1

1.598:1

5.693:1

1.165:1

6.094:1

4.222:1

9.175:1

Source: Computed from CBE, quoted in Foda, Exhibits 15, 18.
* Excluding other deposits.
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interesting results were obtained.

1. Time and saving deposits increased as well as the cost of

serving funds because banks are obliged to pay interest

rates for this account.

2. The model portfolio changed and liabilities portfolio

included only due to banks in LC and other liabilities. The

asset portfolio included only due from banks in both LC and

FC.

3. The surprising result is that the optimal portfolio does not

include loans and deposits in both LC and FC. The reason

perhaps may be that when the supply of time and saving

deposits increased, costs increased and the model found it

profitable to include only interbank balances especially in

LC.

The ratio was reduced to ( 2.5 : 1) and a portfolio containing all variables

except FC loans and interbank balances in LC was obtained. Time and saving

deposits in LC increased, demand deposits in LC decreased and profitability

declined.

-Deposit Supply in FC Constraint:

X16 ^ 6 X14

A high proportion of the FC deposits supplied to commercial banks are time

and saving deposits. This fact can be observed from the above table (8.5)

where the ratio of time deposits to demand deposits increased from (1.313 : 1)

in 1978 to (5.806 : 1) in 1981 for commercial bank, and reached (9.175 : 1) in
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1981 for investment and business banks. Savers were mainly depositing FC

with banks to benefit from the high interest rates as compared with the low

interest rates for LC deposits.

In general, it was found that the more this ratio was relaxed (for

example fromt (6 : 1) to (5 : 1), (4 : 1)] the more cheaply the bank will obtain its

supply of FC deposits (demand deposits in FC interest free) and the more

profitable the bank will be. Also, if this ratio is less than (4:1), bank's asset and

liability portfolios will change from LC to FC. It is considered that the reason is

that the cost of funds will decrease, because the FC demand deposits will

increase, thus reducing the cost of raising funds and banks will obtain interest

in respect to their deposits with CBE and profitability will increase.

Increasing the ratio from (6 : 1) to (7 : 1) or (9 : 1) would not make

any significant change to the model portfolio except decreasing demand

deposits in FC, increasing FC saving and time deposit and decreasing profits.

In general, it is better for the bank to reduce this ratio to obtain more

foreign currency funds to reduce costs and to increase profitability.

So far, sensitivity analysis was used to predict expected changes if the

important constraints were relaxed and tightened to test the model stability.

Each time a single change was introduced to one constraint only below and

above the constraint ratio or hardness without knowing exactly the permitted

ranges19 as most of the RHS values are zeros.

To evaluate approximately the stability of the model, all the changes

which produced an increase in the model's optimal solution, i.e. profitability,

were introduced. By introducing all the desired changes at the same time the

model was solved and the same decision variables were obtained. In

conclusion, the model is stable against all the changes introduced; however,
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due to a lack of constraints RHS ranging, these changes were chosen at

random.

8.6.3. Relaxing And Tightening The LC Operations Objective Function

Coefficients

This section investigates the impact of changing the LC interest rate

on banks' operations.

The LPEVAL programme output provides the objective function
70

coefficients ranging'" for each variable. If any single change within the range is

introduced, the optimal solution variables and values will not change, but the

model objective function value will change.21

The following table (8.6) illustrates deposits and loans in LC objective

ranging and the objective function coefficients.

TABLE (8.6)

Local Currency Operations Objective Ranging

%

Annual

Average
Interest

Rate

Net

Return

or cost

(rj+Ci)

Objective Range

Lower

Limit
Upper
Limit

- Time and

Saving
deposits
in LC

- Loans in
LC

10.0%

14.5%

-12.0%

12.5%

-13.5%

11.2%

-2.7%

27.8%

-Changing the objective coefficient for LC deposits

It was found from chapter three that the low interest rates for LC deposits
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encouraged Egyptian savers to shift their savings from Egyptian pound to

dollar. Hence, the CBE must increase the LC deposit interest rates to enable

banks to mobilize more FC deposits. The important question is, to what extent

can the CBE increase the deposits interest rates?

Several tests were run to evaluate changes in the LC deposits

objective function coefficients; the following results were obtained :

1. The interest rate for deposits can be increased up to the

lower limit without changing the optimal solution. The

possible increase in the example is 1.5%. Of course, the

increase in LC deposits interest rate will reduce the bank's

profitability.

2. Any increase out of the range will change the whole

optimal portfolio. Asset and liability portfolios will include

only interbank balances.

-Changing the objective coefficient for LC Loans

The LC loans objective ranging is (11.2% - 27.8%). The upper limit to some

extent is open which gives the CBE the chance to increase the loans interest

rates up to the upper limit( in our example is 27.8%) without changing the

model optimal portfolios.

8.7. The Model Evaluation

The object of this section is to test the agreement between the model

behaviour and the JVCB actual decision behaviour and to find out to what

extent the model succeeded in simulating and explaining the way these banks

choose their portfolios.

The tests used depended mainly on the available actual data and the
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interviews findings. Detailed data was sought in order to compare the model

optimal solution and the actual portfolios.

The following are three comparison studies carried out to evaluate the

model. The first two studies depend on actual data. The third one compares

the commercial banks model portfolio and investment banks expected

operations behaviour to test the assumption that JVCB are more profitable than

JVIB.

8.7.1. A Comparison Between One Of The Commercial Banks Actual Portfolio

And The Model Solution

Data obtained from one of the sample banks for the 1982 balance

sheet composition in LC and FC was used to run the model. The actual equity

value and constraints actual ratios (P1,P2,P3,P4,P5) were used. In addition, the

model objective function coefficients were used.

Table (8.7) compares the actual portfolio as a proportion of total

assets22 and the expected optimal portfolio obtained by the model.

Liability Portfolio: The model selected deposits in LC as the most

important source of funds (68.7% of the total liabilities) and chose a very small

proportion of funds as deposits in FC (7.8%). Due to banks in LC and FC are

not in the optimal solution. Meanwhile, the actual deposits portfolio includes

30.2% deposits in LC and 38.1% deposits in FC.23

To a large extent, the two liabilities portfolios are the same. The only

difference is that the actual volume of FC deposits is more than the actual

volume of the LC deposits. This fact is opposite to the optimal deposit

portfolio, where the model selected a deposits composition nearly all in LC

because it is most profitable for the bank's uses.

Neither portfolio includes due to banks in LC and the actual
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TABLE (8.7)

A Comparison Between One of the Commercial Banks Actual

Portfolio and the Model Optimal Solution

Commercial Banks Actual
Portfolio % % Xi The Model Optimal Portfolio

Vault Cash LC 0.8 1.8 X1 Vault Cash LC

Vault Cash FC 0.5 0.1 x2 Vault Cash FC

Reserves with CBE LC 11.0 17.2 x3 Reserves with CBE LC

Deposits with CBE FC 6.8 1.2 x4 Deposits with CBE FC

Due from Banks LC 1.9 0.0 x5 Due from Banks LC

Due from Banks FC 30.7 23.4 X6 Due from Banks FC

Investments (G. Bonds) 0.3 - - -

T. Loans in LC 32.9 49.7 x7 T. Loans in LC

T. Loans in FC 8.5 -

x8 T. Loans in FC

Fixed and Other Assets 6.6 6.6 x9 Fixed and Other Assets

Total Assets 100.0 100.0 Total Assets

Equity 16.5 16.5 x10 Equity

Due to Banks LC 0.0 0.0 X11 Due to Banks LC

Due to Banks FC 1.9 0.0 x12 Due to Banks FC

Demand Deposits LC 13.8 31.4 X13 Demand Deposits LC

Demand Deposits FC 4.2 0.9 x14 Demand Deposits FC

Time & Saving Deposits LC 16.4 37.3 X15 Time & Saving Deposits LC

Time & Saving Deposits FC 33.9 6.9 x16 Time & Saving Deposits FC

Other Deposits (LC & FC) 6.3 - - -

Other Liabilities 7.0 7.0 x17 Other Liabilities

Total Liabilities 100.0 100.0 Total Liabilities

ROA 4.5 3.4 ROA

ROE 26.9 20.6 ROE

(Loan/Deposit) Ratio* 60.6 65.0 (Loan/Deposit) Ratio

(LC Loans/LC Deposits)
Ratio* 108.9 72.4 (Loans LC/Deposits LC) Ratio

(FC Loans/FC Deposits)* 22.3 - -

Liquidity Ratio 67.6 57.09 Liquidity Ratio
Total Deposits* 68.3 76.5 Total Deposits

* Excluding other deposits.
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portfolio includes a very low proportion of due to banks in FC (1.9% of total

assets) as the bank can not allocate these funds as loans.

Asset Portfolio: Most of the model's funds are allocated as loans in LC.

Also, the optimal solution does not include loans in FC because dealing in LC

operations is more profitable than FC operations. In the optimal solution, FC

funds are placed with other banks as due from banks.

With regard to the bank's actual asset composition, a very interesting

result was obtained. Although the bank's main source of funds is FC deposits

(38.1% of total assets), the funds allocated as FC loans represent only (8.5% of

total assets) and the majority of the bank's deposits in FC allocated as due

from banks (30.7% of total assets).

This fact is consistent with the model results, where the optimal

portfolio does not include FC loans while the actual asset portfolio includes

only 8.5% as FC loans. This reflects the real demand for LC loans and the

bank's unwillingness to allocate funds as loans in FC.

With reference to the credit ceiling percentage, the bank's actual total

loans represent only 55.5% of total deposits in both LC and FC (including other

deposits) and 60.6% (excluding other deposits). Thus, the use of funds ratio is

less than the credit ceiling percentage (65% of total deposits). In 1982, the

credit ceiling regulations were not binding on the bank's operations although it

exceeded this percentage in 1981 and 1980 (mainly loans in LC).

On the other hand, the (LC loans/LC deposits) ratio is 108.9%

(excluding other deposits). Thus, the bank allocates more than its total

deposits in LC as loans in LC.

Although the actual liability portfolio does not include due to banks in

LC, the bank allocated a small proportion of its LC funds as due from banks in
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LC (1.9% of total assets) because the bank is fairly liquid in LC. Perhaps the

bank places these funds with its public sector partner.

It was found that the actual liquidity ratio is very high (67.6%) and

cash and balances with banks represent 51.7% of total assets. Meanwhile, the

expected portfolio liquidity ratio is less than the actual one (57.09%), but the

ratio is much higher than the CBE minimum liquidity ratio (30%) as the model

predicted.

The above result suggested that, given the regulations governing the

JVCB operations, their internal policies, the market supply for deposits and

demand for bank's services and cost/return for their operations, all these

factors together forced banks to be fairly liquid.

With regard to profitability: The model predicted profitability as

measured by ROE (20.6%) to be slightly less than the actual bank ROE which is

26.9%. The difference is due to the fact that the cost in the model is

estimated as 2% (a constant percentage) which has been allocated to earning

assets and liabilities in the objective function coefficients as explained earlier.

-The analysis findings:

Most of the results presented in this section are consistent with the model's

results in section five.

The main difference between the actual portfolio and the model's

optimal solution is the total deposits composition in LC and FC.

This difference can be clearly explained by the actual supply function

of deposits in both LC and FC which is not modelled in detail. The model

chooses the expected deposits portfolio as optimal from a profit maximization

point of view (cost/return associated with each decision variable). However,
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the actual deposits composition reflects the actual deposits supplied to the

bank in both LC and FC.

in spite of this difference, both the bank's expected portfolio and the

actual portfolio are consistent.

As long as LC operations are more profitable for JVCB as the model

explained, it is expected that banks will compete to attract LC deposits by

creating new deposit instruments and by heavy advertising to mobilize LC

deposits.

8.7.2. A Comparison Between The Model Solution And Joint Venture And Private

Commercial Banks Sector Actual Data

In this part the JVCB model was run using the operational and internal

policy constraints, market constraints and actual ratios and proportions for

JVPCB sector data in 1981.24

The following are the constraints actual ratios

P-|=3% (Vault cash as a proportion of Demand deposits)

P2=2% (Vault cash as a proportion of time and saving deposits)

P3=9.7% (Fixed and other assets as a proportion of total assets)

P4=15.7% (Other liabilities as a proportion of total assets)

X10=193,000 (Equity accounts actual values, LE thousands)

P5=5.9% (Equity accounts as a proportion of total assets)

Additionally, the actual portfolio interbank balances were adjusted in a net base

because they are not divided according to LC and FC. The model variables do

not include the other deposits variable as it js mainly related to letters of

credit and guarantees.
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Table (8.8) compares the JVPCB model predicted portfolio with the

actual portfolio. The table reveals the following facts:

1. With respect to liability , although the model total deposits

(78.4%) are very close to the actual total deposits volume

(78.3%), the deposits portfolio composition is quite different.

The model selected a high proportion of deposits in LC

(70.1% of total liabilities) and 8.2% in FC. Meanwhile, the

actual portfolio reflects the actual supply of deposits in

both LC and FC according to the market power where

deposits in LC is 41.1% of total liabilities and deposits in FC

is 37.3%.

2. The model allocated most of the funds as loans in LC

(50.9% of total assets) and FC loans are not included in the

optimal solution. The actual total loan portfolio represents

nearly the same proportion 49.7% of total assets and

includes both LC and FC loans reflecting the real demand

for bank's services.

The model portfolio reflects the optimal trade off between cost and return in

order to achieve high profit levels (profit maximization objective). In reality,

banks have to take into account other important aspects such as the actual

supply function of funds and the real demand function for bank's services.

To some extent the model simulates JVPCB decision behaviour in

aggregate base only, i.e. total loans and total deposits portfolios, but it did not

succeed in simulating the portfolio composition for both deposits and loans.

The supply and demand function influence the final shape of the portfolio.



TABLE(8.B)

AComparisonBetweenJVCBModelPortfolioandJVPCBActualPortfolio
(LEThousands)

JVPCBActualPortfolio
Sub-Total

Total

%

%

Total

Sub-Total

Xi

ModelPortfolio

VaultCashLC VaultCashFC

98,000

98,000

3.0

1.8

59,325
_r-53,527 5,798

X1X2

VaultCashLC VaultCashFC

ReserveswithCBELC ReserveswithCBEFC
670,000

670,000

20.6

18.8

614,095
r—573,508 40,587

X3X4

ReserveswithCBELC DepositswithCBEFC

NetInterbank Balances* (inLC&FC)

514,000

514,000

15.8

18.8

613,468
"

-0,000 _613,468

H

X5 X6

DueFromBanksLC DueFromBanksFC

SecurityPortfolio
37,000

37,000

1.2

-

-

-

-

-

LoansinLC LoansinFC

911,502 701,209
^J-1,612,711

49.7

50.9

1,666,997

1,666,997
NotinSolution

X7X8

LoansinLC LoansinFC

FixedandOther

FixedandOther

Assets**

316,000

316,000

9.7

9.7

317,306

317,306

X9

Assets

TotalAssets

3,247,711

3,247,711
100.0

100.0

3,271,191

3,271,191

-

TotalAssets

EquityAccounts

193,000

193,000

5.9

5.9

193,000

193,000

X10 X11 X12 X13 X14

EquityAccounts

-

-

-

-

-

NotinSolution
DuefromBanksLC

-

-

-

-

-

NotinSolution
DuefromBanksFC

DemandDepositsLC
386,820

r-764,678

DemandDepositsLC

DemandDepositsFC
148,710

38,654

DemandDepositsFC

TimeandSaving

TimeandSaving

DepositsLC

831,409

-2,544,342
78.3

78.4

2,564,615
-

1,529,355

X15

DepositsLC

TimeandSaving

TimeandSaving

DepositsFC

863,424

231,928

X16

DepositsFC

OtherDepositsLC
116,764

OtherDepositsFC
197,215

OtherLiabilities
510,369

510,369

15.7

15.7

513,576

513,576J
X17

OtherLiabilities

TotalLiabilities
3,247,711

3,247,711
100.0

100.0

3,271,191

3,271,191

TotalLiabilities

*Representsthenetbalancesbetweenduefrombanksandduetobanksinboth(LC&FC). **FixedandotherassetsincludesLE134,000thousands,toadjustthedifferencebetweenthetotalbalance sheetloansinLC&FCvalueandthebreakdownfiguresforloansinLC&FC.
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8.7.3. A Comparison Between JVCB Model And Investment Banks Operations

This section compares the JVCB optimal solution with JVIB expected

optimal portfolio. The object of the analysis is to test the assumption that

JVCB which deal in both LC and FC are more profitable than JVIB which deal in

FC only.

It is important to note that the model was not built to explain

investment banks decision behaviour, since it was found from the accounting

data analysis that there is no similar pattern for their operations . The model

object is to simulate the expected behaviour for investment banks, given the

constraints which restrict their operations.

-The Investment Banks Linear Programming Model

The Decision Variables: Table (8.9) shows the JVIB model decision variables.

The (y1„y2 y5), represent asset decisions and (y6,y7 y10) represent liability

variables. The Yj represents $ quantities for all the bank's balance sheet items

because investment banks sample deal only in FC.

The Objective Function

The model's objective function is profit maximization.

The objective function is,

5 10
Maximize II = Zi=1 Yj (rj - c() - Zi=6 Yj (rj + Cj)

where,

II = Net profits (absolute value).
5

£j=i Yj (rj - Cj) = the total net return on asset portfolio.
10

Ej=5 Yj (rj + Cj) = total net costs of liability portfolio,

rj = interest received for each asset item and paid for each liability item.
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TABLE (8.9)

Investment Banks Decision Variables

Return Cost Net Return

yi Asset Variables ri ci <ri - c±)

Vault Cash FC rl = o C^ = O o

^2 Deposits with CBE FC 0A\<N c2 ^ ® 10.6

^3 Due from Banks FC r3 > ° C3 >y O 10.8

^4 Total Loans FC \v 0 c4 > O 13.5

^5 Fixed and Other Assets FC 0II

inM 0II

ino o

Return Cost Net Cost

^i Liability Variables ri ci (r± + Ci)

^6 Equity (Capital + Reserves) FC r6 = ° c6 = ° o

y? Due to Banks FC 0A\r- c? ^ o -15.0

^8 Demand Deposits FC oII

CO
N 0II

CO
u o

^9 Time and Saving Deposits FC r9 ^ o Cg ^ O -14.5

yio Other Liabilities FC r10 = ° 0II

oHO o

FC = Foreign Currency.
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Cj - cost of serving each asset and liability-

Costs allocated as 2% for each earning asset and liability as in the case for

commercial banks model.

-The Model's Constraints

The following are the important constraints which restrict investment banks'

operations. Note that the required deposits in FC with the CBE is the only

regulation which governs their operations. Other operational and internal

policy constraints and market constraints are the same ones used for the

commercial banks model.

For comparison reasons the liquidity ratio constraint (30%) was used

as in the case for commercial banks because each bank has its own internal

liquidity ratio. In addition, the same ratios and objective function coefficients

for foreign currency operations were applied to run the model.

Thus, the investment banks' constraints are:

1. Required deposits with CBE in FC constraint:

Y2 :> .15 (Y8 + Y9)

where,

Y2 = Deposits with CBE in FC

Y8 = Demand deposits FC

Yg = Time and saving deposits in FC

2. Balance sheet constraints

5 10

Zi=1 Yj = Zi=6 Yj

where,
5

Zi=1 Yj = total assets, and



10

Ej=g Yj » total liabilities

3. Equity constraints:

Y6 = $ 5,000,000 and

Y6 = 07 !i=1 Yj

where,

Y6 « equity accounts,
5

Ii=1 Yj = total assets

4. Fixed and other assets constraint:

10

Y5 = .04 Ii=6 Yj

whec/a,

Y5 = fixed and other assets
10

Ej_g Yj = total liabilities

5. Other liabilities constraint:

Y10 = .07 Ei=1 Yj

where,

Y10 = other liabilities, and
5

Ei=i Yj = total assets

6. Vault cash constraint:

Yi > .02 Y8 + .01 Y9

where,

Yt = Vault cash in FC

Y8 = Demand deposits in FC

Y9 = Time and saving deposits in

7. Liquidity Ratio:
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Yi + Y2 + Y3 > .30 (Y7 + Y8 + Yg)

where,

Y, = Vault cash in FC

Y2 = Deposits with CBE FC

Y3 = Due from Banks FC

Y7 = Due to Banks FC

Y8 = Demand deposits FC

Yg = Time and saving deposits in FC

8. The ratio of time and saving deposits to demand deposits in FC constraint:

Yg > 6 Y8

where,

Yg = Time and saving deposits in FC

Yg = Demand deposits in FC.

-The Investment Banks' Model Solution

Table (8.10) shows the investment banks model optimal solution. Note that all

the balance sheet variables are included in the optimal portfolio except due to

banks. The following are the model solution results:

1. With reference to liability composition, the model selected

time and saving deposits and demand deposits as the main

sources of funds (total deposits as a proportion of total

liabilities equal to 86.0%). The due to banks item is not

included because costs of borrowing funds from other

banks are higher than interest paid to depositors. Of

course, the model assumes that the deposits supply is

flexible.
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TABLE (8.10)

Investment Banks' Model Optimal Solution

*i Selected Asset Portfolio
Value

$ 1000's %

Objective
Function
Coefficients

(ri " ci}

*i Vault Cash FC 702 1.0 0

*2 Deposits with CBE FC 9214 12.9 10.6

*3 Due from Banks FC 8512 11.9 10.8

*4 Total Loans FC 50143 70.2 13.5

*5 Fixed and Other Assets 2857 4.0 0

Total Assets 71428 100.0

Selected Liability Portfolio
Value

$ 1000's %

Objective
Function
Coefficients

(ri + ci)

*6 Equity 5000 7.0 0

*8 Demand Deposits FC 8775 12.3 0

*9 Time and Saving Deposits FC 52653 73.7 -14.5

*10 Other Liabilities FC 5000 7.0 0

Total Liabilities 71428 100.0

Objective Function Value (Net Profits $ 1,031,000)

ROA = 1.4%

ROE = 20.6%
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2. Most of the funds are allocated as loans in FC (70.2%) after

allocating the required deposits with CBE and satisfying the

liquidity ratio 30%. Due from banks represents only 11.9%

because allocating FC funds as loans is more profitable for

the bank. In practice it was found that the foreign

exchange risk prevented banks from granting FC loans and

clients from demanding FC loans. In addition, it was found

that investment banks rely heavily on due to banks and

place a high proportion of their funds with other banks.

Investment banks' managers mentioned that the low loans

level is a result of: a) the lack of bankable projects with

expected return in FC to repay these loans, b) economic and

political instability and c) the risk associated with lending

FC in the local market.

-Given the previous results and recalling the commercial banks' model findings,

it may be deduced that :

1. Commercial banks which deal in both LC and FC are more

profitable than investment banks which deal in FC only. The

JVCB model ROE is 26%, while JVIB ROE is only 20.6% .

Thus, the LP model results supports the accounting data

analysis for the aggregate sample data where it was found

that the commercial banks sample achieved higher

profitability levels than the investment banks sample during

the study period.

2. Despite the fact that JVCB were heavily regulated with CBE

control tools, especially credit ceiling percentage, they were

more profitable than investment banks. The (total
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loans/total deposits) ratio for JVCB is 65% and all the loans

are in LC, while the same ratio for the investment banks

model is 81.6% and all the loans are in FC. Accordingly,

allocating funds as loans in LC and dealing in LC operations

is in general more profitable than dealing in FC operations.

3. The liquidity ratio constraint is restricting JVIB operations

while JVCB are fairly liquid. The liquidity ratio for investment

banks is 30% and 46.6% for commercial banks.

8.8. Concluding Remarks

It is important to state that the model presented in this chapter is not

a predictive one, but is an explanatory model constructed to simulate, justify

and to explain the JVCB decision behaviour.

The model solution served as an example to the optimal behaviour

which would be expected from a rational bank given the model constraints, the

objective function coefficients and the financial system in which the bank

operates.

Beyond the scope of the model is the actual supply function of the

funds and the real demand function for the bank's services which also influence

the final shape of the portfolio.

The major object of the model was to explain the way the JVCB

selected their portfolios and to justify their attitude towards placing FC funds

with other banks especially overseas banks.

Sensitivity analysis was used to predict how banks would respond to

changes in the model constraints. The model regulatory and market

constraints and the LC operations objective function coefficients were relaxed

and tightened in order to suggest possible alternative solutions to develop
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their operations and to participate in developing the local market.

-The following Are The Model's Major Results

1. Dealing in LC operations is more profitable than FC

operations. In particular, allocating funds as loans in LC is

more profitable than allocating funds as loans in FC.

2. The optimal way to allocate FC funds is to place them with

other banks because it is risky and less profitable to

allocate FC loans.

In spite of this fact the evidence is that investment banks

have made substantial loans in FC. The model suggested

that it is profitable for commercial banks to allocate loans

in LC and place FC with banks abroad. However, in reality

banks cannot behave like that especially in case of

investment banks which deal in FC only. They have to

allocate and finance FC loans to meet the real demand.

3. The regulations governing the JVCB forced them to be fairly

liquid.

4. The JVCB which deal in both LC and FC were more

profitable than JVIB which deal in FC only despite the fact

that only a few regulations govern JVIB operations.

To a great extent the model succeeded in explaining banks' operating behaviour

in terms of an aggregate base. The model does not simulate the exact

portfolios chosen in reality especially with respect to the detailed deposits

portfolio composition as the supply function is not modelled in detail.

Furthermore, in practice a bank does not rely only on the trade off between
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cost and return to select its portfolio, but has to take into account other

important aspects such as the risk associated with allocating funds, political

and economic stability and market constraints.

Finally, the model is not a sophisticated one, but it is a simplified

model constructed to reflect, justify and to present an empirical analysis

regarding Egyptian joint venture commercial banks' decision behaviour.
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9.1. Summary

The major object of the study was to explain EJVB decision behaviour

because they appear to be failing in terms of developing the Egyptian

economy.

Part one (background) described the Egyptian economic development

before and after the ODP. In chapter one it was found that the Egyptian

economy will face many challenges in the future to create new sources of

foreign exchange, to increase local production to meet local demand and to

reduce the balance of payments deficit.

In chapter two, the Egyptian financial system's structural development

was investigated. The number of banks increased rapidly from 4 public sector

commercial banks to 70, including commercial banks, business and investment

banks, specialized banks and one multinational bank. Islamic banks achieved

rapid growth rates which reflected their expected important role in the future.

The regulatory framework of the banking system was considered in

chapter three. It was detected that the banking system was heavily regulated.

In addition, the interest rate structure and the foreign exchange system shifted

the public savings composition from Egyptian pounds into dollars.

Part two presented the literature review and research methodology.

The literature was highly specialized and designed to serve different analytical

purposes. Most of the banking firm models presented theoretical frameworks

without empirical evidence. It was impossible to get the data required to test

these models fully.

The LP approach was chosen to model JVCBs' operations because

these banks were seeking profit maximization and a lot of regulations and

restrictions governing their operations. However, it was the only approach
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applied in practice by both banks and researchers.

Finally, part three (the analysis) was divided into three chapters.

Chapter six analysed the published accounting data for commercial and

investment banks. An explanatory econometric model for commercial banks

was developed using principal components analysis and multiple regression

analysis. The analysis showed that the banks could broadly be divided into

deposit oriented and loan oriented banks. Through most of the period of the

study there was no major difference in the profitability of these two types of

banks, but when the credit ceiling was introduced, the deposit oriented banks

had the advantage.

With regard to investment banks, it was discovered that there was no

similar pattern for their operations. Banks were similar regarding only one

single decision, either asset or liability management. Profitability was mainly

related to a bank's ability to attract deposits and to allocate funds as loans.

The comparison between JVCB and JVIB samples aggregate data

revealed that commercial banks achieved higher profitability levels and growth

rates than investment banks. In addition, they were more oriented to attract

deposits. Conversely, investment banks were more oriented to use due to

banks to finance loans.

Chapter seven displayed the in-depth interviews results. The most

important variables which discriminate between large and small banks were

identified. It was evident that large commercial banks were more successful in

managing their operations than small banks.

With respect to investment banks, they carried out the same

operations as JVCB especially financing international trade and short term

loans. Additionally, they did not succeed in introducing new operations that
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could fit the Egyptian investors' activities.

Finally, in chapter eight a linear programming model for JVCB was

constructed. It succeeded in explaining how banks selected their portfolios and

justified their attitude towards placing FC deposits abroad.

9.2. Major Findings

This section details the analysis' major findings and answers the

study's objectives questions stated in the introduction1.

With regard to placing FC funds with other banks abroad, the analysis

showed that :

1. The in-depth interviews revealed that the short term nature

of their FC deposits and the foreign exchange risk forced

them to place these funds with overseas banks.

Additionally, the credit ceiling percentage, which applied to

both total LC and FC loans portfolio base, encouraged banks

to allocate the maximum levels of their LC funds as loans

because it was difficult to manage their LC funds liquidity.

In contrast, the existence of efficient international money

markets encouraged banks to place FC funds abroad.

2. Commercial banks' LP model showed that local currency

operations were more profitable than foreign currency ones.

In particular, allocating funds as LC loans was more

profitable than allocating funds as FC loans. Furthermore,

the optimal way to invest FC funds was to place it with

other banks as "due from banks".

It is worth noting that both the accounting data analysis

and the LP model showed that JVCB which deal in both LC
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and FC were more profitable than JVIB which deal in FC

only.

3. Lack of projects with export targets to earn foreign currency

income led to banks being very cautious in granting FC

loans.

4. Lack of local instruments to mobilize banks' FC funds led to

the funds being placed abroad.

The question asked was why banks concentrate on providing short term loans

and financing international trade, and why they are cautious regarding lending

medium and long term loans? The analysis revealed that:

1. Banks found that financing short term loans was more

profitable and less risky than granting medium and long

term loans. In addition, it was found from the

questionnaires analysis that short term loans were more

attractive for banks because of the possibility of increasing

loans turnover and charging their clients fees and expenses

which increase their profitability.

2. The present LC interest rate structure does not differentiate

between loans maturity. This discouraged banks from

financing medium and long term loans. Moreover, the low

interest rates for industrial and agricultural sectors, the

main customers for term loans, also prevented banks from

granting term loans to these sectors.

3. Political and economic instability increased the risk involved

in lending term loans. In particular, the frequent changes in

laws and economic decisions and the CBE regulations led to
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banks being less confident in the local market and

consequently reduced their long term commitments.

4. A high proportion of the deposits (in LC and FC) supplied to

JVB were of short term. Obviously, it was difficult to

allocate such funds as term loans.

5. The introduction of the credit ceiling percentage and the

credit expansion instructions discouraged banks from

financing medium and long term loans.

6. Bankers complained about the lack of good feasibility

studies and bankable projects. Most of the applications for

medium and long term loans need further study,

investigation and data collection to assess projects'

expected success.

Most of the interviewed banks, especially small banks, did not have qualified

credit officers to conduct project appraisal studies.

9.3. Recommendations

In the light of the study's findings, this section presents possible

solutions and changes to increase the JVB participation in developing the

Egyptian economy.

9.3.1. Recommendations Regarding The CBE Regulations

Most of the suggestions in this part concern the CBE regulations

which govern the JVBs' operations.

1. Credit Control Regulations:

The following are alternative solutions to revise the credit control regulations.

It is important to relax these constraints in order to encourage banks to
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allocate more FC loans locally and to finance medium and long term loans.

1. Medium and long term loans in both LC and FC, with a

specific minimum limit of maturity, could be excluded from

the total loans base when calculating the credit ceiling

percentage.

2. Banks could be allowed to use their interbank borrowings to

finance medium and long term loans with a specific limit to

prevent excessive exposure for specific client or sector.

In this context, the CBE could introduce new regulations to

examine banks' capital adequacy in order to cover the risk

associated with lending and financing risky assets. This

suggestion will be referred to later in this section.

3. The credit ceiling percentage (65%) could be calculated

separately for LC and FC operations. This might encourage

banks to grant more FC loans instead of placing these funds

with overseas banks. Furthermore, the credit ceiling

percentage could be applied only for LC loans to leave

banks free to allocate their FC funds as loans.
f

This suggestion is very important to give commercial banks

an equal chance, regarding FC operations, with investment

banks which deal in FC only and the credit control

regulations do not govern their operations. The CBE can

only restrict the allocation of FC loans to the commercial

sector to encourage granting FC loans to other productive

sectors such as industry and agriculture.

4. The CBE should apply the same regulations which govern

commercial banks' operations to investment banks. The
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reasons for this recommendation are :

a. There is not much difference between

commercial and investment banks operations; and

b. To give JVCB an equal chance to compete in the

local market.

5. Non-governmental securities could be excluded from total

loans portfolio when calculating the credit ceiling

percentage as long as the government would like banks to

increase their equity and securities investments.

6. The CBE should develop new criteria to differentiate

between banks' performance when applying the credit

control regulations. In this context, individual instructions

for each bank could be issued according to the following

suggested measures:

- Bank's participation in financing medium and long

term loans and productive projects.

- (Loans/deposits) ratio.

- Bank's investments in equity and securities.

- Bank's annual growth rate and branches expansion.

- The (equity accounts/total loans) ratio.

- The application of the CBE instructions and

regulations.
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The CBE could relax or tighten the credit ceiling and credit expansion

instructions according to each bank's performance. The idea is to distinguish

between banks and to employ positive incentives for those which participate in

developing the economy and negative incentives for banks which infringed

regulations.

2. Interest Rates for LC Operations

The low interest rates for LC deposits during the study period and the

continuous increase of the international interest rates (1976-1981), particularly

for US$, had a serious impact on the private sector savings as detailed in

chapter three. The CBE should introduce a flexible interest rates structure for

local currency operations. The following are suggestions to develop the

present interest rate structure..

1. The interest rates structure could be adjusted frequently to

accommodate the following aspects:

a. The Egyptian pound real value against other

foreign currencies.

b. Expected changes in the international interest

rates.

c. The inflation rate and the economic conditions.

d. Interest rates must encourage savers to hold

Egyptian pounds and to reduce the exchange of

Egyptian pounds to FC, especially in the black

market.

e. To encourage savers to hold long term deposit

accounts, in order to enable banks to finance
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medium and long term loans.

2. Lending interest rates should differentiate between loans

maturities to give banks good incentive to finance medium

and long term loans.

3. In order to encourage banks to mobilize long term deposits,

the CBE should allow banks to act as price maker for time

and saving deposits with long maturities (for instance more

than two years).

In addition, JVB should have equal rights to compete with the public sector

banks regarding issuing saving and deposit certificates.

3. Reserves With The CBE In LC And FC

The CBE should relax the 25% required reserve in respect of the LC deposits

for the following reasons:

1. The LP model showed that relaxing this constraint might

encourage banks to finance FC loans.

2. Banks receive interest rates for their 15% FC deposits with

the CBE while they do not receive interest rates for their LC

reserves.

3. The model also showed that the existence of the credit

control regulations, along with the required reserves in LC,

forced banks to be fairly liquid. It is expected that banks

will face problems regarding managing their LC liquidity

because there is no money market for local currency funds.
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On the other hand, relaxing and tightening the 15% required deposits in respect

of the FC deposits will not encourage banks to allocate their FC funds as loans.

Banks will continue to place their FC funds abroad.

In order to encourage banks to allocate FC funds as loans and to place

less funds in the international markets, the CBE should exclude the following

items from the deposits base when calculating the 15% :

- Balances of loans in FC.

- Funds allocated as investments in securities and equity.

Additionally, introducing a realistic foreign exchange system would help to

reduce the foreign exchange risk associated in granting FC loans.

4. Capital Adequacy Regulations

It is suggested that the CBE should introduce new regulations regarding the

bank's capital adequacy for both investment and commercial banks. The capital

accounts (paid up capital + reserves + loans provisions) can be related to the

bank's risk asset holdings (mainly loans). The standard fraction (equity

accounts/risk asset) is 1/62 , but the CBE can choose this ratio according to

banks' performance and to ensure that they are holding enough capital

accounts to provide a buffer against the expected loan losses3.

This ratio is important because some JVB were not willing to raise

their equity accounts. They distributed a high proportion of their net profits to

their partners. Moreover, some banks were increasing their loan portfolio

without raising their equity accounts.

The capital adequacy constraint is an alternative to credit control

regulations. Banks can increase their loan portfolio as long as they adhere to

the risk asset ratio. Alternatively, the CBE could introduce the capital adequacy
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constraint, relax the credit ceiling percentage and credit expansion instructions.

In addition, the CBE must achieve the required stability regarding the

regulations which govern the banking system. The frequent changes in the

CBE regulations and instructions caused confusion and instability. Before

introducing any new changes the CBE should study carefully its effect on

banks' operations. It was noticed that changes are always introduced just to

cover the system's shortcomings.

9.3.2. Recommendations For The Egyptian government

This category of recommendations deals with encouraging JVB to

develop their services and to allocate medium and long term investments:

1. Achieving political and economic stability is essential to

encourage both investors and banks to hold local financial

assets and to finance long term productive projects.

In this context, the government should study carefully the

required changes in laws and economic decisions before

issuing such modifications to avoid confusion and to

achieve stability.

2. Introducing a realistic foreign exchange system is necessary

to get rid of the gap between official and black market

rates.

To suggest specific solutions to develop the FES is far

beyond the scope of this study. The following important

remarks relate to the Egyptian government :

a. The public sector banks were instructed by the

government to purchase $ from the Gulf financial

markets to mobilize Egyptian workers remittances
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according to exchange rates equivalent to the

local black market rates. At the same time, the

public sector companies financed their imports

needs through the black market.

The evidence is that the government can not

ignore the existence of the black market dealers

and an official organized free market may help to

achieve the required stability in the foreign

exchange transactions.

b. It is clear that the government can not afford

floating the Egyptian pound in the local and

international markets for political and social

reasons.

3. The government agencies have to provide both investors

and banks with accurate and reliable market data

concerning the main economic sectors and international

trade.

In this respect, it is suggested that the Investment Authority

should establish a computerized data information system.

The Authority can offer the information services to help

investors and financial institutions to conduct feasibility

studies and to investigate investment opportunities.

4. The government can encourage the banking system to

finance medium and long term loans through the following

suggested policies:

a. The Investment Authority and the Ministry of
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covering major economic and industrial sectors

according to the state economic plans priorities.

Such studies should be made available for both

investors and the banking system to encourage

them to finance productive projects.

b. The government should promote the

establishment of the vital productive projects.

Financial institutions, especially banks, could be

invited to participate in financing such projects

along with the Egyptian government.

5. In order to mobilize banks' liquid assets in LC and to

encourage them to allocate FC funds locally, the Egyptian

government can issue floating rate bonds in both Egyptian

pound and US dollar. The interest rates must be attractive

and higher than the time deposits interest rates.

These bonds might help to solve banks' liquidity problems

and to increase the number of issues that could be traded

in the stock market.

6. Activating the stock market and establishing a working

money market are essential aspects for the banking

system's efficiency. The financial market must be prepared

to accommodate the banking system liquidity needs. In this

context, the CBE discount rate must play a role to activate

the LC interbank transactions. Banks could be encouraged

to place their LC liquid assets with the CBE according to the
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declared discount rate.

9.3.3. Recommendations For JVBs' Management

These suggestions deal with improving the JVB's operations

management:

1. Joint venture banks should create and develop new saving

instruments in both LC and FC to mobilize medium and long

term deposits. These funds might enable them to allocate

term loans and to participate in financing productive and

investment projects.

2. The linear programming approach could be a useful

technique to assist the JVB in setting up their asset/liability

portfolio composition. The model could be developed in the

light of banks' internal policy and could be easily adjusted

to changes in regulations, market constraints and the cost

and return associated with each decision variable.

Additionally, the model optimal solution can serve as a

guide for taking the banks' decisions. Comparing the model

solution with their actual portfolios will help to develop

their targets and planning levels.

3. Special attention has to be given to recruit and train credit

officers, particularly for small banks. The hard competition

between banks in Egypt leads to a need for qualified credit

officers. They can use the marketing approach to contact

their clients.

In this context, training is required in the areas of: project

evaluation, marketing studies, project financing and
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feasibility studies

4. It is important for banks to concentrate on branches

expansion in order to increase their total size growth rates

and their deposit base to face the hard competition.

5. The joint venture investment banks are advised to develop

their operations and to introduce new activities which could

fit the Egyptian financial system.

In conclusion, what are the possibilities of introducing the previous suggestions

and recommendations? It is essential to note that the government will face a

difficult task. Some solutions could be applied, particularly those related to the

CBE regulations, after in-depth study to its expected consequences.

With reference to other suggestions related to market mechanism and

structure (for instance: foreign exchange system, money and stock markets),

the government will find it difficult because of the expected political and social

reactions. However, gradual rational changes are essential to achieve stability.
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APPENDIX "A" :

Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics [CAPMS] Decree ( No.47 of

1983)
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Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMS)

Decree No. 47 of 1983

- Regarding Mr Osama Abdel-Khalik El-Ansary - governmental mission member

in the United Kingdom - to carry out the required research for his doctoral

degree about "Modelling the Operations of Egyptian Joint Venture Banks".

The CAPMS Chairman:

- After having pursued the presidential decree No. 2915 of 1964,

concerning the CAPMS establishment and organization;

- And the CAPMS chairman's decree No. 231 of 1968, regarding

conducting surveys, interviews, referendums and censuses;

- And the (Educational) General Mission Department letters dated

22/11/1982 and 29/12/1982.

Decreed

Mr Osama Abdel-Khalik El-Ansary can carry out
the above mentioned research.

The research is to be conducted with the following
interviewees in the sample banks; as listed in the
enclosed appendix "A":

1) The general manager

2) The loan manager

3) The deposit manager

4) The investment manager

5) A sample of 60 interviewees of the banks' clients;
five clients for each bank.

Article III: Data required for this research should be
gathered according to the approved questionnaires
by the CAPMS, within four months and conditioned
to the banks and the clients approval, without
having accession to the balances, or loans, or

Article I:

Article II:
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deposits, or personal accounts etc....

Article IV: This decree is to be published in the Official Gazette
(Issued 25 January 1983).

Dr. Awad Mokhtar Halowada

*
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Appendix "A" For the CAPMS Chairman Decree

No. 47 of 1983

List of the Egyptian Joint Venture Banks

1. Chase National Bank/Egypt.

2. Misr International Bank.

3. The Egyptian American Bank.

4. Misr Romanian Bank.

5. Banque Du Cairo Et Du Paris.

6. Misr America International Bank.

7. Alexandria Kuwait International Bank.

8. Cairo Fareast Bank.

9. Misr Iran Development Bank.

10. Cairo Barclays International Bank.

11. Societe Arabe International De Banque.

12. Credit International D'Egypte.

Source: Arabic Republic of Egypt, Official Gazette (Al-Waqa Al-Misryya), No.62,

March 13, 1983, pp. 36-37, (In Arabic).
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ConnnercialBanks Samole

Bank
Code

Bank Name Operating
Year*

Years

Since

Operating

Total
Assets

In 1982
LE

Thousands

Paid Up
Capital
In 1982
LE

Thousands

Egyptian Partners Foreign Partners Number

of
Shares
in 1982

Share
Nominal
Value

Number
of
Branches
in 1982

Governorate

Coverage

1 Chase National Bank

(Egypt) 1976 7 561,116 10,000

- National Bank
of Egypt

- The Chase Manhattan Bank 100,000 LE 100 9 3

2 Misr International
Bank 1977 6 540,646 10,876 - Bank Misr

- First National bank of Chicago
- Banco Di Roma SA Luxembourg
- UBAF Bank London

- Others

1,500,000 S 10 6 2

3 Egyptian American
Bank

1977 6 381,731 10,000 - Bank of
Alexandria

- American Express International 1,000,000 LE 10 9 2

4 Misr Romina Bank 1978 5 194,206 3,452 - Bank Misr - Romanian Bank for Foreign Trade,
Bucharest

- Bank for Agriculture and Food
Industry, Bucharest

- Investment Bank, Bucharest

5,000 $ 1,000 2 2

5 Misr America Inter¬

national Bank 1978 5 141,115 4,000

- Development
Industrial Bank

- Misr Insurance

Company

- Bank of America

- First Arabian Corporation
- Kuwait Real Estate Bank

40,000 LE 100 4 3

6 Cairo Far East Bank 1979 4 78,305 7,000 - Banque Du Cairo
- A1 CharK

Insurance Co.
- Dr.Ahmed Abo

IsinaiL

- Korea Exchange Bank
- The Commercial Bank of Korea

- HamiL Bank

- The Cho-Heung Bank Ltd

r Others

10,000 $ 1,000 1 1

7 Alexandria Kuwait
International Bank

1980

w*

3 237,054 15,400 - Bank of
Alexandria

- The Principal
Bank for

Development
and Agriculture
Credit

- Individuals

working in
Kuwait

- Individuals, Mostly Kuwaiti
Businessmen

- Sharjah Group
- Egyptian Kuwait Real Estate

Development Company

1,000,000 $ 20 1 1

8 Bangue Du Cairo Et Du
Paris

1978 5 64,295 7,000 - Bank du Cairo - Bangue Nationale du Paris 10,000 $ 1,000 2 2

* First published financial statements.
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i

JointVentureCommercialBanksSample
LargeBanks

SmallBanks

Bank Code

BankName

Total Assets in1982 LE Millions
Number of Branches in1982

Bank Code

BankName

Total Assets in1982 LE Millions
Number of Branches in1982

1

ChaseNationalBank

561

9

4

MisrRomanianBank

194

2

2

MisrInternationalBank
540

6

5

MisrAmericaInternational Bank

141

4

3

EgyptianAmericanBank
381

9

6

CairoFareastBank,

78

1

7

AlexandriaKuwait InternationalBank*

237

1

8

BanqueDuCairoEtDu Paris

64

2

*FirstFinancialStatementwaspublishedin1980. -Largebankstotalassets>LE200millions. -Smallbankstotalassets<LE200millions.
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APPENDIX B3

Investment Banks Samnle

Bank

Code
Bank Name Operating*

Year

Years

Since

Operating

T.Assets

in 1982

$ Thousands

Paid Up
Capital in
1982

$ Thousands

Egyptian Partners Foreign Partners No of
Shares
In 1982

Shares
Nominal
Value

No of
Branches

In 1982

Govemorate

Coverage

1 Cairo Barclays
International Bank

1976 7 169,374 10,000 - Bank De Cairo (Egypt) - Barclays Bank
International
Ltd (UK)

100,000 $100 2 2

2 Societe Arabe
International De

Banque

1977 6 179,122 16,000 - National Bank of Egypt
- Misr Insurance Company
- Osman Ahmed Osman & Co

(The Arab Contractors)

- Compagnie Arabe
de Financement
International

(CAFI) Company

16,000 $1,000 3 2

3 Credit International

D'Egypte
1978 5 77,781 10,000 - National Bank of Egypt - Credit Commercial

de France
- Berliner Hanels-

und Frankfurter
Bank

10,000 $1,000 1 1

4 Misr Iran Development
Bank

1976 7 319,842 40,000 - Bank of Alexandria
- Misr Insurance Company

- Bank Melli Iran
- Industrial ana

Mining Development
Bank of Iran

400 $100,000 1 1

* First published financial Statement.
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Criteria Used to Compute The Principal Components Analysis

The following are the important criteria used to compute PCA:

1. Number of factors to be extracted: principal components

with eigenvalue greater than one.1

2. Extraction method: The SPSSX2 package subprogramme

factor and the extraction method principal components

analysis was used based on the method outlined by

Harman.3

3. Calculating factor scores for each case: the regression

method4 provided by the SPSSX package was used by

applying the standardized data for each variable.5

4. Rotation method: the SPSSX package default VARIMAX

method was used.6

5. Principal components significance: there are three different

criteria to test the factor matrix loadings significance.7 The

common criterion is to consider the significance only of

those loadings which have a value greater than +.30,
i

provided that the sample contains at least 50 observations.8

In the analysis no criterion was used regarding the factor

loadings significance for the following reasons:-

a. The number of cases in the sample were very

limited.

b. All the variables used in the analysis represent

very important decisions regarding JVBs'

operations and it was important to keep all the
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balance sheet variables in the model.
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1. Deposits Management

1.1. What are the important types of foreign currency
the bank accepts as a deposit?

( ) - All foreign currencies.
( ) - US Dollar.
( ) - Pound Sterling.
( ) - Others (Specify)

1.2. What are the deposit accounts the bank offers its clients?

( ) - Demand deposits.
( ) - Time deposits.
( ) - Saving deposits.
( ) - Others (specify)

1.3. Does the bank offer interest rates for demand deposits in
foreign currency?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.4. If yes, how does the bank set the interest rates for demand
deposits in FC?

1.5. Did the bank issue deposit or investment certificates?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.6. If yes, would more branches help you to sell more?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.7. Do you have to obtain permission to issue these certificates?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.8. Does this permission prevent you from issuing as many
certificates as you wish?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.9. What are the most important categories of the bank's depositors?

Local Clients:

( ) - Public sector companies.
( ) - Private sector companies.
( ) - Public sector banks.
( ) - Private sector banks.
( ) - Individuals.
( ) - Others (specify)

Foreign Clients:
( ) - Foreign banks.
( ) - Foreign companies.
( ) - Foreign individuals.
( ) - Others (specify)
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1.10. What are the depositors motives in choosing to deal with your bank?

( ) - The bank's name and reputation.
( ) - Transactions between Egypt and the foreign shareholder's

country.
( ) - The special services the bank offers to his depositors

(specify)
( ) - Others (specify)

1.11. What are the policies the bank adopts to attract and to increase
the volume of deposits?

( ) - Advertising.
( ) - Direct contact with the expected clients^

(marketing approach).
( ) - Competitive fees for the bank's services.
( ) - Opening new branches.
( ) - Opening branches in the Arab countries.
( ) - Others (specify)

1.12. The services the bank offers to its depositors:
(Please tick the services your bank offers to its depositors).

( ) - Credit cards.
( ) - Budget accounts.
( ) - Insurance services.
( ) - Loans secured against deposits.
( ) - Bank overdraft facilities.
( ) - Autoteller service.
( ) - Foreign currency exchange facilities.
( ) - Cheque cards.
( ) - Possibility to cash in and out from any branch.
( ) - Trustee services.
( ) - Priority to purchase the bank's shares.
( ) - Others (specify)

1.13. Do you have a shortage of trained bankers to serve your clients?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.14. If yes, are there particular specialized jobs for which there
is a shortage of qualified candidates?
(please specify)

1.15. Does the interest rate structure for deposits in LC prevent
you from attracting as much deposits as you would like?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.16. How do you set the interest rates for deposits in foreign currency?

1.17. What are the bank's conditions regarding accepting deposits in
both local and foreign currencies?

- Deposits in local currency

Types of deposits Bank's restrictions
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- Deposits in foreign currency

Types of deposits Bank's restrictions

1.18. Do you have targets (planned levels) for each type of the bank's
deposit accounts at the beginning of the planning period?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.19. If yes, how do you decide these targets?

1.20. Do you accept deposits if they exceed your planned maximum
targets?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.21. If yes, to what extent is the bank able to expand
in accepting deposits for more than its maximum levels
in both local and foreign currencies?

1.22. Do you sometimes fail to reach your targets?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.23. If yes, what do you do?

2. Liquidity Management

2.1. How do you decide the required vault cash for the bank's liquidity?

2.2. What are the types of short term liquid assets does the bank hold for
liquidity management?

2.3. How do you decide the proportion of these liquid assets out of the
total assets?

2.4. Do the cash reserves in LC and FC with the CBE restrict the bank's
investment policies?

2.5. According to the bank's past experience, in your opinion, how could
the required cash reserves regulations be changed to increase the
bank's efficiency?

2.6. How do you decide the interbank balances in both local and foreign
currencies?

2.7. Why do Egyptian joint venture banks allocate a high proportion of their
FC funds as placings abroad?

2.8. Are there any additional points of interest related to this interview
that you would like to add?
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What are the types of the bank's investments in securities?

Egyptian Securities Security Name

- Shares
- Bonds
- Government bonds
- Other (specify)

Foreign Securities Security Name

- Shares
- Bonds
- Others (specify)

Does the lack of activity of the stock exchange affect your
willingness to invest in securities?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

If yes, what is the impact of the stock exchange on the bank's
investment decisions?

In your opinion, how can the government reactivate the stock
exchange to encourage joint venture banks to allocate their
funds as securities?

What are the problems and the risk involved in allocating the
bank's funds as securities in the local market?

Did the bank participate in financing Egyptian companies' equity
and establishing new projects?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

If yes, do you ask to participate in management as a condition of
financing companies' equity?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

What were the projects which the bank directly financed through
equity? (Kindly supply us with a copy of these projects list).

Do you sometimes ask for equity investment as a condition of
granting loans?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

Which of the following factors restrict the bank's policies in
financing projects' equity and establishing new projects in the
Egyptian market?
(please tick the important factors).

( ) - Low rate of return on investment in the local market.
( ) - Lack of viable projects and good investment opportunities.
( ) - Lack of well trained bankers to investigate and study

investment opportunities and to prepare feasibility studies.
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( ) - The administrative problems regarding monitoring and
following up the projects.

( ) - Egyptian companies are not willing to accept the bank's
participation in management.

( ) - Egyptian companies ask only for medium and long term loans.
( ) - Frequent changes in laws and investment regulations.
( ) - Frequent changes in laws, economic decisions and

regulations which govern the banking system.
( ) - Others (specify)

11. Do you have targets (planned levels) for funds to be invested to
finance projects' equity and to purchase securities at the
beginning of the planning period?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

12. If yes, how do you decide these targets?

( ) - As a certain proportion of long term liabilities.
( ) - Annual maximum levels.
( ) - According to the expected demand forecast study.
( ) - According to the bank's experience in previous years.
( ) - Others (specify)

13. What do you do if the demand increases or decreases above or
below the bank's targets?

14. In your opinion, how can the government encourage the
Egyptian joint venture banks to finance the Egyptian
development plans?

15. Does the bank use a computer system?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

16. If yes, what are the important uses of the computer system in
your bank?

17. Are there any additional points of interest related to this
interview that you would like to add?
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1. General Information Concerning The Bank

1.1. When did the opportunity come up to establish the bank?

1.2. Who promoted the bank's establishment?

( ) - The Egyptian side.
( ) - The foreign side.
( ) - The Government.
( ) - Others (specify)

1.3. Who set up the establishment arrangements?

1.4. What was the gap in the Egyptian financial market that the bank was
established to cover, and what are the financial operations
you believe that the bank was especially established to provide?

1.5. When were the bank's first financial statements published?

1.6. Number Of The Bank's Branches

No. Branch Name Location Operating Date

1.7. Do you plan to open new branches in the future?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.8. If yes, approximately, how many branches does the bank plan
to open, and what are the geographical areas the bank expects
to cover?

1.9. Do you need to obtain permission from the Central Bank to
open new branches?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.10. If yes, does this permission restrict the bank's expansion plans?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

1.11. Did the bank send some bankers to be trained abroad?

( ) - yes ( ) - no
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1.12. If yes, do they go to your foreign partner's country or other
countries? (Please specify)

1.13. What is the management structure between the foreign and the
Egyptian partners?

2. The Bank's Capital And Equity

2.1. Who are the bank's Egyptian and foreign founders?

Egyptian Founders Name Portion of Capital %

- Public sector banks.
- Private sector banks.
- Public sector companies.
- Private sector companies.
- Individuals.
- Others (specify)

Foreign Founders Name Nationality Proportion of Capital %
- Foreign banks outside

Egypt.
- Foreign banks in Egypt.
- Foreign companies
- Individuals.
- Others (specify)

2.2. Did the bank issue shares for public subscription?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

2.3. If no, go to question 2.9.

2.4. If yes, what are the categories of the bank's shareholders?

2.5. What are the minimum number of shares held by each shareholder?

2.6. Are the bank's shares listed in the stock exchange?

2.7. If yes, when was it listed?

2.8. If no, why did not the bank list its shares on the stock exchange?

2.9. Did the bank increase its capital or make a new issue
of shares during the past years?
(From 1975 to 1982)

) - Public sector banks
) - Private sector banks
) - Branches for foreign banks
) - Joint venture banks
) - Public sector companies
) - Private sector companies
) - Individuals
) - Others (Specify)

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

( ) " yes ( ) - no
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( ) - yes ( ) - no

2.10. If yes, how was the capital increase financed?
(Please specify)

2.11. Do you have plans to increase the bank's capital in the future?
(Please specify)

2.12. What are the government restrictions regarding capital expansion?

2.13. What are the equity accounts the bank holds other than the paid
up capital?

- Reserves

- Provisions

- Others (Specify)

2.14. What are the bank's external long term sources of funds other
than equity accounts and time deposits in local and foreign
currencies?

3. Other Questions

3.1. What are the important special services the bank offers for
its clients?

( ) - Technical and financial advice.
( ) - Feasibility studies.
( ) - Information services.
( ) - Others (specify)

3.2. Does the bank have a special business appraisal system to help
in evaluating the investment opportunities?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

3.3. If no, what are the important sources of information the bank
depend on?

3.4. What is the impact of the foreign exchange system on the bank's
operation? (Please mention your opinion, and any alternative
suggestions you may have for developing the foreign exchange
market in Egypt)

3.5. In your opinion, what is the expected future for joint venture
commercial banks in Egypt?

3.6. Are there any additional points of interest related to this
interview that you would like to add?
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1. What are the important types of foreign currency the bank lends
to borrowers?

( ) - All foreign currencies.
( ) - US Dollar.
( ) - Pound sterling.
( ) - Others (specify)

2. What are the types of loans the bank issues to its clients?

( ) - Short term loans.
( ) - Medium term loans.
( ) - Long term loans.
( ) - Others (specify)

3. Short Term Loans (Loans which are less than one year maturity)

3.1. Types of short term loans the bank issue:

(Please rank them in descending order of importance)
( ) - Overdraft facilities.
( ) - Loans secured against bills.
( ) - Loans secured against securities.
( ) - Loans secured against merchandise.
( ) - Commercial loans (financing letters of credit).
( ) - Consumer loans.
( ) - Short term advances.
( ) - Others (specify)

3.2. What are the most important categories of the bank's borrowers
for short term loans?

( ) - Public sector companies.
( ) - Private sector companies.
( ) - Individual establishments.
( ) - Others (specify)

3.3. Do you always welcome new borrowers, or are there times when all
the bank's available funds are taken up by old customers?

3.4. What are the policies the bank adopts to attract borrowers for
short term loans?

( ) - Advertising.
( ) - Direct contact with old clients.
( ) - Sending letters to expected clients.
( ) - Less charges for the loan services expenses.
( ) - Others (specify)

3.5. What are the difficulties the bank face in collecting and following
up the short term loans repayment?

3.6. What are the problems and the risk associated with making short
term loans in the local market?
(Explain according to your bank's past experience)

3.7. How can the borrower approach the bank to ask for short term loans?
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( ) - Seeking advice first from the loan manager or the branch
manager.

( ) - Filling in an application form as the first step.
( ) - Others (specify)

3.8. What are the important documents the borrower has to provide with
his application form to your bank, in order to, evaluate his
financial position?

Documents Required from Documents Required from
Individuals and Stock Companies
Unincorporated businesses

3.9. What are the kinds of securities and guarantees required from the
bank's clients as condition of granting short term loans?

3.10. How long does it take (on average) to estimate the borrower's
ability to repay the short term loans?

3.11. How long does it take (on average) to finish the loan
administrative arrangements and to give the approval for the
client's application?

3.12. What are the bank's covenant terms associated with lending
short term loans?

3.13. Does the bank charge its clients for expenses other than the
interest rates?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

3.14. If yes, what are these expenses, and how do you estimate them?

3.15. Which branch has the authority to take the short term loan decisions?

( ) - The head office only.
( ) - All the bank's branches.
( ) - Some branches only.
( ) - Others (specify)

3.16. Who has the authority to take short term loan decisions and
what is the allowable limit for each level?

Allowable limit (LE)

( ) - The board of directors
( ) - The bank's loan committee
( ) - The loan manager
( ) - Branch manager
( ) - Credit officer
( ) - Others (specify)

3.17. What are the important regulations and restrictions which limit your
bank's ability to allocate as much short term loans as the bank wishes?
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3.18. Does the interest rate structure for loans in LC prevent you from
lending as much short term loans as you would like?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

3.19. If yes, what are your suggestions to change the present interest
rate structure for loans in LC?

3.20. How do you set the interest rates for short term loans in FC?

4. Medium* And Long Term Loans**
* From one year to five years.
** More than five years.

4.1. What are the types of medium and long term loans allocated to the
bank's clients?

Loan Types/Sectors Medium/long term

( ) - Industrial loans
( ) - Agricultural loans
( ) - Mortgage loans
( ) - Others (specify)

4.2. What are the most important categories of the bank's borrowers for
medium and long term loans?

( ) - Public sector companies.
{ ) - Private sector companies.
( ) - Foreign companies.
( ) - Others (specify)

4.3. What are the policies the bank adopt to attract borrowers for
medium and long term loans?

( ) - Advertising.
( ) - Direct contact with old clients.
( ) - Direct contact with expected clients.
( ) - Promoting good investment opportunities between clients.
( ) - Opening offices with countries which have direct

investment in Egypt.
( ) - Better loans terms than other banks (fees, interest

rates, expenses, commissions)
( ) - Client introduction by foreign partner.
( ) - Client introduction by Egyptian partner.
( ) - Others (specify)

4.4. What are the difficulties the bank face in collecting and following
up the term loans repayments?
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4.5. How can the borrower approach the bank to ask for medium and long
term loans?

( ) - Seeking advice first from the loan manager or the
branch manager.

( ) - Filling in an application form first as the first step.
( ) - Others (specify)

4.6. What are the important documents the borrower has to provide
with his application form to your bank in order to evaluate
his financial position?

4.7. What are the kinds of securities and guarantees required from the
bank's clients as a condition of granting medium and long term loans?

4.8. How long does it take (on average) to estimate the borrower's
ability to repay back?

4.9. How long does it take (on average) to finish the loan
administrative arrangements and to give the approval for the
client's application for medium and long term loans?

4.10. What are the bank's covenant terms associated with lending medium
and long term loans?

4.11. Does the bank charge its clients for expenses associated with
medium and long term loans other than the interest rates?

4.12. If yes, what are these expenses, and how do you estimate them?

4.13. Which branch has the authority to take medium and long term
loans decisions?

( ) - The head office only.
( ) - All the bank's branches.
( ) - Some branches only.
( ) - Others (specify)

4.14. Who has the authority to take the medium and long term loan
decisions and the allowable limit for each level?

Allowable Limit (LE)

( ) - The board of directors.
( ) - The bank's loan committee.
( ) - The loan manager.
( ) - Branch manager.
( ) - Credit officer.
( ) - Others (specify)

4.15. What are the important regulations and restrictions which limit
your bank's ability to grant medium and long term loans?

4.16. Does the interest rate structure for loans in LC prevent you from
lending as much medium and long term loans as you would like?

( ) - yes ( ) - no
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4.17. Do you have a minimum amount for medium and long term loans that
the bank will consider?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

4.18. If yes, what is the minimum amount?

- For medium loans in LC
- For medium loans in FC
- For long term loans in LC
- For long term loans in FC

4.19. How do you set the interest rates for medium and long term
loans in FC?

(Please explain according to the loan maturity and the borrower's
activity nature)

4.20. Which of the following factors, in your opinion, are the most
important reasons which limit the bank's ability to allocate
medium and long term loans in the local market?

( ) - Lack of well studied projects presented to the bank.
( ) - High risk associated with lending medium and long term loans.
( ) - A limited demand for medium and long term loans.
( ) - The client does not always provide the required guarantees.
{ ) - Social and political instability.
( ) - Lack of trained loan officers to evaluate clients'

applications.
( ) - Frequent changes in laws, regulations, and economic

decisions.

( ) - The interest rates which could be charged for term
loans are very low.

( ) - Others (specify)

5. Do you have targets (planned levels) for each type of the loan
portfolio at the beginning of the planning period?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

6. If yes, how do you decide these targets?

( ) - As a certain proportion of total assets.
( ) - As a certain proportion of total deposits.
( ) - According to the loan demand forecast study.
( ) - Annual maximum levels.
( ) - Others (specify)

7. Is it easy to lend more than your targets?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

8. If yes, to what extent the bank is able to expand its lending
above the planned targets?

9. Do you sometimes fail to reach your targets?

( ) - yes ( ) - no
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10. If yes, what do you do?

11. What are the bank's parameters and criteria regarding lending
to your clients?

12. Are you .able to recruit and train the number of loan officers
you need, or is there a lack of well trained loan officers?

13. How do you assess the expected default risk associated with
lending each type of loans?

14. Do you raise equity or hold reserves equal to a certain
proportion of your risky assets?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

15. If yes, how do you decide this proportion?

16. Do you have provision for bad and doubtful debts?

( ) - yes ( ) - no

17. If yes, how do you allocate this provision?

18. Which categories of your loans require the highest provisions
(proportionately) for bad and doubtful debts (please specify)?

19. Under the Egyptian law, what will happen if the borrower fails
on repayment?

20. Does the bank have a special formula to estimate the expected
cost associated with each type of loans?

( ) - yes ( ) no

21. If yes, how do you establish this formula?

22. In your opinion, how can the government encourage the Egyptian
joint venture banks to lend medium and long term loans in the
local market?

23. Are there any additional points of interest related to this
interview you would like to add?
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